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Summary
Magnetization transfer (MT) technique is widely utilized in clinical Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI) researches to visualize chemical exchange between water and
macromolecules in human body (predominantly brain). However, traditional MT ex-
periments are predominantly qualitative, while meaningful inter- and intra-subject
comparisons are possible only if the MT effect could be quantified. In this thesis,
performance of the relatively new quantitative magnetization transfer (qMT) tech-
nique is investigated. Theory behind MRI and qMT are first reviewed, followed by
implementation of the qMT sequence on a clinical 3T Siemens MRI scanner. Post-
processing tools are then developed to extract quantitative information from the qMT
images. Healthy volunteers were recruited and scanned, establishing a table of norma-
tive qMT parameters within the healthy cohort. Later on, the minimization problem
embedded within qMT is reformulated with the inclusion of lower bound constraints,
ensuring stability of the optimization algorithm. It is also further optimized, pos-
sibly reducing number of image acquisitions and scanning time required. All works
then converge into a verified set of qMT protocol and post-processing tools, readily
available for future applications in other MRI experiments.
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Magnetization transfer (MT) has long been utilized in Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing (MRI) to visualize exchange of protons between water and macromolecules. MT
assessments, however, are inherently qualitative dependent on the coil and machine
used as well as other circumstantial factors. For rigid applications such as deter-
mination of disease staging, quantitative information is essential before meaningful
diagnosis and comparisons could be made. Hence, introduction of the qMT tech-
nique by Henkelman et al. [1] in 1993 was highly applauded. By using the two-pool
model to represent water (free pool) and macromolecules (bound pool), indicative
qMT parameters could be measured from a set of MRI images. Since then, various
studies have been conducted utilizing qMT, mainly involving an understanding of
multiple sclerosis and neuroimaging.[2][3][4] More recently, qMT has also started to
gain popularity for applications in muscle studies, after being shown by Sinclair et
al. [5] that qMT is a good candidate for identifying various myopathies[6]. It is hence
the objective of this thesis to implement and optimize the qMT technique, in addition
to applying it on various studies.
Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews the physics behind MRI and qMT. Subsequently,
Chapter 3 documents the actual implementation of qMT, covering both the coding
up of the sequences as well as the development of the post-processing software. The
implemented qMT is then applied on healthy subjects in Chapter 4, establishing a
table of normative qMT parameter values in the healthy cohort for the reference of
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future musculoskeletal studies. Finally, optimization to the existing approaches in
qMT is explored in Chapter 5.
Terminology & Convention
As a matter of convention, reference to components within this thesis would be made
as follows: Sec.1.1.1 for sections & subsections, (1.1.1) for equations, Fig.1.1.1 for
figures & diagrams, and Table 1.1.1 for tables. The terms ”minimization”, ”opti-
mization”, ”curve fitting”, and ”least square fitting” may be used interchangeably, as




MRI is a non-invasive biomedical imaging modality used widely for clinical diagnostic
purposes. As compared to X-ray based Computed Tomography (CT) scan, MRI does
not introduce harmful ionizing radiation to the patients, and offers excellent soft tissue
contrast and various tissue-property dependent contrast mechanisms. This chapter
begins with descriptions about the working principle of MRI, followed by a review
on the contrast mechanisms related to (quantitative) magnetization transfer, the key
focus of this thesis.
2.1 Overview of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Understanding MRI requires an understanding of the physics principles behind, which
is discussed under Appendix A. In a nutshell:
• An MRI machine creates a strong1 static magnetic field within its bore, aligning
protons in human body along the static field. Conventionally, this is defined as
the longitudinal or z direction and runs through the inside of the bore.
• A transmitter RF coil then sends an RF pulse to rotate the magnetization2 of
1For clinical MRI machines, this typically ranges from 1.5T to 3.0T, while field strength as high
as 9.4T had been attempted in research. These are about 105 ∼ 106 times higher than earth’s
magnetic field strength, which is typically less than 0.1mT
2Magnetization is defined as the vector sum of the protons’ spin
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the protons from z into the transverse(i.e. xy) plane. Magnetic field component
of this RF pulse3 oscillates in the transverse plane.
• The magnetization, upon being tilted down to the transverse plane, starts to
precess4 about the z axis at the Larmor frequency ω:
ω = γB (2.1)
where γ is the nuclei-specific gyromagnetic ratio and B is the field strength of
the static magnetic field.
A gradient field5 G(t) is then applied to change (2.1) to ω(x, y, z, t) = γ(B +
λ(x, y, z)G(t)), which essentially means that the protons now precess at fre-
quencies dependent on their spatial locations (x, y, z) (see Sec.2.2).
• A receiver RF coil is then used to detect the precessing magnetization in the
transverse plane6. By Fourier analysis, the detected signal may then be decom-
posed into its frequency components.
• Since the magnetizations precess at frequencies dependent on its spatial lo-
cation, amplitude of each of these frequency components then represents the
relative abundance of protons in the corresponding spatial locations. Plotting
these amplitudes against the corresponding frequencies on a 2D Cartesian plane
then forms an output MRI image.
These simplified overview discussions of MRI principles had omitted numerous impor-
tant aspects, such as the relaxations (Sec.2.3), chemical shifts, etcs, but nonetheless
shall suffice for getting a rudimentary understanding of how it works.
3An RF pulse is essentially electromagnetic wave
4The spin’s precession is resultant from the presence of the static magnetic field
5Gradient field is a magnetic field that still point in the z direction, but with a magnitude that
is sloping across another direction.
6Time-varying magnetization induces emf at the receiver RF coil, which then translates into a
signal
24
2.2 Gradient Recalled Echo (GRE)
As mentioned previously, receiver RF coil is used to detect the precessing transverse
magnetization, which in turn yield the output received signal s(t). After demodula-









where d3r represents infinitesimal volume in the entire field of view (FOV) and ρ(~r)
represents the effective7 spin density. Phase angle φ(~r, t) may be interpreted as an
accumulation of the gradient field’s effect:








Comparing (2.2) to Fourier transform of the effective spin density ρ(~r):
s(t) =
∫




it is implied that the received signal is essentially the effective spin density in its
frequency domain:
P (~k) ⇐⇒ s(t)
−2pi~k · ~r ⇐⇒ φ(~r, t)






7Spin density after including the effect of other factors such as the temperature T , static field
strength B0, etcs.
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Thus, while (2.4) implies that the received signal is the effective spin density in
frequency domain, (2.6) shows that at time instance t, the received signal represents
amplitude of the frequency component in k-space8 at location (kx, ky, kz). To visualize
this, recording the signal while varying the gradient(s) Gx(t), Gy(t), and/or Gz(t) is
analogous to filling up the k-space in a path/trajectory that follows (2.6) (see Fig.
2-1).
(a) sequence diagram - 1D (Source: [7]) (b) k-space trajectory - 1D (Source: [7])
(c) sequence diagram - 2D (Source: [8]) (d) k-space trajectory - 2D (Source: [8])
Figure 2-1: K-space trajectory when the gradients are played out is equivalent to
time integral of the gradients.9
Upon having the k-space filled up, the image may then be obtained by performing
8in short, k-space is an MRI jargon which is essentially equivalent to the MRI image in it’s
frequency domain
9Strictly speaking, 2-1c and 2-1d are from another sequence called Echo Planar Imaging (EPI)
instead of the 2D GRE, but nonetheless shall serve it purpose here in linking together the pulse
sequence diagram and its corresponding k-space trajectory.
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inverse Fourier transform on the data. This method of obtaining the MRI image is
known as Gradient Recalled Echo (GRE).
2.2.1 Spoiler Gradient
An immediate result from (2.2) and (2.3) is that, when non-zero gradient field ~G(t′)
is applied, spins at different location become out-of-phase with each other10. When
a gradient is used solely to stir-up the phases of the spin population, this gradient is
termed the spoiler gradient, a concept which will be utilised in Sec.2.3.1.
2.3 Spin Relaxation
Sections 2.1 & 2.2 assumes that the spin continue to precess as long as the static
magnetic field is present. While this may hold true for the case of one single proton,
the precession eventually fade away when it comes to the magnetization11: [9]
• Spin-Spin (T2) Relaxation: decay of the transverse (xy-plane) magnetization
‖M⊥(t)‖. Each proton in the cohort experience slightly different static field
strength12, which causes them to precess at slightly different Larmor frequencies.
As the precessions proceed, the spins eventually become out-of-phase and hence





• Spin-Lattice (T1) Relaxation: regrowth of the longitudinal (z-axis) magne-
tization ‖Mz(t)‖. As the out-of-phase precessions proceed, the spins lose energy
and eventually line up with the static field again14, causing a resurrection of the
longitudinal magnetization. This, too, can be modelled to be exponential with
10since they precess at different Larmor frequencies
11Magnetization is the collective sum of spins from a whole cohort of protons being scanned
12due to shielding effect of electrons from the outer shell, interactions with other particles in the
vicinity of its local chemical environment, etcs
13or alternatively, destructive super-positioning of the spins occurred









Consider a sample with multiple spin populations of different T1. Suppose the GRE
sequence (Sec.2.2) is repeated at repetition time TR  T115, then (2.8) indicates
that the available transverse magnetization ‖M⊥(t)‖ at the beginning of each repeti-
tion is small. Together with the use of spoiler gradient (Sec.2.2.1) prior to the next
excitation at each repetition, there would be very limited transverse magnetization
available for this particular spin population with the specific T1 value. In another
words, the targeted spin population would have very little contribution to the received
signal. This technique is called saturation, which is commonly used to knock-off sig-
nal contribution from a certain spin population16. This concept would be utilised in
Sec.2.5.
2.4 RF inhomogeneity
Sec.2.1 mentioned about rotating the longitudinal magnetization to the transverse
plane using RF pulses, while omitting the point whereby transmission of these RF
pulses is inhomogeneous17 across the whole target to be scanned. Since amplitude of
the RF pulse directly affects flip-angle of the magnetization18, and thus the measured
signal, an actual-versus-nominal B1 fractional map is necessary to correct the signal
amplitude in each image voxels.
15where T1 here is one of the many T1 present in the sample
16fat or water, for example
17The RF pulses usually get attenuated, refracted, or reflected at tissues or boundaries between
them. Furthermore, transmission of the RF wave itself is also governed by the inverse square law,
with amplitude ∝ 1r2 .
18In general, the flip angle α due to an RF pulse of magnitude B1 for time τ is governed by the
equation α = γB1τ
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2.5 Magnetization transfer (MT)
(a) Macromolecules
and water
(b) Absorption lineshape of water
and macromolecules
(c) Two-pool model
Figure 2-2: Magnetization transfer (MT) effect (Source: [1])
The MT effect describes exchange of hydrogen (i.e. proton) between water and
macromolecules (e.g. protein) [5] when both are involved in a chemical reaction. In
the two-pool model, exchange of proton between the macromolecules and water may
be represented by Figure 2-2c. If protons from the macromolecule/bound pool are
selectively saturated (see Sec.2.3.1), the water/free pool’s magnetization will even-
tually be reduced as well, since the macromolecules’ saturated protons is exchanged
with water’s unsaturated protons during the mentioned chemical reaction. While
saturated macromolecular protons carry zero magnetization onto the water molecule,
a proton with magnetization exchanges with the macromolecule, thus reducing the
29
magnetization in the water pool.
To perform the selective saturation, as shown in Figure 2-2b, RF saturation pulses
at frequencies sufficiently far away from water’s absorption frequency-band19, together
with the spoiler gradients, are inserted into the MRI sequence before the image ac-
quisition (Fig.2-3). A comparison between MRI images (i.e. the difference image)
with and without the saturation pulses then yields MT informations.
Figure 2-3: Schematic diagram of MT pulse sequence (Source: [12])
2.6 Quantitative magnetization transfer (qMT)
The procedure described in Sec.2.5 yields qualitative MT images, which is useful for
visual comparison and assessment. However, to quantitatively measure the exchange
parameters20, sets of MT images using RF saturation pulses at different offset fre-
quencies and flip-angles is required. This allows calculation of the qMT parameters
described in Fig.2-2.
As shown by Sinclair et al. [5], the received signal S at steady state21 is governed
by the equation[13]:
S = gMa0 ×
Rb(
RMa0 f















19but yet still within the absorption range of the macromolecules
20For example, parameters as shown in Fig. 2-2c
21when both chemical exchange and saturation transfer reached their equilibrium
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g: scanner and sequence-dependent scaling factor
Ma,b0 : initial magnetization of free
a and boundb pool
Ra,b: longitudinal relaxation rate of free
a and boundb pool, 1
Ta,b1
R: rate constant for magnetization exchange, see Fig 2-2c





RRFa,b : RF absorption rate of free
a and boundb pool, see (2.10) , (2.11) & (2.12)
ω: amplitude of applied RF
∆: offset frequency of applied RF
T a,b2 : transverse relaxation time of free
a and boundb pool
RF absorption rate RRFa,b is related to the absorption lineshapes wa,b(2pi∆) by the
equation RRFa,b = ω
2piwa,b(2pi∆) (see Fig 2-2b). Lineshape for the free pool takes the





1 + (2pi∆T a2 )
2
(2.10)





















|3 cos2 θ−1| )
2
dθ (2.12)
By performing the following substitution on (2.9):





Ra(1− f) ⇐⇒ x6
the following equation may then be obtained:
S = x1 ×
[
x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [
ω
2pi∆




Hence, by collecting MT image sets at different RF amplitudes ω and offset-frequencies
∆, the parameter sets {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6} may be fitted voxel-wise to (2.13) with
the data sets {S, ω,∆}, or rather {S, θsat,∆} (see below).
Dependence on free pool longitudinal relaxation rate T a1
The restricted proton fraction f may be obtained from the value of fitted x6 provided
that the free pool longitudinal relaxation rate Ra is known. This can be achieved by
making an independent measurement of longitudinal relaxation time T1obs, in which















Dependence on saturation pulse’s excitation flip-angle θsat
Descriptions in Sec.2.6 holds true only when the bound pool is continuously saturated
using continuous wave (CW) RF wave, which is clinically infeasible due to Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) requirement22. This can be resolved by replacing the CW
RF wave with RF pulses, and replacing the RF amplitude ω in (2.9) or (2.13) with









θsat: effective flip-angle of the saturation pulse (in deg.)
p1,2: pulse-shape dependent geometric factors
(Gaussian pulse: p1 = 0.482, p2 = 0.344)
τsat: duration of the saturation pulse
Hence, the fitting of (2.13) may be performed using {S, θsat,∆} instead of {S, ω,∆},
provided τsat is kept constant for all datasets
23.
22To prevent overheating the patient, there exists an upper limit on the total permissible RF
power deposition per MRI scan
23in fact the same τsat should be used for each datasets to ensure a constant TR
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Having explained the theory behind qMT above, going from MT to qMT requires
the following three sequences:
• A GRE-based qMT saturation weighted sequence with variable RF amplitude
ω (i.e. flip-angle) and offset frequencies ∆ to solve (2.9) or (2.13).
• A T1 mapping sequence to quantitatively measure T1 (see Sec.2.6.1).
• A B1 correction map to account for any RF inhomogeneity (see Sec.2.4)
2.6.1 T1 Mapping: DESPOT1 Sequence
According to [10], when the GRE (Sec.2.2) sequence is repeated at repetition time






























, with T1 embedded in the gradient m:
T1 = − TR
ln(m)
(2.18)
This T1 mapping sequence is known as the Driven Equilibrium Single Pulse Obser-
vation of T1 (DESPOT1) sequence 24.
24DESPOT2 sequence is also available for T2 mapping, but that is out of this project’s interest
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2.6.2 B1 Mapping: AFI Sequence
Actual Flip-Angle Imaging (AFI) [11] is a GRE based sequence used in B1 mapping.
In this sequence, each line in the k-space is acquired with two different TRs repeated
back-to-back (Fig.2-4).
Figure 2-4: Double TR acquisition of AFI (Source: [11])






















In this chapter, all sequences required by the qMT protocol are coded and compiled
for an MRI scanner, the Siemens Prisma 3T system (Sec.3.1). Post-processing steps
are then formulated prior to being embedded into software packages (Sec.3.2).
3.1 Image Acquisition
This section starts with a review on the Siemens IDEA framework for MRI sequence
development (Sec.3.1.1), followed by a closer look at the Siemens GRE product se-
quence (Sec.3.1.2) prior to actual implementation of all required sequences (Sec.3.1.3).
3.1.1 Background
While MRI sequences are best explained with the aid of sequence diagram, they are
eventually translated into code, compiled, and loaded into the MRI scanner, prior
to any MRI scan on the patients. In order to implement the qMT protocol1, it is
important to review on how to code for the MRI scanner.
1A protocol is a collection of all sequences that works hand-in-hand with each other. For qMT,
the DESPOT1, AFI, as well as the main qMT saturation weighted sequence are required.
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3.1.1.1 Siemens IDEA SDE
Siemens Integrated Development Environment for Applications (IDEA) Sequence De-
velopment Environment (SDE) specifies the software framework for development of
any MRI sequence program to be used with the Siemens MRI machine. Depending
on the software versions, the sequence program has to be written in either C or C++.
The rest of this chapter will discuss the C++ based version. It worth mentioning that
due to corporate confidentiality issues, much of the detail involving Siemens IDEA
will have to be omitted from this thesis.
3.1.2 Siemens Product Sequence: GRE
GRE (Sec.2.2) works as the base sequence for all other sequences required in the qMT
protocol, which includes the DESPOT1 sequence for T1 mapping (Sec.2.6.1), AFI
sequence for B1 mapping (Sec.2.6.2), and the qMT saturation weighted sequence itself
(Sec.2.6). It is hence important to understand how the GRE sequence is implemented
by the machine manufacturer (Sec.3.1.2), before modifying and repackaging it into
the aforementioned set of sequences required for the qMT protocol (Sec.3.1.3). In
short, an inspection on the source code reveals the following observations:
• The fat, water, and MT saturation pulses are each implemented as Sequence
Building Block (SBB)s, and MT pulses are executed before the fat/water pulses.
• The spoiler gradients after the saturation pulses, implemented as another SBB,
will be executed for once if any saturation pulse was executed prior to that.
• Main components of the GRE are also enclosed within an SBB, the SBBGREKernal
class. This including the excitation RF pulse; slice select, refocusing, phase en-




Following the analysis on structure of Siemens GRE product sequence in Sec.3.1.2,
this section discusses the technical issues behind development of the sequences. De-
tails about implementation of the sequences can be found in Appendix C.
3.1.3.1 T1 Mapping with DESPOT1
As described in Sec.2.6.1, the DESPOT1 sequence is essentially GRE sequence re-
peated at different flip-angle α while keeping TR constant. No modification on the
Siemens GRE product sequence is hence required.
3.1.3.2 B1 Mapping with AFI
Fig.2-4 from Sec.2.6.2 shows that the AFI sequence for B1 mapping is the GRE se-
quence repeated at two different TRs while keeping the flip-angle α constant. As
compared to DESPOT1, however, the AFI sequence requires interleaved TR repeti-
tion2. In the Siemens IDEA jargon, this means that the original GRE SBB kernel
should be repeated twice at different TRs. The AFI sequence should output two sets
of image file at the end of execution, corresponding to the two chosen TRs. This
can be done by modifying the parameters of the ADC readout module at each TR
repetition.
There are a few more minor but important amendments to the GRE product
sequence. RF energy transmitted by the sequence are required to be reported within
the sequence program itself, for estimation on whether or not the execution would be
within the SAR requirements. For repetition of two TRs, the number of excitation RF
pulses in the AFI sequence would be twice as much as that in the GRE sequence. In
addition to that, calculations for the total measure time should also be amended for
accurate estimation of the remaining scan time. However, since this is not essential
for the functionality of the AFI sequence, it is left on the list for future improvement.
2i.e. the choice of TRs has to be repeated one after another for the same line in k-space, before
proceeding to the next line
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3.1.3.3 qMT
The qMT sequence is similar to the Siemens GRE product sequence with MT sat-
uration selected. As compared to DESPOT1, qMT can be performed by repetition
of the MT-saturated GRE sequence, with different flip-angle3 α and offset frequen-
cies ∆ for the MT saturation pulse. However, the MT saturation pulse in Siemens
GRE product sequence is not implemented with configurable4 flip-angle and offset
frequencies, bringing about the need to customize the product sequence.
One possible way to customize the product sequence is that the GRE kernel class
SBBGREKernel may be modified to execute the MT pulse and spoiler gradients before
its excitation pulse. Although this would mean that execution of the MT pulse would
now be sandwiched between the fat/water saturation pulse and the GRE kernel, the
two saturation mode (i.e. fat/water and MT saturation) should never be turned on
simultaneously.5 Hence, this implementation of the qMT sequence is acceptable.
Similar to the implementation of the AFI sequence, reporting of RF energy trans-
mitted is recalculated to incorporate the SAR contribution of the qMT saturation
pulse. Since the addition of the MT saturation pulse is not changing TR of the
sequence, total measure time of the sequence is not affected.
3.2 Image Post-Processing
Post-processing of raw data in MRI usually6 begins with Inverse Fast Fourier Trans-
form (IFFT) of the raw data from k-space (i.e. frequency) domain to the spatial
(i.e. image) domain. For quantitative imaging techniques such as the DESPOT1
and qMT, output images from IFFT are then further processed (usually involves
curve fitting of the voxels’ intensity to some equations) before quantitative parameter
maps could be obtained. In this section, technical detail behind the post-processing
methods are reviewed and developed (Sec.3.2.1, Sec.3.2.2, Sec.3.2.3). Amendments
3or rather the amplitude ω of the MT saturation pulse
4fixed to ω = 350◦ and ∆ = 1200 Hz
5As far as this thesis is concerned, at least.
6This is not always true. For certain MRI techniques, raw data are pre-processed in k-space
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to the approach suggested by the literatures are discussed (Sec.3.2.3.2), while actual
development of the software programmes are also covered (Sec.3.2.4).
3.2.1 T1 Mapping with DESPOT1
Theory behind T1 mapping with the DESPOT1 sequence was explained in Sec.2.6.1:
images acquired at constant TR but varying flip-angle α may be fitted to (2.17), in
which the value of T1 may then be derived using (2.18). One possible combination of
parameters would be TR = 25 ms and α = {5◦, 15◦, 25◦}. [5] By performing voxelwise













where the gradient m when yi =
S(~k)
sin(αi)






















which in turn can be used to determine T1 via (2.18):
T1 = − TR
ln(m)
It worth noting that prior to calculation of T1, the flip-angles αi are corrected
using the B1 map (Sec.2.6.2) by multiplying αi with
αactual
α
from the B1 map.
3.2.2 B1 Mapping with AFI
Sec.2.6.2 showed that B1 mapping can be performed using the AFI sequence, which
involves interleaved repetition of the GRE sequence at two TRs. This may be per-
formed with the combination of α = 60◦, TR1 = 50 ms, and TR2 = 150 ms. [5] The
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followed by voxelwise calculation of the fraction αactual
α
with α = 60◦.
3.2.3 qMT
As described in Sec.2.6, qMT parameters may be determined by fitting the set
{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6} to intensity S of a set of qMT-weighted MRI images obtained
with various RF amplitudes ω and offset-frequencies ∆ (i.e. {S, ω,∆}), which is
governed by (2.13). This can be formulated as a non-linear least square fitting prob-
lem, which can then be solved by using the well established Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm.
As suggested by Sinclair et al. [5], 14 sets of qMT images may be acquired for the
fitting, with combinations of ω = {350◦, 500◦} and ∆ = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} kHz.
It was also suggested that since x1 = gM
a
0 is essentially intensity of the image acquired
in absence of qMT pulses, the value of x1 may be tied to value of the image intensity
S when ∆ = 100 kHz instead of being fitted explicitly.7 Numerous sources had
also pointed out that fixing x2 = Rb = 1 s
−1 would lead to a more stable fitting
process.[1, 5, 13] Hence, with x1 and x2 explicitly fixed, the parameter set to be fitted
is simplified to a size of 4 (i.e. {x3, x4, x5, x6}, or {RMa0 , RRFb , 1RaTa2 ,
f
Ra(1−f)}). With




Sinclair et al. [5] further suggested that typical MT ratio can additionally be
calculated using the formula MTR = 100×M0−M1
M0
, with M0 and M1 being the datasets
from ∆ = 100 kHz and ∆ = 2 kHz (both at ω = 500◦) respectively.
Two main fitting approaches were suggested, i.e. the voxelwise parameter map
approach and the region of interest (ROI) based approach:[5]
7when the qMT pulse is having an off-frequency very far away from the water resonance frequency,
it is essentially not inducing any qMT saturation.
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• Voxelwise Parameter Maps Approach: Map of the qMT parameters may
be generated by performing the curve fitting (Sec.3.2.3) on a voxelwise basis.
This is perhaps the most straight-forward way to process the qMT images.
However, good alignment between the qMT images is usually required to achieve
better performance in curve fitting.
• ROI-Voxelwise Approach: In the ROI statistics approach, small ROI is
drawn on the stack of qMT images. This ROI is then transferred to the image
stack, from which average intensity of the voxels within the ROI is determined
for the B1 map. Subsequently, this average intensity is used in flip-angle cor-
rection for the stack of qMT images. Curve fitting is then performed voxelwise
within the ROI, followed by calculation of mean value of the fitted qMT pa-
rameters within the ROI.
3.2.3.1 qMT Least Square Problem Formulation
Sec.3.2.3 briefly discussed the non-linear least square fitting process required to obtain
the qMT parameters. In this section, the least square problem will be properly defined
as a standard minimization problem.
3.2.3.1.1 Standard form The least square problem involving (2.13) may be rep-














with N = 14 if Sinclair et al.’s approach is taken (see Sec.3.2.3). Next, the least








x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
]− Si × [(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [ ωi2pi∆i ]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]])2
which involves shifting the denominator term in (2.13) to be multiplied to Si. As










x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
]− Si × [(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [ ωi2pi∆i ]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]])2
It worth noting that x4 = RRFb is a quantity dependent on the offset frequency
∆, as well as both ω and T b2 . However, the fitting parameters are supposed to be
tissue-dependent only, i.e. independent of ∆ and ω. Hence, a model that governs the
relationship between RRFb and {∆, ω, T b2} is needed, which could either be a Gaussian
(2.11) or a super-Lorentzian (2.12) function (see Sec.2.6). The curve fitting may then








x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
]− Si × [(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [ ωi2pi∆i ]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]])2
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x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
]− Si × [(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [ ωi2pi∆i ]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]])2







Since the set of 14 MT saturated images may not be acquired with the same level of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Sinclair et al. further suggested that each terms in the
least square problem shall be multiplied by a weighting. [5] One possible candidate
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This is further modified to be the weighted average of all terms (i.e. sum of weightage
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3.2.3.1.2 Jacobian The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm used in solving the min-








=⇒ J→ Jij = ∂f(xi,k)∂kj
The Jacobian matrix may be determined numerically8, but performance of the algo-
rithm can be improved9 if an analytical Jacobian matrix can be provided, which is
attempted in this section.
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and, with super-Lorentzian bound pool lineshape,
8which is usually supported automatically by the software libraries implementing the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm
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2 (1− (2pi∆T b2 )2) (3.3)
The analytical Jacobian matrix J can then be determined from these derivatives:
J −→ Jij = ∂yi
∂xj
(3.4)
3.2.3.2 Fitting Approaches and Procedures
As described earlier at the beginning of Sec.3.2.3, there are two main literature-
suggested approaches to solve the qMT least square minimization problem. This
section discusses the implementation of the approaches behind the post-processing
software packages (Sec.3.2.4), along with minor amendments to the literature’s sug-
gestions.
3.2.3.2.1 Whole-Image Voxelwise Approach The whole-image voxelwise ap-
proach begins with voxelwise generation of the actual flip-angle from the AFI images.
This is then used in voxelwise correction of the flip-angle prior to both generation of
T1 map from the DESPOT1 images, as well as generation of qMT parameter maps
from the qMT images.
3.2.3.2.2 ROI-Voxelwise Approach The ROI voxelwise approach is similar to
the whole-image voxelwise approach. Actual flip-angle is first calculated voxelwise
from the AFI images, and is subsequently used in voxelwise flip-angle correction
prior to generation of T1 map from the DESPOT1 images. Then, each voxel within
an ROI, drawn as mask image on top of the qMT images, are flip-angle corrected using
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the averaged actual flip-angle across the ROI. The qMT curve fitting process is then
performed for each voxel within the ROI, followed by determining the statistics10 of
the fitted qMT parameters across the ROI. No qMT parameter maps are generated,
and the statistics are directly displayed as output to users of the software packages
(Sec.3.2.4).
3.2.3.2.3 ROI-Averaged Approach In the ROI averaged approach, the qMT
curve fitting process is performed using average intensity of voxels within the ROI.
The fitted qMT parameters are then directly displayed as output. This approach is
otherwise identical to the ROI voxelwise approach, in which the qMT curve fitting
process is performed for each voxel within the ROI, and the fitted qMT parameters
are outputted as statistics.
3.2.3.2.4 (Iterated) ROI Mask Image Amendment (Iterated) ROI mask
image amendment is an additional procedure, optional to the ROI voxelwise approach.
As it shall be explained later, this can also be utilised to improve the ROI averaged
approach.
When the qMT curve fitting is performed voxelwise, some voxels are bound to fail
in being fitted successfully. This is because these voxels might correspond to various
tissue11 that does not exchange chemicals with water. Attempting to fit these voxels
to the MT model would hence be unsuccessful.
To account for this, value of the fitted qMT parameters can be verified to be
within an acceptable range. If it falls out of the range, the corresponding voxel can
be removed12 from the ROI mask image. Since the amended ROI mask image may
now yield a slightly different averaged actual flip-angle, the qMT curve fitting may
now fail for some voxels that were successfully fitted previously. It is hence optional
to repeat this procedure until all voxels within the amended ROI mask image can be
fitted successfully.
10i.e. mean and standard deviation
11e.g. fat, connective tissues, etc.
12i.e. set to zero
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The amended ROI mask image can also be concatenated as input to the ROI
averaged approach. Ideally, this would mean that the ROI averaged approach is
performed using an ROI mask image with irrelavent tissues13 and bad voxels removed.
As an intuitive step, the acceptable range may be tentatively set to be as followed:
• T1obs: ≥ 0.0001 and ≤ 5000 ms
• x3 = RMa0 : ≥ 0.0001 and ≤ 500 ms
• T b2 : ≥ 0.0001 and ≤ 50 ms
• x5 = 1RaTa2 : ≥ 0.0001 and ≤ 500 ms
• x6 = fRa(1−f) : ≥ 0.0001 and ≤ 5 ms
3.2.4 Post-Processing Software
In order to develop software for qMT post-processing, existing software libraries are
first surveyed (Sec.3.2.4.1). Two main categories of software are then developed to
suit different post-processing pipeline and workflow (Sec.3.2.4.2 & Sec.3.2.4.3).
3.2.4.1 Existing Software Library/Packages
It is intended that the developed software should be written in C++, since C++ offers
advantages such as fast execution speed and being open-sourced14. Hence, the search
for available software libraries are confined to be within the domain of C++ libraries.
Numerous open-sourced C++ libraries are found to be freely available, which includes
Insight Segmentation & Registration Toolkit (ITK) and Medical Imaging Interaction
Toolkit (MITK) for the handling of the images, and ALGLIB and VNL for supporting
the required non-linear least square curve fitting.
13See footnote 11
14as compared to other programming languages such as MATLAB and Python
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3.2.4.1.1 Insight Segmentation & Registration Toolkit (ITK) ITK simpli-
fies the general Input/Output (IO) handling of the images file, as well as providing
a huge library of available image filters for post-processing of the images. [14] Steps
such as calculation of the averaged intensity of an ROI mask over a base image (see
Sec.3.2.3) is readily supported by ITK’s Label Statistics Image Filter15.
3.2.4.1.2 Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit (MITK) MITK provides a
framework for development of interactive biomedical image processing software [15]
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is provided and features such as ROI mask drawing
and basic image processing16 are supported with MITK’s native plugins. For specific
post-processing needs, custom plugins may be developed under the MITK software
development framework. Since ITK is natively supported by MITK, all capabilities
of ITK may also be accessed in MITK.
3.2.4.1.3 Numerical Libraries ALGLIB is a C++ library providing helper func-
tions to perform non-linear least square fitting. [16] The Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm is implemented within ALGLIB, and it works with or without the analytical
Jacobian.
Much like ALGLIB, VNL is another software library providing support for per-
forming the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least square fitting, which comes under
the library collection VXL. [17] It was realised later that VXL is also natively sup-
ported by ITK, which means that VNL is easily accessible from ITK17. This makes
VNL a much preferred candidate over ALGLIB.
3.2.4.2 Command Line Interface (CLI) tools
Command Line Interface (CLI) tools are developed to allow batch processing of
the images, based on descriptions from Sec.3.2.1, Sec.3.2.2, and Sec.3.2.3.1. As
15see https://itk.org/Doxygen/html/classitk_1_1LabelStatisticsImageFilter.html
16For examples, high/low pass filtering, thresholding, and segmentation
17In fact, a wrapper class for VNL’s Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is already defined within ITK.
See https://itk.org/Doxygen46/html/classitk_1_1LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer.html for
the documentation and https://itk.org/Wiki/ITK/Examples/Math/LMOptimization for an ex-
ample usage.
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(a) calcAF: generates B1 map (b) calcT1: generates T1 map
Figure 3-1: Command Line Interface (CLI) tools, two of which are shown here
shown in Fig.3-1, the CLI programs accept inputs in the form of -<tag> followed
by <argument>, a feature supported by MetaCommand18 which comes together with
ITK. ITK is also used for all image IO handling, basic filtering, and voxel-by-voxel
iteration support. Source code for the developed programs are attached in Appendix
B.
3.2.4.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI) tools: CIRC-Desktop with qMT
Toolkit plugin
The CLI tools are useful for batch processing of the images. However, a more inter-
active post-processing pipeline is sometimes preferred, leading to development of the
plugin qMT Toolkit in CIRC-Desktop, an MITK-based software with GUI support
(see Fig.3-2). Documentation for usage and implementation of the software may be
found in Appendix C.
18See https://itk.org/Wiki/ITK/MetaIO/MetaCommand_Documentation
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In this chapter, applications of the implemented qMT protocol is discussed, while
analysis is performed on the acquired data. This is preceded by short remarks on
possible future applications, where the implemented protocol might be helpful.
4.1 Nominal value of qMT parameters across healthy
muscle groups
(a) Forearm (b) Mid-thigh (c) Calf
Figure 4-1: Images acquired at different body part with ROIs drawn on muscles of
interest
Sinclair et al. [5] previously measured and documented nominal value of qMT
parameters among healthy subject. However, only muscle groups from the calf region
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were investigated. This section expands Sinclair’s study to include muscle groups
from thigh and forearm, and to determine whether intermuscle differences occur.
4.1.1 Image Acquisition
10 healthy subjects had participated in the study. All data was acquired using a
Siemens Prisma 3T system with an 18ch receive body coil for signal acquisition. Sets
of qMT images were acquired from forearm, mid-thigh and calf with total acquisition
scheme following descriptions by Sinclair et al. [5], at the chosen field-of-view (FOV)
of 180 x 180 x 80 mm. Each region was taking approximately 20 minutes to be
scanned.
4.1.1.0.1 DESPOT1 Following discussions from Sec.3.2.1, the T1 map is ac-
quired using the DESPOT1 sequence (Sec.3.1.3.1) with α = {5◦, 15◦, 25◦}. TR/TE
are fixed at 25 ms/4 ms.
4.1.1.0.2 AFI B1 map for RF inhomogeneity correction is acquired using the AFI
sequence developed under Sec.3.2.2. A lower resolution of 64 x 64 mm are employed
for each slide in AFI, since the slowly varying B1 inhomogeneity does not require a
high resolution map. TR1/TR2/TE/α are chosen to be 50 ms/150 ms/3.05 ms/60
◦
(see Sec.3.1.3.2).
4.1.1.0.3 qMT As discussed under Sec.3.2.3, 14 sets of 3D qMT images are ac-
quired for each healthy subject, using the developed qMT saturation weighted se-
quence (Sec.3.1.3.3). TR/TE/α are set to be 50 ms/3 ms/6◦ for each image, while
combinations of the qMT-specific scanning parameter are chosen to be ω = {350◦, 500◦}
and ∆ = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} kHz, which sets the flip-angle and offset frequency of
the 12 ms Gaussian qMT saturation pulse.
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4.1.2 Image Analysis
The acquired images are then processed using the ROI-Voxelwise (Sec.3.2.3.2.2) and
ROI-Averaged (Sec.3.2.3.2.3) approaches, with or without iterative corrections to the
ROI mask image. This is done by using CIRC-Desktop with qMT Toolkit plugin
(Sec.3.2.4.3).
4.1.2.1 Multiple ROIs, Same Muscle Group
Some muscle groups are inherently fibrous1, and hence could be a difficult target for
qMT analysis. Two ROIs are hence drawn on each of these muscle groups, which in-
clude Peroneus-longus, Tibialis-anterior, and Tibialis-posterior in the calf, in hoping
that one of the ROIs can provide a better curve fit. In Fig.4-1c these secondary ROIs
are shown with yellow boundaries.
4.1.3 Results and Discussions
Raw output from the post-processing steps are then tabulated in Appendix D, while
mean values (and standard deviations) of the qMT parameter across all subjects are
calculated and tabulated in Table 4.1.
It worth noting that in addition to the 6 qMT parameters {T a1 , f, T a2 , T b2 ,MTR, RMa0 }
determined by Sinclair et al., the 7th parameter R/g is also calculated and tabulated
in Table 4.1. Since g is a machine and sequence dependent scaling factor[5], it should
stay constant as long as the same equipment2 and sequence is used. The parameter
R/g can then be as indicative as R, rate constant for magnetization exchange (see
Sec.2.6), for (intersubject) studies conducted using the same set of equipments.
4.1.3.1 Comparing Analysis Approaches
As shown in Table 4.1, qMT parameters of the same muscle could sometimes be very
different depending on the curve fitting approach taken. For example, mean value of
1i.e. filled with connective tissue or fascia
2MRI scanner, RF coil, etc.
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2 (us) MTR (p.u.) RM
a
0 (s
−1) R/g (s−1) χ2
Muscle
Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged





Extensor Digitorum 2001.59 532.78 1779.77 433.61 38.60 14.19 10.82 2.33 21.78 5.22 23.96 6.32 4.96 0.85 6.12 0.28 32.71 1.31 32.73 1.30 2.28 1.61 8.02 3.31 0.0069 0.0050 0.0259 0.0125 32.21 20.32 0.13 0.18
Gastrocnemius L. 1779.99 113.10 1588.95 88.74 31.11 8.45 9.38 0.90 21.75 2.77 24.62 3.15 4.99 0.47 6.04 0.14 33.78 2.70 33.78 2.70 4.81 2.26 11.54 2.02 0.0153 0.0068 0.0371 0.0065 14.53 9.28 0.11 0.08
Gastrocnemius M. 1837.25 94.83 1600.70 62.64 34.09 10.20 9.20 0.71 23.50 3.12 27.88 3.33 4.63 0.59 5.96 0.11 35.36 3.60 35.38 3.60 4.42 2.42 12.96 2.18 0.0170 0.0073 0.0527 0.0059 22.16 12.46 0.11 0.04
Peroneus-longus 1855.10 140.17 1621.78 123.93 40.92 8.65 10.83 1.09 20.57 2.48 22.17 1.82 4.99 0.70 6.06 0.18 32.27 1.16 32.32 1.15 2.27 1.43 8.25 2.68 0.0082 0.0050 0.0309 0.0091 32.65 25.18 0.12 0.14
Peroneus-longus 2 2099.85 506.91 1843.89 490.95 39.64 10.29 10.57 1.41 21.93 4.06 24.91 4.58 4.24 1.21 5.76 1.92 33.48 8.03 33.19 7.34 1.78 1.30 6.82 4.25 0.0065 0.0046 0.0242 0.0156 18.74 19.72 1.72 5.23
Soleus 1776.61 74.43 1574.05 39.65 29.98 5.41 9.55 0.47 22.17 1.37 25.67 1.52 4.98 0.43 6.06 0.15 36.64 1.79 36.65 1.78 5.19 1.12 12.78 1.10 0.0207 0.0034 0.0517 0.0046 25.73 21.54 0.17 0.14
Tibialis-anterior 1656.54 125.75 1524.67 73.40 39.15 13.53 20.57 27.93 17.97 2.00 19.24 2.49 5.09 0.73 5.64 1.41 31.17 2.00 31.19 2.00 2.64 1.86 6.94 3.22 0.0066 0.0047 0.0180 0.0091 15.97 12.84 0.54 1.46
Tibialis-anterior 2 1735.30 131.38 1536.01 68.62 39.74 14.27 12.01 1.78 19.77 5.26 19.91 2.63 5.11 1.07 6.00 1.33 31.30 2.54 31.31 2.53 2.22 2.37 6.28 3.62 0.0064 0.0068 0.0191 0.0111 32.24 26.54 16.56 52.08
Tibialis-posterior 1880.32 90.35 1707.43 251.20 38.13 6.98 19.27 28.37 6.9E5 2.2E6 23.38 3.34 4.44 0.85 5.74 1.23 34.85 1.04 34.87 1.04 2.66 1.50 8.52 3.80 0.0100 0.0056 0.0327 0.0146 52.37 36.22 0.92 2.32






Adductor Longus 2378.70 847.54 2111.01 760.26 42.46 14.71 9.08 1.83 2.7E7 8.2E7 28.04 6.55 4.24 2.15 5.57 2.36 34.63 10.61 34.64 10.68 0.41 0.38 5.22 3.36 0.0034 0.0037 0.0388 0.0250 83.86 84.01 4.73 13.62
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1901.60 155.21 1619.69 95.73 46.83 7.74 11.16 1.41 19.87 0.92 20.33 2.12 3.83 0.61 5.92 0.37 31.11 3.68 31.27 3.71 1.12 1.21 8.00 2.45 0.0053 0.0050 0.0427 0.0112 26.10 19.07 0.05 0.03
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2089.05 331.41 1929.47 453.24 51.25 9.05 20.07 28.08 3.2E5 1.0E6 20.72 2.10 3.81 0.86 5.87 1.27 32.77 4.08 32.81 4.11 0.26 0.19 5.36 2.71 0.0016 0.0011 0.0339 0.0177 47.08 31.28 0.49 1.27
Gracilis 2148.08 252.14 1834.17 246.23 47.62 14.10 13.58 9.51 21.08 2.75 21.40 4.22 3.76 0.84 5.40 1.61 37.62 5.04 37.72 5.11 0.77 0.41 8.27 3.87 0.0053 0.0025 0.0590 0.0263 46.56 28.54 0.94 2.70
Rectus Femoris 1722.61 99.07 1537.36 164.11 65.65 20.71 23.56 27.55 16.91 2.37 17.56 5.44 5.98 1.01 5.57 1.11 21.26 5.35 21.40 5.31 0.53 1.34 2.37 2.38 0.0013 0.0029 0.0082 0.0077 7.68 5.88 5.38 13.11
Sartorius 2187.56 367.34 2095.60 808.69 57.84 12.40 29.32 37.25 2.7E5 8.2E5 18.71 2.08 4.38 0.95 5.45 1.38 30.72 2.83 30.78 2.86 0.17 0.27 4.52 2.60 0.0012 0.0015 0.0353 0.0216 34.11 15.75 0.26 0.27
Semimembranosus 1967.71 182.44 1696.69 97.51 34.52 15.51 9.87 1.62 24.00 2.65 26.76 4.34 4.42 0.94 5.53 1.64 39.98 6.62 40.04 6.65 3.36 2.14 10.38 5.05 0.0145 0.0091 0.0472 0.0247 50.28 26.52 12.42 38.87
Semitendinosus 1880.73 104.08 1660.84 64.53 31.51 8.87 10.02 0.91 22.23 2.45 24.42 3.46 4.67 0.54 6.16 0.23 37.97 4.42 38.01 4.43 3.74 2.05 10.81 2.97 0.0152 0.0078 0.0450 0.0093 32.83 17.30 0.09 0.06
Vastus Intermedius 1794.03 127.85 1574.79 72.45 46.38 11.36 12.27 1.28 19.42 1.38 19.27 1.48 4.49 0.79 6.26 0.45 29.61 4.14 29.69 4.13 0.83 0.73 5.63 1.56 0.0035 0.0031 0.0252 0.0090 22.59 18.48 0.10 0.13
Vastus Lateralis 1792.42 204.11 1660.22 372.62 41.54 9.20 20.75 27.86 19.05 1.29 19.72 2.19 4.27 1.10 5.09 1.82 30.64 4.93 30.72 5.04 1.39 1.07 4.98 3.01 0.0046 0.0034 0.0173 0.0111 21.30 30.45 13.49 42.32
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1910.21 111.63 1659.93 86.79 35.99 4.53 10.85 0.83 21.85 2.32 23.68 2.54 4.24 0.65 6.01 0.26 36.44 2.31 36.50 2.30 2.58 1.38 9.35 2.79 0.0082 0.0035 0.0307 0.0060 64.22 48.96 0.20 0.15
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1879.62 90.73 1643.02 126.08 36.36 9.81 11.06 1.16 20.99 3.44 23.85 4.58 4.26 0.64 6.09 0.39 37.49 2.39 37.54 2.36 2.81 1.85 9.70 3.46 0.0090 0.0055 0.0324 0.0103 55.97 46.12 0.23 0.18
(a) without iterative correction
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Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged Voxelwise Averaged





Extensor Digitorum 1663.35 148.64 1609.44 134.78 18.34 5.55 11.89 1.38 19.50 2.41 21.07 2.30 6.46 0.68 6.38 0.38 32.43 1.35 32.44 1.37 3.69 1.68 6.38 2.34 0.0114 0.0054 0.0204 0.0090 1.22 0.84 0.16 0.21
Gastrocnemius L. 1617.14 91.60 1588.74 87.44 13.18 3.12 9.83 1.12 22.75 2.85 24.35 3.16 6.30 0.29 6.25 0.16 33.63 2.71 33.63 2.70 6.36 2.19 9.45 2.66 0.0203 0.0065 0.0303 0.0086 1.05 1.20 0.09 0.05
Gastrocnemius M. 1653.68 74.85 1606.08 58.02 14.60 3.82 9.72 1.04 25.05 3.36 27.38 3.54 6.21 0.55 6.25 0.23 35.17 3.61 35.18 3.61 6.16 2.42 10.06 3.05 0.0241 0.0066 0.0399 0.0078 1.84 1.70 0.10 0.04
Peroneus-longus 1652.41 139.34 1685.98 271.93 17.20 5.82 19.81 28.18 20.44 2.97 21.67 3.13 6.36 0.73 5.93 1.42 32.17 1.23 32.20 1.22 3.85 1.57 6.34 2.61 0.0142 0.0056 0.0239 0.0106 2.12 2.95 1.49 4.30
Peroneus-longus 2 1652.39 139.09 1597.41 124.08 17.92 3.11 11.23 1.36 20.30 2.36 22.45 3.03 6.40 0.66 6.28 0.35 30.94 1.89 30.93 1.91 3.27 1.35 6.53 2.03 0.0114 0.0049 0.0237 0.0090 1.55 1.66 0.08 0.05
Soleus 1605.54 37.54 1578.95 41.50 12.92 1.95 9.97 0.56 23.50 1.56 25.16 1.32 6.29 0.20 6.25 0.12 36.50 1.73 36.51 1.73 6.88 1.00 10.22 0.94 0.0276 0.0027 0.0411 0.0020 1.88 1.35 0.16 0.14
Tibialis-anterior 1494.80 161.19 1469.93 136.39 17.89 5.63 12.36 1.48 18.20 2.04 19.56 2.38 6.47 0.68 6.34 0.53 31.00 2.39 31.00 2.40 4.00 1.79 6.37 2.29 0.0103 0.0046 0.0165 0.0064 0.84 0.85 0.09 0.10
Tibialis-anterior 2 1592.72 89.06 1604.45 216.03 18.83 5.44 21.22 27.71 18.04 2.51 19.18 2.47 6.40 0.86 6.02 1.35 31.27 2.55 31.28 2.55 3.57 2.31 5.58 3.11 0.0106 0.0065 0.0169 0.0097 1.30 1.09 0.42 1.09
Tibialis-posterior 1695.33 76.40 1637.86 44.93 16.81 3.94 11.03 1.21 21.50 2.70 23.35 3.16 6.37 0.85 6.37 0.53 34.77 1.17 34.80 1.17 4.44 1.67 7.49 2.24 0.0169 0.0061 0.0291 0.0101 2.50 1.64 0.17 0.12






Adductor Longus 1860.69 263.87 1791.61 227.73 23.69 9.50 23.00 22.52 21.40 5.39 23.50 5.53 5.25 2.72 5.21 2.61 33.49 10.34 33.50 10.34 1.83 1.11 4.88 3.63 0.0129 0.0081 0.0339 0.0253 5.75 5.62 0.49 0.41
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1734.13 203.50 1670.65 223.84 22.50 9.09 14.80 10.32 18.21 2.59 19.51 2.84 5.77 1.30 5.88 1.32 31.22 3.48 31.33 3.51 2.65 1.53 5.91 2.76 0.0130 0.0061 0.0315 0.0181 0.77 0.72 0.14 0.33
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2050.62 312.67 1958.36 393.61 26.00 12.62 17.91 15.73 18.51 2.66 20.93 3.31 5.80 2.45 5.57 2.53 33.54 3.22 33.65 3.18 1.79 1.05 3.42 2.94 0.0108 0.0059 0.0199 0.0168 4.47 5.65 24.53 62.56
Gracilis 1920.57 245.08 1894.89 484.10 22.20 4.91 21.36 29.56 20.82 4.23 22.63 3.86 6.39 1.96 6.39 2.52 38.05 2.51 38.14 2.55 2.58 0.53 6.55 4.24 0.0179 0.0032 0.0448 0.0292 2.95 2.43 0.32 0.49
Rectus Femoris 1678.73 127.30 1854.37 240.76 41.25 14.97 72.39 37.36 13.04 3.26 13.78 3.38 3.94 1.43 3.37 1.52 22.14 5.24 22.28 5.22 0.99 1.36 0.98 2.03 0.0031 0.0028 0.0024 0.0047 1.27 1.00 0.84 0.68
Sartorius 1967.56 268.87 2176.47 543.57 31.22 9.46 54.58 44.35 16.81 3.77 17.58 3.13 4.54 1.92 3.79 2.46 30.63 3.05 30.67 3.03 1.22 0.89 2.56 3.18 0.0087 0.0044 0.0169 0.0216 3.92 2.45 2.06 2.26
Semimembranosus 1753.21 107.84 1716.07 142.82 17.76 7.36 18.87 28.51 23.84 4.53 25.80 4.94 6.18 1.03 6.05 1.41 39.19 6.21 39.24 6.22 5.55 2.17 8.91 3.60 0.0246 0.0099 0.0396 0.0173 2.92 1.86 0.47 1.16
Semitendinosus 1711.06 65.62 1662.67 62.83 14.94 3.07 10.58 1.18 22.74 2.88 24.21 3.18 6.51 0.44 6.48 0.31 37.65 4.38 37.71 4.38 5.52 2.03 8.54 2.76 0.0227 0.0073 0.0351 0.0089 1.20 1.19 0.07 0.05
Vastus Intermedius 1660.49 151.99 1664.92 320.64 23.17 8.87 21.54 27.57 17.43 1.85 18.71 1.60 6.14 1.21 5.96 1.53 29.69 4.49 29.75 4.45 2.14 0.91 4.20 1.81 0.0093 0.0036 0.0186 0.0103 1.07 1.42 0.30 0.66
Vastus Lateralis 1644.87 146.88 1553.56 71.50 19.93 6.52 12.03 1.18 18.06 1.55 19.87 2.41 6.17 0.84 5.22 2.43 30.16 4.74 30.25 4.86 2.80 1.08 4.20 2.47 0.0096 0.0034 0.0145 0.0088 0.63 1.10 15.80 45.39
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1699.28 61.14 1650.29 57.64 16.38 3.01 11.63 1.35 22.33 2.57 23.56 2.73 6.33 0.55 6.35 0.36 36.20 2.33 36.28 2.31 4.56 1.35 7.28 2.78 0.0147 0.0023 0.0235 0.0063 2.75 3.15 0.24 0.24
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1730.73 129.53 1639.22 108.25 18.31 8.00 11.19 0.73 22.44 4.60 24.01 4.46 6.11 0.81 5.57 2.01 37.72 1.96 37.75 1.96 4.53 1.73 7.34 3.87 0.0150 0.0047 0.0238 0.0129 4.04 7.13 18.74 52.46
(b) with iterative correction
Table 4.1: Nominal value of qMT parameters averaged across 10 healthy subjects, acquired using different approaches
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T a1 for the muscle group Adductor Longus can be either 2378.70, 2111.01, 1860.69,
or 1791.61 ms dependent on the analysis technique. An analysis should hence be
conducted to determine the reliability and performance of each approach.
There are a few way to determine whether or not a particular curve fitting ap-
proach is performing well:
• sensibility: as an immediate example, T a2 of the calf muscle group Tibialis-
posterior is determined to be 6.9 × 105ms using the ROI-Voxelwise approach
without iterative correction, which is clearly insensible.
• χ2: as a rule-of-thumb, the lower the value of χ2, the smaller the difference
between fitted curve and collected datapoints (i.e. a better fit). However, better
fit does not always lead to an accurate qMT parameter measurement, and a large
χ2 may not necessarily indicate suboptimal curve fitting. Determination of the
curve fitting’s performance is often complicated by factors such as erroneous
image acquisition3 or misalignment between the images4.
• δx¯ = x¯V − x¯A: to determine whether the curve fitting is better with or with-
out the iterative correction, difference between the mean value x¯ of the pa-
rameters obtained via the ROI-Voxelwise and ROI-Averaged approach could
be indicative. As an example, for T a1 of the muscle group Adductor Longus,
δx¯ = 2378.70−2111.01 = 267.69 without iterative correction and δx¯ = 1860.69−
1791.61 = 69.08 with iterative correction, suggesting that the iterative correc-
tion might have resulted in an improved curve fitting for Adductor Longus.
• σ: for the fitted qMT parameters of each individual subject (i.e. Table D.1 -
D.10), a significantly high standard deviation σ indicates that the voxelwisely-
fitted qMT parameter varies greatly within the ROI, which usually translates
to unreliability in the corresponding fitted qMT parameter’s mean. For Table
4.1 instead, a lower σ indicates that the qMT parameter does not vary greatly
3e.g. Gibbs ringing at sharp tissue boundaries, vascular pulsation artefacts, etc.
4i.e. motion artefacts
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among the healthy subjects, suggesting that the corresponding mean value is
indicative as a nominal value in the healthy population.
Having listed above the potential indicators for comparison of performance be-
tween the approaches, there exists other factors that can complicate the comparison
process itself:
• while δx¯ usually decrease after performing iterative correction, the correction
step occasionally removes most of the voxels within the original ROI, resulting
in a situation whereby both the ROI-Voxelwise and ROI-Averaged approaches
are taken and performed based only on very few voxels. This means that the
computed qMT parameters may have very small δx¯5, but may simply due to
extremely small number of voxels instead of high performance of the iterative
correction step.
• ROI-Voxelwise approach is sensitive to the subjects’ motion, since misalign-
ment between the qMT images would mean that datapoints used in performing
the curve fitting correspond to different actual locations on the muscle group.
Performance of the ROI-Voxelwise versus the ROI-Averaged approaches may
vary depending on the subject, since different subject has varying degree of
movement during the MRI scan.
Intuitively, Table 4.1 shows that the ROI-Averaged approach with iterative correc-
tion usually works well for most muscle groups, with smaller χ2, δx¯, and σ in general.
For smaller muscle groups such as the Biceps Femoris (Short), the iterative correction
step should however be omitted, inclusion of which would resultant in significantly
higher χ2. It is hence insensible to conclude on which approach is the best, since it is
dependent on many factors, and the table of nominal qMT parameter is consequently
left as it is in Table 4.1.
5as well as small σ in Table D.1-D.10
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4.2 Future Work
Establishment of the nominal qMT parameter within healthy population lays the
foundation for future musculoskeletal applications, which sets the topic of discussions
in this section.
4.2.1 qMT versus Biopsy
Musculoskeletal studies often involve muscle biopsy for various reasons, such as inves-
tigating source or stage of disease. However, due to its invasive nature, this procedure
usually results in various degree of irritation and discomfort to the subject. Involve-
ment of laboratory support also means that muscle biopsy could be a time-consuming
procedure. It is hence useful to examine the potential of qMT in replacing muscle
biopsy, both in the interest of reducing irritation and time.
Correlation between biopsy outcomes and the qMT parameters may first be deter-
mined for healthy subjects, followed by patients with muscle disease such as Sarcope-
nia and Muscular dystrophy. Any form of correlation may then be used as biomarkers
to replace muscle biopsy.
4.2.2 Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
While Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is not a muscular disease, qMT nonetheless is poten-
tial for application in AD studies, since qMT measures the exchange between water
and protein. By comparing the value of qMT parameters in a healthy brain to an






While the post-processing softwares are developed in Chapter 3 and applied in Chap-
ter 4, a few issues are discovered while using the software to process real data. To be
exact, the Gaussian boundpool lineshape does not work with the implementation in
Sec.3.2.3.1. Meanwhile, the time-consuming acquisition of 14 qMT images may not
be always practical. These issues will be investigated in this chapter.
5.1 Lower Bound Constraint








x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
]− Si × [(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [ ωi2pi∆i ]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]])2
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However, optimization of the problem using actual data reveals a significant issue: the
optimization occasionally terminates with negative fitted parameters {x3, T b2 , x5, x6}.
This is especially true when the bound pool lineshape is modelled using the Gaussian
function, in which almost all optimization ends with negative fitted parameters (See






is omitted here for typesetting reasons
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fitting libraries2 are used to solve the minimization problem, the possibility that the




















































































(d) Gaussian, with lower bound
Figure 5-1: Fitted curves with datapoints, assuming either super-Lorentzian or Gaus-
sian bound pool lineshape, with or without lower bound constrain
Further investigation then shows that it could be resolved by incorporating lower
bound constrains that restrict the fitting parameters to be greater than zero. As
seen in Fig.5-1 and Tab.5.1, the fitted curves have good appearance with or without
the lower bound constrain. However, the fitted parameters may not be sensible at
all without the constrain3, since they’re physically meaningful only if they’re non-
2i.e. ALGLIB, VNL, as well as MATLAB’s lsqcurvefit with either trust-region-reflective or
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
3This is especially true for the Gaussian bound pool lineshape without lower bound constrains,
leading to the suspicion that the minimization problem is unbounded below within the domain Rn
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super-Lorentzian lineshape Gaussian lineshape
lower bounded unbounded lower bounded unbounded
x3 11.63 11.63 15.96 -13244464.41
T b2 6.23 6.23 16.89 16.24
x5 64.26 64.26 116.68 116.79
x6 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.11
T a1 1590.31 1590.31 1571.15 1559.60
f 9.81 9.81 7.80 6.44
T a2 24.75 24.75 13.47 13.35
T b2 6.23 6.23 16.89 16.24
MTR 38.80 38.80 38.80 38.80
RMa0 11.63 11.63 15.96 -13244464.41
Table 5.1: Fitted parameters {x3, T b2 , x5, x6} for super-Lorentzian or Gaussian bound
pool lineshape with or without lower bound, along with the extracted qMT parameters
negative. This leads to the suggestion that the minimization problem should be
lower bounded.
5.1.1 qMT Least Square Problem Revisited
Inequality constrain that confines the fitting parameters to be greater than zero4 can
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4This effectively confines the domain to Rn++
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where I++ : R→ R is the indicator function: [20]
I++(u) =
0 u > 0∞ u ≤ 0
5.1.2 Jacobian









With the incorporation of indicator function terms in the objective function, the
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0 u > 0−∞ u ≤ 0
which means that the indicator function I++(u) has an increasing, infinitely tall bar-
rier at the boundary u = 0. This assumption may not be the optimal approach5, but
nonetheless this should suffice for the purpose of idea verification.
5.1.3 Implementation
Since infinitely large number is unable to be implemented in C++, modification/ap-
proximation to the indicator function I++(u) is required. One possible way is to
5An example of approaching this in a more proper way would be to replace the indicator function
with a log barrier function, followed by optimization using the barrier method[20]
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replace ∞ by the maximum value representable by the variable type. This can
be obtained using the function6 std::numeric_limits<double>::max(), which is
1.79769× 10308.
5.2 Scan Time Minimization
As discussed in Sec.3.2.3, Sinclair et al.’s approach [5] requires 14 sets of qMT images
to solve the minimization problem. While increased number of images (and hence
number of datapoints) may improve the optimization algorithm’s performance, there
are a few important drawbacks of acquiring more images:
1. Long acquisition time: Image acquisition takes time7. While it is favourable
to have more images, it is also desirable to keep the scan time as short as
possible for patient’s comfort.
2. Motion artefacts: As a consequence to long acquisition time, patient may
start to move within the scanner, resulting in misalignment of anatomical struc-
tures between the qMT images. While image registration tools8 are readily
available, performance of the tools is not always guaranteed.
Hence, it is desirable to minimize the number of qMT images required.
5.2.1 Introduction
To begin with, Fig.5-2 shows plots of signal value S against frequency ∆9, generated
with the fitted parameters as well as slightly perturbed versions of it. It can be seen
that signal value S at frequencies ∆ = {50, 100} kHz does not change much10 when
the fitted parameters are perturbed. In another words, tissue with different qMT
6The variable used is declared to be double
7For the experiment described under Chapter 4, the DESPOT1 images take 3 minutes, AFI
images 3 minutes, and each qMT image takes 1 minutes (i.e. 14 minutes for the set of 14 images).
8e.g. elastix by University Medical Center Utrecht and contributors, RigidRegistration plu-
gin available with MITK, etc.
9which are governed by (2.9) or (2.13)
10in the case of skeletal muscle, at least
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parameters yield the same signal value when ∆ = {50, 100} kHz, and collection of























































Figure 5-2: Curves generated with fitted/perturbed parameters
Having said that, as pointed out earlier in Sec.3.2.3 that the ∆ = 100 kHz dataset
is required to be substituted into (2.9) or (2.13) as x1 = gM
a
0 , either one
12 of the
∆ = 100 kHz dataset still has to be collected. Alternatively, this may also be replaced
by a separate image without the qMT saturation pulse at all (which is what gMa0 is
representing after all).
5.2.2 Analysis on the Derivatives
Sec.5.2.1 intuitively eliminated 3 datapoints with high offset frequencies ∆. However,
it is favourable to further reduce the number of acquisition required whenever possible.
This section hence attempt to sort the datapoints in their order of significance, which
allow the more significant datapoints to be collected first, and to collect the less
significant ones only when scanning time is permissible.
As seen in Fig.5-2b, whenever the fitted parameters are perturbed, a slightly
different S against ∆ curve is obtained. Visual inspection shows that deviations in
the signal value S changes as the frequency ∆ is increased, and roughly the same
11This is expected from the qMT model, as ∆ = {50, 100} kHz are off-resonant frequencies far
enough that essentially no qMT effect is induced in the tissues.
12with ω = 350◦ or 500◦
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for constant frequency ∆ but varying flip-angle ω. More deviations are observed for
frequencies between 2 and 5 kHz, with little to no deviations13 for frequencies above 50
kHz. Since lack of deviations in signal value directly imply that the datapoints are less
meaningful14 in determining the qMT parameters, these datapoints can be considered
less significant in the curve fitting problem. It is hence suggested that significance of
the datapoints can be represented by absolute value of partial derivatives of the signal
value S with respect to the fitting parameters, {
∣∣∣ ∂S∂x3 ∣∣∣, ∣∣∣ ∂S∂T b2 ∣∣∣, ∣∣∣ ∂S∂x5 ∣∣∣, ∣∣∣ ∂S∂x6 ∣∣∣}. Frequencies
∆ as well as flip-angles ω corresponding to larger partial derivatives shall then be
prioritized.
From (2.13),
S = x1 ×
[
x2x3x6 + x4 + x2 + x3
(x3x6)(x2 + x4) + (1 + [
ω
2pi∆
]2[x5])[x4 + x2 + x3]
]
= x1 × num
den






































can be substituted from either (3.2) or (3.3).
Absolute value of the partial derivatives are then plotted against frequencies ∆
with flip-angle ω = 350◦, 500◦ (see Sec.3.2.3), which is shown in Fig.5-3a. Since the
partial derivatives are not solely dependent on ∆ and ω, but are also dependent
on all the fixed and fitting parameters {x1, x2, x3, T b2 , x5, x6}, nominal values of the
13which agrees with the intuition in Sec.5.2.1
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Figure 5-3: Absolute of derivatives plotted against frequency ∆
parameter15 are used in calculating the partial derivatives:
x1 = 257.02, x2 = 1, x3 = 11.62, T
b
2 = 6.23× 10−6, x5 = 64.27, x6 = 0.173 (5.2)
Each partial derivative is plotted individually in Fig.5-3a, while magnitude of the












)1/2, which serves as a collective
representation of the derivatives, is plotted in Fig.5-3b.
While nominal values of the parameter are used here, the actual values may
vary across different subjects. The plottings are hence repeated by replacing each of
{x3, T b2 , x5, x6} in (5.2) with values ranging form half to twice of the nominal value16,
which shall suffice to represent actual values in most subjects. Among them, the plot-
tings’ pattern change significantly17 only when T b2 is sweeped across different value
(see Fig.5-4b), while the effect of varying x3, x5, or x6 appears to be less important.
To recall earlier discussions, goal of this section is to prioritize datapoints with
larger derivatives. A few inferences could be made from Fig.5-3b & Fig.5-4b in broad
sense:
• datapoints at the lower frequencies (≤ 4 kHz) are consistently having larger
15These nominal values are derived from the soleus muscle of a healthy subject’s calf, which shall
be discussed under Chapter 4
16e.g. T b2 is nominal at 6.23× 10−6, hence plottings are created with T b2 between 3.11× 10−6 and
12.46× 10−6
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Figure 5-4: |∇S| against frequency ∆ with variations in the parameters
|∇S|. This is especially true with large T b2 , as shown in Fig.5-4b.
• depending on the actual value of T b2 , datapoints at frequencies ranging from 10
to 30 kHz could be significant as well.
• frequencies greater than 50 or 60 kHz may be regarded as least significant.
• large flip-angle ω usually correspond to slightly larger |∇S|
Additionally, as seen in Fig.5-3a, it can be inferred that the local minima at the
vicinity of 10 kHz is largely due to a significant drop in signal S’s dependence on
T b2 , but not other fitting parameters. It is hence deduced that even if a qMT scan
is performed with very few datapoints collected, with suspicion that some of the
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frequencies used are close to the local minima (see Fig.5-3a), it may only result in
an inaccurate T b2 . The rest of the fitting parameters {x3 = RMa0 , x5 = 1RaTa2 , x6 =
f
Ra(1−f)}, or rather the qMT parameter {RMa0 , T a2 , f} implicitly represented by them,
may remain accurate and valid. If the qMT scan is only interested in parameters
other than the T b2 , hesitations with regards to the local minima can be safely ignored.
It worth noting that the lowest offset frequency ∆ used in the above analysis
is fixed at 1 kHz. This is because the qMT saturation pulse is essentially an RF
pulse with a certain bandwidth. qMT saturation pulse with frequencies lower than 1
kHz may start to affect18 the free pool19 magnetization, affecting the measurement’s
overall accuracy.
5.2.3 Modification to qMT Toolkit plugin (CIRC-Desktop)
Development of the GUI software CIRC-Desktop with qMT Toolkit plugin was in-
troduced in Sec.3.2.4.3, which was developed based mainly on Sinclair et al.’s exper-
imental methods acquiring 14 sets of qMT images. In order to use the developed
software, all 14 images have to be supplied. However, discussions from the previous
section attempt to reduce this number. It is hence necessary to amend the software
in order to support a variable number of datapoints.
Fig.5-5 shows both the original and modified versions of qMT Toolkit plugin. A
few amendments are made:
• Checkboxes are placed in front of the drop-down boxes for qMT images, allowing
users to choose which datapoints to be included into solving the curve fitting.
• Sinclair et al. fixed x1 = gMa0 to the mean value of the datapoints with ω =
{350◦, 500◦} and ∆ = 100 kHz. Since these two datapoints are possible to be
eliminated, x1 = gM
a
0 is hence fixed to the newly-defined qMT-Off Image.
• MTR was previously calculated using the ∆ = 100 kHz & ∆ = 2 kHz images




• Flip-angles FA and offset frequencies Freq are made amendable.
(a) version 1.3.1 (b) version 2.3.1
Figure 5-5: qMT Toolkit based on Sinclair et al. (version 1.3.1) as well as the modified





In this thesis, the working principle of MRI is first reviewed (Sec.2.1). This is followed
by an extensive review on qMT as well as the associated MRI concepts to ensure a
firm understanding of the topic (Sec.2.6).
A large proportion of this project has been devoted to the implementation of qMT
based on Sinclair et al. [5] as well as its optimization. This began with a brief under-
standing about the Siemens IDEA framework for sequence development (Sec.3.1.1).
Then, the DESPOT1, AFI, & qMT saturation-weighted sequences were coded up in
Siemens IDEA, based on the Siemens GRE product sequence (Sec.3.1.3). The math-
ematics behind the post-processing is then discussed, where the qMT least square
problem is formally developed into a standard minimization problem (Sec.3.2.3.1).
Subsequently, three main approaches to solve the minimization problem, i.e. the
Whole-Image Voxelwise, ROI-Voxelwise, and ROI-Averaged approach, are properly
defined in addition to the proposal of an (iterative) ROI mask image amendment step
(Sec.3.2.3.2). All developed mathematics and approaches are then wrapped up and
repackaged into post-processing softwares, allowing batch processing of the images
using the CLI tools, as well as iterative processing using the qMT Toolkit plugin in
Clinical Imaging Research Centre (CIRC)-Desktop (Sec.3.2.4).
Following the successful implementations, qMT is then applied on healthy sub-
jects. A table of nominal qMT parameter value is tabulated for muscle groups in the
calf, mid-thigh, and forearm (Sec.4.1). Example applications are also suggested for
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further investigation of qMT’s potential, recommending directions to proceed from
the adjournment of this project (Sec.4.2).
Finally, the developed chain of sequences and post-processing softwares are further
optimized. An investigation on the flawed performance with Gaussian bound pool
lineshape reveals that the minimization problem has to be bounded within the positive
domain Rn++ (Sec.5.1). In addition to that, attempts have been made to reduce the
number of qMT image acquisitions required, as well as to rank the importance of the
qMT images based on the flip-angle ω and offset frequency ∆ they are acquired at
(Sec.5.2). Together, these optimization steps then form an iterative effort to improve
the post-processing software developed and discussed in Sec.3.2.4 (Sec.5.2.3).
To conclude, the implemented sequences and post-processing software developed
here make it much more attractive for applications of qMT in both research and
clinical field. Together with the reduction of scan time required, qMT may find itself
more usable for a wider range of subjects (e.g. paediatric patients, etc.).
6.1 Future work
In addition to the suggested future applications in Sec.4.2, there are a few possible
fine-tunings on the outcome of this project. Reporting of remaining scan time in the
implemented AFI sequence may be fixed to ease the planning of the MRI scan, be-
sides modifying it for proper outputting of two separate sets of DICOM file for each
flip-angle (Sec.3.1.3.2). For research purposes and academic interests, the Lorentzian
bound pool lineshape should also be investigated after the super-Lorentzian and Gaus-
sian lineshapes (Sec.3.2.3.1).
Voxelwise approaches in Sec.3.2.3.2 may also be modified so that, at each voxelwise
iteration, average value of voxels within the vicinity is taken instead of just the voxel
alone. To describe this with the ITK terminologies, itk::NeighborhoodIterator
may be used in place of itk::ImageRegionIterator to iterate through the qMT
images. This is believed to be able to improve motion-tolerance of the approach,
at the sacrifice of performance with small muscle groups which are surrounded by
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boundaries with nearby structures.
While image registration is omitted from the post-processing pipeline in this
project, a thorough study should be carried out to minimize misalignment1 between
the qMT images. As it is foreseeable that the performance would be strongly depen-
dent on the settings chosen2, all possible setting combinations should be extensively
tested and verified.
Convexity of an objective function is able to guarantee the global minimality
of any local minima reached by the optimization algorithm. In another words, a
convex minimization problem always ends with one single solution. It would hence
be interesting that the minimization problem described in Sec.3.2.3.1 could be re-
formulated into a convex optimization problem.
In the recent years, Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) [21] had gained
much attention in the field of MRI. By applying concepts from compressed sensing,
MRF is able to shrink significantly3 the duration required for an MRI scan. As
mentioned in Sec.4.1, a typical qMT scan may take 20 minutes, which could be
too long for certain applications. Development of MRF-inspired qMT sequence is
definitely desirable.
1i.e. effect of subject motion
2e.g. rigid/non-rigid, affine/b-spline, least square/mutual information, etc.
3In the original paper by Ma et al. [21], four parameter maps of T1, T2, M0, and off-resonance
frequency imaging were acquired simultaneously within 12.5 seconds, while conventional MRI ap-
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A.1 Angular Momentum, Torque & Precession
Consider a particle travelling in circular path at constant speed, its angular mo-
mentum ~L is defined as:
~L = m~r× ~v (A.1)
where ~v is its velocity and ~r displacement from centre of the circular path. This is
rotational version of the linear momentum ~p = m~v. [22]
If an external force ~F is exerted onto this particle, its torque ~τ is defined as:








= 0 for circular path) (A.3)
An implication to note from (A.3) is that if the particle is experiencing a torque
~τ consistently perpendicular to its angular momentum ~L, magnitude of ~L would
remain constant but its direction would be consistently changing. This is known as
precession of the particle.
A common example of precession is the spinning top. When tilted, a spinning
top does not immediately fall onto the ground, but rather have a “secondary revolu-
79
tion”above the ground in addition to spinning about its own axis.
A.2 Lorentz Force & Magnetic Moment
When a charged particle is moving at velocity ~v in the existence of magnetic field ~B,
it experiences the Lorentz Force ~F :
~F = q~v× ~B (A.4)
which according to (A.2), it also experiences torque:
~τ = ~r× ~F
= q~r× (~v× ~B) (A.5)
Consider an infinitesimal length of wire ~dl carrying current I = dq
dt
. This is equivalent
to infinitesimal charge dq moving along the direction pointed by ~dl:







= I ~dl ⇒
∫
I ~dl
This causes the infinitesimal wire to experience infinitesimal force:
~dF = I ~dl× ~B (A.6)
and infinitesimal torque:
~dτ = ~r× ~dF
= ~r× (I ~dl× ~B) (A.7)
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In the case whereby the wire is a 2-dimensional closed loop. It is convenient to define
the magnetic moment ~µ of the loop as followed:
~µ = IAnˆ (A.8)









= ~µ× ~B (A.9)
where the intermediate steps are omitted for simplicity. [23]
A.3 Spin & Larmor Frequency
Spin is the intrinsic angular momentum carried by a particle such as the proton [24].
It is sometime useful to imagine that spin of a particle is analogous to a spinning top
revolving around its axis.1
A charged particle with non-zero spin has non-zero magnetic moment (Sec. A.2).2
This is experimentally found to be governed by the equation[25]:
~µ = γ~L (A.10)
where γ is known as the gyromagnetic ratio. In the presence of magnetic field, the
1This analogous breaks down when, for example, in the case of electron instead, spin exists even
when the electron is considered to be a point particle (and hence does not have a defined volume).
Electron’s spin, however, still behave similarly like the angular momentum, which makes the analogy
useful even when it’s incorrect.
2Consider the spinning top analogy: a charged particle spinning around its axis may be seen as
a current loop.
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particle experiences Lorentz force due to its magnetic moment, which turns into a net
torque on the particle. Since (1) the particle is having non-zero angular momentum,
and (2) the net torque is applied at a direction always perpendicular to the angular
momentum, the particle will start to precess in the magnetic field. The angular
precession frequency is determined experimentally to be:
ω = γB (A.11)
in which B is defined as followed: if the particle precesses with xˆ as its axis, then B




In this appendix, source code for the developed post-processing softwares are doc-
umented. Since huge proportion of the source code for CIRC-Desktop with qMT
Toolkit plugin are required for compliance to the MITK framework, as well as for
proper functioning of the GUI, only the CLI softwares are documented here for sim-
plicity. Main algorithm responsible for the actual post-processings are almost identical
between the CLI software and CIRC-Desktop (qMT Toolkit).
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B.1 B1 map generation: calcAF.cpp
1 #inc lude <iostream>
2
3 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
4 #inc lude <math . h>
5
6 #inc lude ” itkImage . h”
7 #inc lude ” i tk ImageReg ionI t e ra to r . h”
8 #inc lude ” i tkImageFi leReader . h”
9 #inc lude ” i tk ImageFi l eWri te r . h”
10
11 #inc lude <metaCommand . h>
12
13 #de f i n e VERSION NO ” 0 . 0 . 1 ”
14 #de f i n e AUTHOR ”Wong Chun Kit”
15 #de f i n e APP TITLE ”AFI proc e s s i ng ”
16
17 in t main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
18 {
19 // MetaCommand s t a r t s
20 MetaCommand command ;
21
22 command . SetVers ion (VERSION NO) ;
23 command . SetAuthor (AUTHOR) ;
24 command . SetName(APP TITLE) ;
25 command . Se tDesc r ip t i on ( ”Perform post−proc e s s i ng on AFI raw data” ) ;
26 command . SetAcknowledgments ( ” ” ) ;
27 command . SetCategory ( ”CIRC” ) ;
28
29 command . SetOption ( ” I1 ” , ” f ” , true , ” image 1” ) ;
30 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” ) ;
31 command . AddOptionField ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
32
33 command . SetOption ( ”TR1” , ”a” , true , ”TR f o r obta in ing image 1” ) ;
34 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”TR1” , ”TR1” ) ;
35 command . AddOptionField ( ”TR1” , ”TR1” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
36
37 command . SetOption ( ” I2 ” , ” s ” , true , ” image 2” ) ;
38 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” ) ;
39 command . AddOptionField ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
40
41 command . SetOption ( ”TR2” , ”b” , true , ”TR f o r obta in ing image 2” ) ;
42 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”TR2” , ”TR2” ) ;
43 command . AddOptionField ( ”TR2” , ”TR2” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
44
45 command . SetOption ( ”FA” , ”n” , true , ”nominal f l i p angle ” ) ;
46 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”FA” , ”FA” ) ;
47 command . AddOptionField ( ”FA” , ”FA” , MetaCommand : : INT , true ) ;
48
49 command . SetOption ( ”outputimg” , ”o” , true , ”Output ac tua l f l i p angle image” ) ;
50 command . AddOptionField ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” , MetaCommand : : FILE , true , ”” , ”” , MetaCommand : :
DATA OUT) ;
51
52 i f ( ! command . Parse ( argc , argv ) )
53 {
54 return EXIT FAILURE ;
55 }
56
57 std : : s t r i n g image1path = command . GetValueAsString ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” ) ;
58 f l o a t t r1 = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”TR1” , ”TR1” ) ;
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59 std : : s t r i n g image2path = command . GetValueAsString ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” ) ;
60 f l o a t t r2 = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”TR2” , ”TR2” ) ;
61 std : : s t r i n g outImagePath= command . GetValueAsString ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” ) ;
62 unsigned in t nominalFA = command . GetValueAsInt ( ”FA” , ”FA” ) ;
63 // MetaCommand ends
64
65 // typede f s t a r t s
66 // const unsigned in t nominalFA = 60 ;
67 const unsigned in t Dimension = 3 ;
68 typede f unsigned shor t InputPixelType ;
69 typede f f l o a t OutputPixelType ;
70
71 typede f i t k : : Image< InputPixelType , Dimension > InputImageType ;
72 typede f i t k : : Image< OutputPixelType , Dimension > OutputImageType ;
73
74 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< InputImageType > InputConstIteratorType ;
75 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionIterator< OutputImageType > OutputIteratorType ;
76
77 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< InputImageType > ReaderType ;
78 typede f i t k : : ImageFileWriter< OutputImageType > WriterType ;
79 // typede f ends
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81 // Step 1 : read images
82 InputImageType : : Po inter image1 ;
83 InputImageType : : Po inter image2 ;
84
85 ReaderType : : Po inter reader1 = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
86 ReaderType : : Po inter reader2 = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
87
88 reader1−>SetFileName ( image1path ) ;
89 reader2−>SetFileName ( image2path ) ;
90
91 try {
92 reader1−>Update ( ) ;
93 reader2−>Update ( ) ;
94 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
95 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




100 image1 = reader1−>GetOutput ( ) ;
101 image2 = reader2−>GetOutput ( ) ;
102
103 InputImageType : : RegionType reg ion1 = image1−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
104 InputImageType : : RegionType reg ion2 = image2−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
105
106 i f ( r eg ion1 != reg ion2 ) {




111 // Step 2 : a l l o c a t e memory f o r output image
112 OutputImageType : : Po inter outImage = OutputImageType : : New( ) ;
113 outImage−>SetRegions ( reg ion1 ) ; // reg ion1 == region2 , hence e i t h e r one w i l l do
114 outImage−>CopyInformation ( image1 ) ;
115 outImage−>Al loca t e ( ) ;
116
117 // Step 3 : i t e r a t e through image 1 and 2 ; perform c a l c u l a t i o n ; wr i t e to outImage
118 InputConstIteratorType image1It ( image1 , r eg ion1 ) ;
119 InputConstIteratorType image2It ( image2 , r eg ion2 ) ;
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120 OutputIteratorType outImageIt ( outImage , r eg ion1 ) ;
121
122 image1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
123 image2It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
124 outImageIt . GoToBegin ( ) ;
125
126 f l o a t n = 1.0 ∗ t r2 / t r1 ;
127 f l o a t value = 0 . 0 ;
128
129 f l o a t r , f a ;
130 whi le ( ! image1It . IsAtEnd ( ) && ! image2It . IsAtEnd ( ) ) {
131 r = 1 .0 ∗ image2It . Get ( ) / image1It . Get ( ) ;
132
133 fa = std : : acos ( ( ( 1 . 0∗ r∗n)−1) / (n−r ) ) ∗ 180 .0 / M PI ;
134 value = 1 .0 ∗ f a / nominalFA ;
135 i f ( value >= 0 . 0 )
136 outImageIt . Set ( value ) ;
137 e l s e







145 // Step 4 : data wr i teout
146 WriterType : : Po inter wr i t e r = WriterType : : New( ) ;
147 wr i ter−>SetFileName ( outImagePath ) ;
148 wr i ter−>SetInput ( outImage ) ;
149 try {
150 wr i ter−>Update ( ) ;
151 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
152 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




157 return 0 ;
158 }
B.2 T1 map generation: calcT1.cpp
1 #inc lude <iostream>
2
3 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
4 #inc lude <math . h>
5
6 #inc lude ” itkImage . h”
7 #inc lude ” i tk ImageReg ionI t e ra to r . h”
8 #inc lude ” i tkImageFi leReader . h”
9 #inc lude ” i tk ImageFi l eWri te r . h”
10
11 #inc lude <metaCommand . h>
12
13 #de f i n e VERSION NO ” 0 . 0 . 1 ”
14 #de f i n e AUTHOR ”Wong Chun Kit”
15 #de f i n e APP TITLE ”DESPOT1 proc e s s i ng ”
16
17 in t main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
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18 {
19 // MetaCommand s t a r t s
20 MetaCommand command ;
21
22 command . SetVers ion (VERSION NO) ;
23 command . SetAuthor (AUTHOR) ;
24 command . SetName(APP TITLE) ;
25 command . Se tDesc r ip t i on ( ”Perform post−proc e s s i ng on DESPOT1 raw data” ) ;
26 command . SetAcknowledgments ( ” ” ) ;
27 command . SetCategory ( ”CIRC” ) ;
28
29 command . SetOption ( ”TR” , ” r ” , true , ”TR in m i l l i s e c o n d (ms) ” ) ;
30 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”TR” , ” t r ” ) ;
31 command . AddOptionField ( ”TR” , ”TR” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
32
33 command . SetOption ( ”IB” , ”b” , true , ”B1 map” ) ;
34 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”IB” , ”b1map” ) ;
35 command . AddOptionField ( ”IB” , ”b1map” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
36
37 command . SetOption ( ” I1 ” , ” f ” , true , ” image 1” ) ;
38 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” ) ;
39 command . AddOptionField ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
40
41 command . SetOption ( ” I2 ” , ” s ” , true , ” image 2” ) ;
42 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” ) ;
43 command . AddOptionField ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
44
45 command . SetOption ( ” I3 ” , ” t ” , true , ” image 3” ) ;
46 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” I3 ” , ” I3 ” ) ;
47 command . AddOptionField ( ” I3 ” , ” I3 ” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
48
49 command . SetOption ( ” thre sho ld ” , ” l ” , f a l s e , ” th re sho ld below which T1 would not be c a l c u l a t e d ” ) ;
50 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” thre sho ld ” , ” thre sho ld ” ) ;
51 command . AddOptionField ( ” thre sho ld ” , ” thre sho ld ” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true , ” 0 .0 ” ) ;
52
53 command . SetOption ( ”outputimg” , ”o” , true , ”Output T1 map in m i l l i s e c o n d (ms) ” ) ;
54 command . AddOptionField ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” , MetaCommand : : FILE , true , ”” , ”” , MetaCommand : :
DATA OUT) ;
55
56 i f ( ! command . Parse ( argc , argv ) )
57 {
58 return EXIT FAILURE ;
59 }
60
61 const f l o a t t r = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”TR” , ”TR” ) ;
62 std : : s t r i n g image1path = command . GetValueAsString ( ” I1 ” , ” I1 ” ) ;
63 std : : s t r i n g image2path = command . GetValueAsString ( ” I2 ” , ” I2 ” ) ;
64 std : : s t r i n g image3path = command . GetValueAsString ( ” I3 ” , ” I3 ” ) ;
65 std : : s t r i n g b1MapPath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”IB” , ”b1map” ) ;
66 const f l o a t th re sho ld = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ” th re sho ld ” , ” thre sho ld ” ) ;
67 std : : s t r i n g outImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” ) ;
68 // MetaCommand ends
69
70 // typede f s t a r t s
71 const unsigned in t FA1 = 5 ;
72 const unsigned in t FA2 = 15 ;
73 const unsigned in t FA3 = 25 ;
74 const unsigned in t Dimension = 3 ;
75 typede f unsigned shor t InputPixelType ;
76 typede f f l o a t B1MapPixelType ;
77 typede f unsigned shor t OutputPixelType ;
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78
79 typede f i t k : : Image< InputPixelType , Dimension > InputImageType ;
80 typede f i t k : : Image< B1MapPixelType , Dimension > B1MapImageType ;
81 typede f i t k : : Image< OutputPixelType , Dimension > OutputImageType ;
82
83 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< InputImageType > InputConstIteratorType ;
84 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< B1MapImageType > B1MapConstIteratorType ;
85 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionIterator< OutputImageType > OutputIteratorType ;
86
87 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< InputImageType > ReaderType ;
88 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< B1MapImageType > B1MapReaderType ;
89 typede f i t k : : ImageFileWriter< OutputImageType > WriterType ;
90 // typede f ends
91
92 // Step 1 : read images
93 InputImageType : : Po inter image1 ;
94 InputImageType : : Po inter image2 ;
95 InputImageType : : Po inter image3 ;
96 B1MapImageType : : Po inter imageB1Map ;
97
98 ReaderType : : Po inter reader1 = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
99 ReaderType : : Po inter reader2 = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
100 ReaderType : : Po inter reader3 = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
101 B1MapReaderType : : Po inter readerB1Map = B1MapReaderType : : New( ) ;
102
103 reader1−>SetFileName ( image1path ) ;
104 reader2−>SetFileName ( image2path ) ;
105 reader3−>SetFileName ( image3path ) ;
106 readerB1Map−>SetFileName (b1MapPath) ;
107
108 try {
109 reader1−>Update ( ) ;
110 reader2−>Update ( ) ;
111 reader3−>Update ( ) ;
112 readerB1Map−>Update ( ) ;
113 }
114 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
115 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




120 image1 = reader1−>GetOutput ( ) ;
121 image2 = reader2−>GetOutput ( ) ;
122 image3 = reader3−>GetOutput ( ) ;
123 imageB1Map = readerB1Map−>GetOutput ( ) ;
124
125 InputImageType : : RegionType reg ion1 = image1−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
126 InputImageType : : RegionType reg ion2 = image2−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
127 InputImageType : : RegionType reg ion3 = image3−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
128 InputImageType : : RegionType regionB1 = imageB1Map−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
129
130 i f ( r eg ion1 != reg ion2 | | r eg ion2 != reg ion3 | | r eg ion3 != regionB1 ) {




135 // Step 2 : a l l o c a t e memory f o r output image
136 OutputImageType : : Po inter outImage = OutputImageType : : New( ) ;
137 outImage−>SetRegions ( reg ion1 ) ; // reg ion1 == reg ion2 == reg ion3 == regionB1Map , hence e i t h e r one
w i l l do
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138 outImage−>CopyInformation ( image1 ) ;
139 outImage−>Al loca t e ( ) ;
140
141 // Step 3 : i t e r a t e through image 1 , 2 and 3 ; perform c a l c u l a t i o n ; wr i t e to outImage
142 InputConstIteratorType image1It ( image1 , r eg ion1 ) ;
143 InputConstIteratorType image2It ( image2 , r eg ion2 ) ;
144 InputConstIteratorType image3It ( image3 , r eg ion3 ) ;
145 B1MapConstIteratorType imageB1It ( imageB1Map , regionB1 ) ;
146 OutputIteratorType outImageIt ( outImage , r eg ion1 ) ;
147
148 image1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
149 image2It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
150 image3It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
151 imageB1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
152 outImageIt . GoToBegin ( ) ;
153
154 f l o a t f a f r a c , fa1 , fa2 , fa3 , sx [ 3 ] , sy [ 3 ] , num, den , s lope , t1 ;
155 whi le ( ! image1It . IsAtEnd ( ) && ! image2It . IsAtEnd ( ) && ! image3It . IsAtEnd ( ) && ! imageB1It . IsAtEnd ( )
) {
156 i f ( image1It . Get ( ) >= thre sho ld && image2It . Get ( ) >= thre sho ld && image3It . Get ( ) >= thre sho ld )
{
157 // adjus t f l i p angle accord ing to B1 map
158 f a f r a c = imageB1It . Get ( ) ;
159
160 fa1 = 1.0∗FA1∗ f a f r a c ;
161 fa2 = 1.0∗FA2∗ f a f r a c ;
162 fa3 = 1.0∗FA3∗ f a f r a c ;
163
164 // compute S/ tan ( alpha ) and s t o r e to sx [ 3 ]
165 sx [ 0 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image1It . Get ( ) / std : : tan ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa1 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
166 sx [ 1 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image2It . Get ( ) / std : : tan ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa2 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
167 sx [ 2 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image3It . Get ( ) / std : : tan ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa3 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
168
169 // compute S/ s i n ( alpha ) and s t o r e to sy [ 3 ]
170 sy [ 0 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image1It . Get ( ) / std : : s i n ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa1 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
171 sy [ 1 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image2It . Get ( ) / std : : s i n ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa2 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
172 sy [ 2 ] = 1 .0 ∗ image3It . Get ( ) / std : : s i n ( 1 . 0 ∗ fa3 ∗ M PI / 180 .0 ) ;
173
174 // perform l i n e a r r e g r e s s i o n
175 num = 3.0 ∗ ( sx [ 0 ] ∗ sy [ 0 ] + sx [ 1 ] ∗ sy [ 1 ] + sx [ 2 ] ∗ sy [ 2 ] ) − ( ( sx [ 0 ] + sx [ 1 ] + sx [ 2 ] ) ∗( sy
[ 0 ] + sy [ 1 ] + sy [ 2 ] ) ) ;
176 den = 3.0 ∗ ( sx [ 0 ] ∗ sx [ 0 ] + sx [ 1 ] ∗ sx [ 1 ] + sx [ 2 ] ∗ sx [ 2 ] ) − ( sx [ 0 ] + sx [ 1 ] + sx [ 2 ] ) ∗ ( sx
[ 0 ] + sx [ 1 ] + sx [ 2 ] ) ;
177 s l ope = num / den ;
178
179 // ex t ra c t T1 from s l ope
180 t1 = −1.0 ∗ t r / std : : l og ( s l ope ) ;
181
182 // s t o r e T1 in output image













195 // Step 4 : data wr i teout
196 WriterType : : Po inter wr i t e r = WriterType : : New( ) ;
197 wr i ter−>SetFileName ( outImagePath ) ;
198 wr i ter−>SetInput ( outImage ) ;
199 try {
200 wr i ter−>Update ( ) ;
201 }
202 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
203 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




208 return 0 ;
209 }
B.3 qMT
B.3.1 Whole image voxelwise: dataFitting.cpp
1 #inc lude <iostream>
2
3 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
4 #inc lude <math . h>
5
6 // ITK
7 #inc lude ” itkImage . h”
8 #inc lude ” i tk ImageReg ionI t e ra to r . h”
9 #inc lude ” i tkImageFi leReader . h”
10 #inc lude ” i tk ImageFi l eWri te r . h”
11
12 #inc lude ”qmtdef . h”
13 #inc lude ” levmarq . h”
14
15 #inc lude <metaCommand . h>
16
17 #de f i n e VERSION NO QMT TOOLKIT VERSION
18 #de f i n e AUTHOR ”Wong Chun Kit”
19 #de f i n e APP TITLE ”QMT proce s s i ng ”
20
21 // typede f s t a r t s
22 const unsigned in t Dimension = 3 ;
23 typede f unsigned short InputPixelType ;
24 typede f f l o a t B1MapPixelType ;
25 typede f f l o a t T1MapPixelType ;
26 typede f double OutputPixelType ;
27
28 typede f i t k : : Image< InputPixelType , Dimension > InputImageType ;
29 typede f i t k : : Image< B1MapPixelType , Dimension > B1MapImageType ;
30 typede f i t k : : Image< T1MapPixelType , Dimension > T1MapImageType ;
31 typede f i t k : : Image< OutputPixelType , Dimension > OutputImageType ;
32
33 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< InputImageType > InputConstIteratorType ;
34 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< B1MapImageType > B1MapConstIteratorType ;
35 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< T1MapImageType > T1MapConstIteratorType ;
36 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionIterator< OutputImageType > OutputIteratorType ;
37
38 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< InputImageType > ReaderType ;
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39 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< B1MapImageType > B1MapReaderType ;
40 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< T1MapImageType > T1MapReaderType ;
41 typede f i t k : : ImageFileWriter< OutputImageType > WriterType ;
42 // typede f ends
43
44 in t main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
45 {
46 // MetaCommand s t a r t s
47 MetaCommand command ;
48
49 command . SetVers ion (VERSION NO) ;
50 command . SetAuthor (AUTHOR) ;
51 command . SetName(APP TITLE) ;
52 command . Se tDesc r ip t i on ( ”Perform post−proc e s s i ng on QMT raw data” ) ;
53 command . SetAcknowledgments ( ” ” ) ;
54 command . SetCategory ( ”CIRC” ) ;
55
56 command . SetOption ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”q” , true , ” l i s t o f input qMT images in the f o l l o w i n g order : \
nFA350 FREQ1 , \nFA350 FREQ2 , \nFA350 FREQ5 , \nFA350 FREQ10 , \nFA350 FREQ20 , \nFA350 FREQ50 , \
nFA350 FREQ100 , \nFA500 FREQ1 , \nFA500 FREQ2 , \nFA500 FREQ5 , \nFA500 FREQ10 , \nFA500 FREQ20 , \
nFA500 FREQ50 , \nFA500 FREQ100” ) ;
57 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”qMT” ) ;
58 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”inputQmtImg” , MetaCommand : : LIST , true ) ;
59
60 command . SetOption ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b” , true , ” input B1 map” ) ;
61 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” ) ;
62 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
63
64 command . SetOption ( ”inputT1Map” , ” t ” , true , ” input T1 map” ) ;
65 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” ) ;
66 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
67
68 command . SetOption ( ”TR” , ” r ” , true , ”TR in m i l l i s e c o n d (ms) ” ) ;
69 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”TR” , ” t r ” ) ;
70 command . AddOptionField ( ”TR” , ”TR” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
71
72 command . SetOption ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”d” , true , ” durat ion o f qMT Gaussian pu l se in m i l l i s e c o n d
(ms) ” ) ;
73 command . AddOptionField ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”QmtPulseDuration” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
74
75 command . SetOption ( ”assumeGaussian” , ”g” , f a l s e , ” s e t bound pool l i n e shape to Gaussian” ) ;
76 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”assumeGaussian” , ” gauss ian ” ) ;
77
78 command . SetOption ( ”outputimg” , ”o” , true , ” l i s t o f output image” ) ;
79 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”outputimg” , ” output” ) ;
80 command . AddOptionField ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” , MetaCommand : : LIST , true , ”” , ”” , MetaCommand : :
DATA OUT) ;
81
82 i f ( ! command . Parse ( argc , argv ) ) {
83 return EXIT FAILURE ;
84 }
85
86 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng> qmtImagesPath = command . GetValueAsList ( ”inputQmtImg” ) ;
87 std : : s t r i n g b1ImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” ) ;
88 std : : s t r i n g t1ImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” ) ;
89 const f l o a t t r = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”TR” , ”TR” ) ;
90 const f l o a t qmtDur = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”QmtPulseDuration” ) ;
91 bool assumeGaussian = command . GetOptionWasSet ( ”assumeGaussian” ) ;
92
93 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng> outImagePath = command . GetValueAsList ( ”outputimg” ) ;
94 i f ( qmtImagesPath . s i z e ( ) != QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) {
92
95 std : : c e r r << ” Expecting ” << QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE << ” input qMT images ! ” << std : : endl ;
96 return EXIT FAILURE ;
97 }
98
99 i f ( outImagePath . s i z e ( ) != QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) {
100 std : : c e r r << ” Expecting ” << QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE << ” output image names ! ” << std : :
endl ;
101 return EXIT FAILURE ;
102 }
103 // MetaCommand ends
104
105 // Step 1 : d e c l a r e po in t e r s to read and s t o r e images
106 ReaderType : : Po inter readerQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
107 B1MapReaderType : : Po inter readerB1Map = B1MapReaderType : : New( ) ;
108 T1MapReaderType : : Po inter readerT1Map = T1MapReaderType : : New( ) ;
109
110 InputImageType : : Po inter imagesQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
111 B1MapImageType : : Po inter imageB1Map = B1MapImageType : : New( ) ;
112 T1MapImageType : : Po inter imageT1Map = T1MapImageType : : New( ) ;
113
114 InputImageType : : RegionType regionQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
115
116 // Step 2 . 1 : read qMT images
117 std : : s t r i n g inputFileName ;
118 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng > : : i t e r a t o r i t = qmtImagesPath . begin ( ) ;
119 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE && i t != qmtImagesPath . end ( ) ; ++i , ++i t ) {
120 readerQmt [ i ] = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
121
122 inputFileName = ∗ i t ;
123 readerQmt [ i ]−>SetFileName ( inputFileName ) ;
124
125 try {
126 readerQmt [ i ]−>Update ( ) ;
127 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
128 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




133 imagesQmt [ i ] = readerQmt [ i ]−>GetOutput ( ) ;
134 regionQmt [ i ] = imagesQmt [ i ]−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
135 }
136
137 // Step 2 . 2 : read B1 and T1 Maps
138 readerB1Map−>SetFileName ( b1ImagePath ) ;
139 try {
140 readerB1Map−>Update ( ) ;
141 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
142 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;
143 std : : c e r r << e r r << std : : endl ;
144 return −1;
145 }
146 imageB1Map = readerB1Map−>GetOutput ( ) ;
147 B1MapImageType : : RegionType regionB1 = imageB1Map−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
148
149 readerT1Map−>SetFileName ( t1ImagePath ) ;
150 try {
151 readerT1Map−>Update ( ) ;
152 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
153 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




157 imageT1Map = readerT1Map−>GetOutput ( ) ;
158 T1MapImageType : : RegionType regionT1 = imageT1Map−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
159
160 // Step 2 . 3 : check that a l l images ’ l a r g e s t p o s s i b l e r eg ion are the same
161 i f ( regionB1 != regionT1 ){




166 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ) {
167 i f ( regionQmt [ i ] != regionB1 ) {





173 // Step 2 . 4 : modify image r eg i on s to cover only the c e n t r a l 3 s l i c e s
174 i t k : : Index<Dimension> index = regionQmt [ 0 ] . GetIndex ( ) ;
175 i t k : : S ize<Dimension> s i z e = regionQmt [ 0 ] . GetSize ( ) ;
176 index [ Dimension − 1 ] = s i z e [ Dimension − 1 ] / 2 − 2 ;
177 s i z e [ Dimension − 1 ] = 3 ;
178 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ) {
179 regionQmt [ i ] . SetIndex ( index ) ;
180 regionQmt [ i ] . S e tS i z e ( s i z e ) ;
181 }
182 regionB1 . SetIndex ( index ) ;
183 regionB1 . Se tS i z e ( s i z e ) ;
184 regionT1 . SetIndex ( index ) ;
185 regionT1 . Se tS i z e ( s i z e ) ;
186
187 // Step 3 : a l l o c a t e memory f o r output image
188 OutputImageType : : Po inter outImage [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
189 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++) {
190 outImage [ i ] = OutputImageType : : New( ) ;
191 outImage [ i ]−>SetRegions ( regionQmt [ 0 ] ) ; // a l l image r eg i on s should be the same ; hence e i t h e r
one w i l l do
192 outImage [ i ]−>SetSpacing ( imagesQmt[0]−>GetSpacing ( ) ) ;
193 outImage [ i ]−>SetOr ig in ( imagesQmt[0]−>GetOrigin ( ) ) ;
194 outImage [ i ]−>Al loca t e ( ) ;
195 }
196
197 // Step 4 : i t e r a t e through images ; perform c a l c u l a t i o n ; wr i t e to outImage
198 // Step 4 . 1 : i n i t i t e r a t o r s
199 InputConstIteratorType imagesQmtIt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
200 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
201 imagesQmtIt [ i ] = InputConstIteratorType ( imagesQmt [ i ] , regionQmt [ i ] ) ;
202 B1MapConstIteratorType imageB1It ( imageB1Map , regionB1 ) ;
203 T1MapConstIteratorType imageT1It ( imageT1Map , regionT1 ) ;
204 OutputIteratorType outImageIt [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
205 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
206 outImageIt [ i ] = OutputIteratorType ( outImage [ i ] , regionQmt [ 0 ] ) ;
207
208 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
209 imagesQmtIt [ i ] . GoToBegin ( ) ;
210 imageB1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
211 imageT1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
212 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
213 outImageIt [ i ] . GoToBegin ( ) ;
214 double constant s tddev [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
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215 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
216 constant s tddev [ i ] = 1 . 0 ;
217
218 double r e s u l t [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
219 double S [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
220
221 // determine which l i n e shape to be used
222 i f ( assumeGaussian )
223 UseGauss ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
224 e l s e
225 UseSuperLorentz ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
226
227 // Step 4 . 2 : c a l c u l a t i o n s
228 in t count = 0 ;
229 bool p r in t=f a l s e ;
230 whi le ( ! imagesQmtIt [ 0 ] . IsAtEnd ( ) ) {
231 // prog r e s s feedback on the prompt
232 ++count ;
233 i f ( count % 300 == 0)
234 pr in t = true ;
235
236 i f ( imageT1It . Get ( ) >= QMT MIN T1 && imageT1It . Get ( ) <= QMT MAX T1) {
237 // prog r e s s feedback on the prompt
238 i f ( p r in t ) {
239 pr in t = f a l s e ;
240
241 in t tempCount = count ;
242 std : : cout << ” prog r e s s : ” ;
243 std : : cout << tempCount / ( s i z e [ 1 ] ∗ 3) << ” ” ;
244 tempCount = tempCount % ( s i z e [ 1 ] ∗ 3) ;
245 std : : cout << tempCount / 3 << ” ” ;
246 tempCount = tempCount % 3 ;
247 std : : cout << tempCount << std : : endl ;
248 }
249
250 // Prepare parameters r equ i r ed by l e a s t square f i t a lgor i thm
251 In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( tr , qmtDur , imageB1It . Get ( ) , cons tant s tddev ) ;
252
253 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
254 S [ i ] = imagesQmtIt [ i ] . Get ( ) ;
255 UpdateLeastSquareFit (S) ;
256
257 // Perform l e a s t square f i t us ing ALGLIB
258 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType x = PerformLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
259
260 // Ca lcu la te and s t o r e r e s u l t in to output images
261 // r e s u l t [ 0 ] : T1a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 1 ] : f (%) , r e s u l t [ 2 ] : T2a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 3 ] : T2b( us ) , r e s u l t [ 4 ] :
MTR (p . u) , r e s u l t [ 5 ] : RM0a ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 6 ] : R/g ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 7 ] : chi−squared
262 i f ( x [ 0 ] >= QMT MIN P3 && x [ 0 ] <= QMT MAX P3 &&
263 x [ 1 ] >= QMT MIN P4 && x [ 1 ] <= QMT MAX P4 &&
264 x [ 2 ] >= QMT MIN P5 && x [ 2 ] <= QMT MAX P5 &&
265 x [ 3 ] >= QMT MIN P6 && x [ 3 ] <= QMT MAX P6) // &&
266 // ( i n t ( rep . terminat iontype ) == 1 | | i n t ( rep . terminat iontype ) == 2 | | i n t ( rep .
terminat iontype ) == 4) )
267 {
268 CalculateParameters ( r e su l t , x , imageT1It . Get ( ) , imagesQmtIt [ (QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2) +
1 ] . Get ( ) , imagesQmtIt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE − 1 ] . Get ( ) ) ;
269
270 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)





275 // Step 4 . 2 . 3 : increment ing counters
276 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
277 ++imagesQmtIt [ i ] ;
278 ++imageB1It ;
279 ++imageT1It ;
280 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
281 ++outImageIt [ i ] ;
282 }
283
284 // Step 5 : data wr i teout
285 WriterType : : Po inter wr i t e r = WriterType : : New( ) ;
286 std : : s t r i n g outputFileName ;
287 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng > : : i t e r a t o r i t 2 = outImagePath . begin ( ) ;
288 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE && i t 2 != outImagePath . end ( ) ; ++i , ++i t 2 ){
289 outputFileName = ∗ i t 2 ;
290
291 wr i ter−>SetFileName ( outputFileName ) ;
292 wr i ter−>SetInput ( outImage [ i ] ) ;
293 try {
294 wr i ter−>Update ( ) ;
295 }
296 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
297 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




302 return 0 ;
303 }
B.3.2 ROI based: dataFitting masked.cpp
1 #inc lude <iostream>
2
3 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
4 #inc lude <math . h>
5
6 // ITK
7 #inc lude ” itkImage . h”
8 #inc lude ” i tk ImageReg ionI t e ra to r . h”
9 #inc lude ” i t k L a b e l S t a t i s t i c s I m a g e F i l t e r . h”
10 #inc lude ” i tkImageDupl i cator . h”
11 #inc lude ” i tkImageFi leReader . h”
12 #inc lude ” i tk ImageFi l eWri te r . h”
13
14 #inc lude ”qmtdef . h”
15 #inc lude ” levmarq . h”
16
17 #inc lude <metaCommand . h>
18
19 #de f i n e VERSION NO QMT TOOLKIT VERSION
20 #de f i n e AUTHOR ”Wong Chun Kit”
21 #de f i n e APP TITLE ”Masked QMT proce s s i ng ”
22
23 #de f i n e ITERATIVE COMPUTATION true
24 #de f i n e CHECK PIXEL true
25 #de f i n e USE AVERAGED B1 true
26
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27 double stats qmt mean [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE] = { 0 .0 } ;
28 double s ta t s qmt s tddev [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE] = { 0 .0 } ;
29 double stats b1 mean = 0 . 0 ;
30 double s t a t s b1 s tddev = 0 . 0 ;
31 double s ta t s t1 mean = 0 . 0 ;
32 double s t a t s t 1 s t d d e v = 0 . 0 ;
33
34 // typede f s t a r t s
35 const unsigned in t Dimension = 3 ;
36 typede f unsigned short InputPixelType ;
37 typede f f l o a t B1MapPixelType ;
38 typede f f l o a t T1MapPixelType ;
39 typede f unsigned char MaskPixelType ;
40 typede f double OutputPixelType ;
41
42 typede f i t k : : Image< InputPixelType , Dimension > InputImageType ;
43 typede f i t k : : Image< B1MapPixelType , Dimension > B1MapImageType ;
44 typede f i t k : : Image< T1MapPixelType , Dimension > T1MapImageType ;
45 typede f i t k : : Image< MaskPixelType , Dimension > MaskImageType ;
46 typede f i t k : : Image< OutputPixelType , Dimension > OutputImageType ;
47
48 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< InputImageType > InputConstIteratorType ;
49 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< B1MapImageType > B1MapConstIteratorType ;
50 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionConstIterator< T1MapImageType > T1MapConstIteratorType ;
51 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionIterator< MaskImageType > MaskIteratorType ;
52 typede f i t k : : ImageRegionIterator< OutputImageType > OutputIteratorType ;
53
54 typede f i t k : : L a b e l S t a t i s t i c s I m a g e F i l t e r< InputImageType ,
55 MaskImageType > I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e ;
56 typede f i t k : : L a b e l S t a t i s t i c s I m a g e F i l t e r< B1MapImageType ,
57 MaskImageType > B1MapStat i s t i c sFi l terType ;
58 typede f i t k : : L a b e l S t a t i s t i c s I m a g e F i l t e r< T1MapImageType ,
59 MaskImageType > T1MapStat i s t i csFi l terType ;
60 typede f i t k : : L a b e l S t a t i s t i c s I m a g e F i l t e r< OutputImageType ,
61 MaskImageType > OutputSta t i s t i c sF i l t e rType ;
62 typede f I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e : : Val idLabelValuesContainerType ValidLabelValuesType ;
63 typede f I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e : : LabelPixelType LabelPixelType ;
64
65 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< InputImageType > ReaderType ;
66 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< B1MapImageType > B1MapReaderType ;
67 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< T1MapImageType > T1MapReaderType ;
68 typede f i t k : : ImageFileReader< MaskImageType > MaskReaderType ;
69 typede f i t k : : ImageFileWriter< OutputImageType > WriterType ;
70 // typede f ends
71
72 bool UpdateSta t sF i l t e r s ( I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e : : Po inter ∗ i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r ,
B1MapStat i s t i c sFi l terType : : Po inter b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r , T1MapStat i s t i csFi l terType : : Po inter
t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r ){
73 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ){
74 try {
75 i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>Update ( ) ;
76 }
77 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &ex ) {
78 std : : c e r r << ” [ Error computing s t a t i s t i c s o f imagesQmt [ ” << i << ” ] ] ” << ex . what ( ) << std : :
endl ;
79 return EXIT FAILURE ;
80 }
81
82 f o r ( ValidLabelValuesType : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r v I t = i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>GetValidLabelValues
( ) . begin ( ) ;
83 v I t != i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) . end ( ) ;
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84 ++vIt ) {
85 // assumes the mask image only has two va lues : (1 ) zero , (2 ) the l a b e l value i t s e l f
86 i f ( (∗ vI t != 0) && i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>HasLabel (∗ vI t ) ) {
87 LabelPixelType labe lVa lue = ∗ vI t ;
88 stats qmt mean [ i ] = i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>GetMean( labe lVa lue ) ;






95 b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>Update ( ) ;
96 }
97 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &ex ) {
98 std : : c e r r << ” [ Error computing s t a t i s t i c s o f B1 Map] ” << ex . what ( ) << std : : endl ;
99 return EXIT FAILURE ;
100 // std : : cout << ”B1Map s t a t i s t i c s f i l t e r e r r o r : ” << ex . what ( ) << std : : endl ;
101 // std : : cout << ” s e t t i n g mean=1, stddev=0” << std : : endl ;
102 // stats b1 mean = 1 ;
103 // s t a t s b1 s tddev = 0 ;
104 }
105
106 f o r ( ValidLabelValuesType : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r v I t = b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) .
begin ( ) ;
107 vI t != b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) . end ( ) ;
108 ++vIt ) {
109 // assumes the mask image only has two va lues : (1 ) zero , (2 ) the l a b e l value i t s e l f
110 // and fu r t h e r assume that b1mapStatsFi l ter and t1mapStatsF i l t e r has the same l a b e l image
111 i f ( (∗ vI t != 0) && b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>HasLabel (∗ vI t ) ) {
112 LabelPixelType labe lVa lue = ∗ vI t ;
113 stats b1 mean = b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>GetMean( labe lVa lue ) ;





119 t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>Update ( ) ;
120 }
121 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &ex ) {
122 std : : c e r r << ” [ Error computing s t a t i s t i c s o f T1 Map] ” << ex . what ( ) << std : : endl ;
123 return EXIT FAILURE ;
124 }
125
126 f o r ( ValidLabelValuesType : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r v I t = t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) .
begin ( ) ;
127 vI t != t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) . end ( ) ;
128 ++vIt ) {
129 // assumes the mask image only has two va lues : (1 ) zero , (2 ) the l a b e l value i t s e l f
130 // and fu r t h e r assume that b1mapStatsFi l ter and t1mapStatsF i l t e r has the same l a b e l image
131 i f ( (∗ vI t != 0) && t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>HasLabel (∗ vI t ) ) {
132 LabelPixelType labe lVa lue = ∗ vI t ;
133 s tat s t1 mean = t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetMean( labe lVa lue ) ;




138 return true ;
139 }
140
141 in t main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
142 {
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143 // MetaCommand s t a r t s
144 MetaCommand command ;
145
146 command . SetVers ion (VERSION NO) ;
147 command . SetAuthor (AUTHOR) ;
148 command . SetName(APP TITLE) ;
149 command . Se tDesc r ip t i on ( ”Perform post−proc e s s i ng on QMT raw data ( masked ve r s i on ) ” ) ;
150 command . SetAcknowledgments ( ” ” ) ;
151 command . SetCategory ( ”CIRC” ) ;
152
153 command . SetOption ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”q” , true , ” l i s t o f input qMT images in the f o l l o w i n g order : \
nFA350 FREQ1 , \nFA350 FREQ2 , \nFA350 FREQ5 , \nFA350 FREQ10 , \nFA350 FREQ20 , \nFA350 FREQ50 , \
nFA350 FREQ100 , \nFA500 FREQ1 , \nFA500 FREQ2 , \nFA500 FREQ5 , \nFA500 FREQ10 , \nFA500 FREQ20 , \
nFA500 FREQ50 , \nFA500 FREQ100” ) ;
154 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”qMT” ) ;
155 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputQmtImg” , ”inputQmtImg” , MetaCommand : : LIST , true ) ;
156
157 command . SetOption ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b” , true , ” input B1 map” ) ;
158 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” ) ;
159 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
160
161 command . SetOption ( ”inputT1Map” , ” t ” , true , ” input T1 map” ) ;
162 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” ) ;
163 command . AddOptionField ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
164
165 command . SetOption ( ” inputMask” , ”m” , true , ” input mask image” ) ;
166 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” inputMask” , ”mask” ) ;
167 command . AddOptionField ( ” inputMask” , ”mask” , MetaCommand : : IMAGE, true ) ;
168
169 command . SetOption ( ”TR” , ” r ” , true , ”TR in m i l l i s e c o n d (ms) ” ) ;
170 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”TR” , ” t r ” ) ;
171 command . AddOptionField ( ”TR” , ”TR” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
172
173 command . SetOption ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”d” , true , ” durat ion o f qMT sa tu ra t i on pu l se in
m i l l i s e c o n d (ms) ” ) ;
174 command . AddOptionField ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”QmtPulseDuration” , MetaCommand : :FLOAT, true ) ;
175
176 command . SetOption ( ”assumeGaussian” , ”g” , f a l s e , ” s e t bound pool l i n e shape to Gaussian” ) ;
177 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”assumeGaussian” , ” gauss ian ” ) ;
178
179 command . SetOption ( ” skipCheckPixe l ” , ”c” , f a l s e , ”Do not check and remove p i x e l s with out−of−
range T1 or f i t t e d qMT parameters from mask image” ) ;
180 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” skipCheckPixe l ” , ” sk ipCheckp ixe l ” ) ;
181
182 command . SetOption ( ” sk ipI te rat iveComputat ion ” , ” i ” , f a l s e , ”Do not i t e r a t i v e l y modify mask image
and update c a l c u l a t i o n s u n t i l no f u r t h e r changes . Works only i f sk ipCheckPixe l i s not checked .
” ) ;
183 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” sk ipI te rat iveComputat ion ” , ” s k i p I t e r a t i v e ” ) ;
184
185 command . SetOption ( ” voxelwiseB1 ” , ”v” , f a l s e , ”Use voxe lw i se B1 value in s t ead o f average ac ro s s
the ROI mask whi le per forming f l i p−angle c o r r e c t i o n ” ) ;
186 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ” voxelwiseB1 ” , ” voxelwiseB1 ” ) ;
187
188 command . SetOption ( ”outputimg” , ”o” , f a l s e , ” l i s t o f output image” ) ;
189 command . SetOptionLongTag ( ”outputimg” , ” output” ) ;
190 command . AddOptionField ( ”outputimg” , ”outputimg” , MetaCommand : : LIST , true , ”” , ”” , MetaCommand : :
DATA OUT) ;
191
192 i f ( ! command . Parse ( argc , argv ) ) {




196 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng> qmtImagesPath = command . GetValueAsList ( ”inputQmtImg” ) ;
197 std : : s t r i n g b1ImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”inputB1Map” , ”b1map” ) ;
198 std : : s t r i n g t1ImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ”inputT1Map” , ”t1map” ) ;
199 std : : s t r i n g maskImagePath = command . GetValueAsString ( ” inputMask” , ”mask” ) ;
200 const f l o a t t r = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”TR” , ”TR” ) ;
201 const f l o a t qmtDur = command . GetValueAsFloat ( ”QmtPulseDuration” , ”QmtPulseDuration” ) ;
202 bool assumeGaussian = command . GetOptionWasSet ( ”assumeGaussian” ) ;
203
204 bool checkPixe l = ! command . GetOptionWasSet ( ” sk ipCheckPixe l ” ) ;
205 bool i te rat iveComputat ion = ! command . GetOptionWasSet ( ” sk ipI te rat iveComputat ion ” ) ;
206 bool useAveragedB1 = ! command . GetOptionWasSet ( ” voxelwiseB1 ” ) ;
207
208 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng> outImagePath ;
209 bool outImageDefined = command . GetOptionWasSet ( ”outputimg” ) ;
210 i f ( outImageDefined )
211 outImagePath = command . GetValueAsList ( ”outputimg” ) ;
212
213 i f ( qmtImagesPath . s i z e ( ) != QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) {
214 std : : c e r r << ” Expecting ” << QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE << ” input qMT images ! ” << std : : endl ;
215 return EXIT FAILURE ;
216 }
217
218 i f ( outImageDefined && outImagePath . s i z e ( ) != QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) {
219 std : : c e r r << ” Expecting ” << QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE << ” output image names ! ” << std : :
endl ;
220 return EXIT FAILURE ;
221 }
222 // MetaCommand ends
223
224 // Step 1 : d e c l a r e po in t e r s to read and s t o r e images
225 ReaderType : : Po inter readerQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
226 B1MapReaderType : : Po inter readerB1Map = B1MapReaderType : : New( ) ;
227 T1MapReaderType : : Po inter readerT1Map = T1MapReaderType : : New( ) ;
228 MaskReaderType : : Po inter readerMask = MaskReaderType : : New( ) ;
229
230 InputImageType : : Po inter imagesQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
231 B1MapImageType : : Po inter imageB1Map ; // = B1MapImageType : : New( ) ;
232 T1MapImageType : : Po inter imageT1Map ; // = T1MapImageType : : New( ) ;
233 MaskImageType : : Po inter imageMask ;
234
235 InputImageType : : RegionType regionQmt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
236 B1MapImageType : : RegionType regionB1 ;
237 T1MapImageType : : RegionType regionT1 ;
238 MaskImageType : : RegionType regionMask ;
239
240 // Step 2 . 1 : read qMT images
241 std : : s t r i n g inputFileName ;
242 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng > : : i t e r a t o r i t = qmtImagesPath . begin ( ) ;
243 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE && i t != qmtImagesPath . end ( ) ; ++i , ++i t ) {
244 readerQmt [ i ] = ReaderType : : New( ) ;
245
246 inputFileName = ∗ i t ;
247 readerQmt [ i ]−>SetFileName ( inputFileName ) ;
248
249 try {
250 readerQmt [ i ]−>Update ( ) ;
251 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
252 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;





257 imagesQmt [ i ] = readerQmt [ i ]−>GetOutput ( ) ;
258 regionQmt [ i ] = imagesQmt [ i ]−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
259 }
260
261 // Step 2 . 2 : read B1 map, T1 map, and mask
262 readerB1Map−>SetFileName ( b1ImagePath ) ;
263 try {
264 readerB1Map−>Update ( ) ;
265 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
266 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;
267 std : : c e r r << e r r << std : : endl ;
268 return −1;
269 }
270 imageB1Map = readerB1Map−>GetOutput ( ) ;
271 regionB1 = imageB1Map−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
272
273 readerT1Map−>SetFileName ( t1ImagePath ) ;
274 try {
275 readerT1Map−>Update ( ) ;
276 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
277 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;
278 std : : c e r r << e r r << std : : endl ;
279 return −1;
280 }
281 imageT1Map = readerT1Map−>GetOutput ( ) ;
282 regionT1 = imageT1Map−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
283
284 readerMask−>SetFileName ( maskImagePath ) ;
285 try {
286 readerMask−>Update ( ) ;
287 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
288 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;




293 // Step 2 . 2 . 1 : dup l i c a t e mask image so that the o r i g i n a l f i l e i s not a f f e c t e d
294 typede f i t k : : ImageDuplicator< MaskImageType > DuplicatorType ;
295 DuplicatorType : : Po inter dup l i c a t o r = DuplicatorType : : New( ) ;
296 dup l i ca tor−>SetInputImage ( readerMask−>GetOutput ( ) ) ;
297 dup l i ca tor−>Update ( ) ;
298 imageMask = dupl i ca tor−>GetOutput ( ) ;
299
300 regionMask = imageMask−>GetLargestPoss ib leReg ion ( ) ;
301
302 // Step 2 . 3 : check that a l l images ’ l a r g e s t p o s s i b l e r eg ion are the same
303 i f ( regionB1 != regionT1 | | regionB1 != regionMask ){
304 std : : c e r r << ” S i z e mismatch between images ! ” << std : : endl ;
305 std : : cout << ”B1 Map” << std : : endl ;
306 imageB1Map . Pr int ( std : : cout ) ;
307
308 std : : cout << ”T1 Map” << std : : endl ;
309 imageT1Map . Pr int ( std : : cout ) ;
310
311 std : : cout << ”Mask” << std : : endl ;
312 imageMask . Pr int ( std : : cout ) ;





317 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ) {
318 i f ( regionQmt [ i ] != regionB1 ) {
319 std : : c e r r << ” S i z e mismatch between images ! ” << std : : endl ;





325 // Step 3 : a l l o c a t e memory f o r output image
326 OutputImageType : : Po inter outImage [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
327 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++) {
328 outImage [ i ] = OutputImageType : : New( ) ;
329 outImage [ i ]−>SetRegions ( regionQmt [ 0 ] ) ; // a l l image r eg i on s should be the same ; hence e i t h e r
one w i l l do
330 // outImage [ i ]−>SetSpacing ( imagesQmt[0]−>GetSpacing ( ) ) ;
331 // outImage [ i ]−>SetOr ig in ( imagesQmt[0]−>GetOrigin ( ) ) ;
332 outImage [ i ]−>CopyInformation ( imagesQmt [ 0 ] ) ;
333 outImage [ i ]−>Al loca t e ( ) ;
334 }
335
336 // Step 4 : Ca lcu la te mean & std dev o f QMT images , B1 map, and T1 map
337
338 I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e : : Po inter i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
339 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
340 i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ] = I n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r T y p e : : New( ) ;
341 B1MapStat i s t i c sFi l terType : : Po inter b 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c sF i l t e r = B1MapStat i s t i c sFi l terType : : New( ) ;
342 T1MapStat i s t i c sFi l terType : : Po inter t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r = T1MapStat i s t i csFi l terType : : New( ) ;
343
344 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
345 i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>SetLabel Input ( imageMask ) ;
346 b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>SetLabel Input ( imageMask ) ;
347 t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>SetLabel Input ( imageMask ) ;
348
349 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
350 i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r [ i ]−>SetInput ( imagesQmt [ i ] ) ;
351 b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r−>SetInput ( imageB1Map) ;
352 t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>SetInput ( imageT1Map) ;
353
354 i f ( ! UpdateSta t sF i l t e r s ( i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r , b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r , t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r ) )
355 return EXIT FAILURE ;
356
357 // Step 5 : i t e r a t e through images ; perform c a l c u l a t i o n ; wr i t e to outImage
358 // Step 5 . 1 : i n i t i t e r a t o r s
359 InputConstIteratorType imagesQmtIt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
360 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
361 imagesQmtIt [ i ] = InputConstIteratorType ( imagesQmt [ i ] , regionQmt [ i ] ) ;
362 B1MapConstIteratorType imageB1It ( imageB1Map , regionB1 ) ;
363 T1MapConstIteratorType imageT1It ( imageT1Map , regionT1 ) ;
364 MaskIteratorType imageMaskIt ( imageMask , regionMask ) ;
365 OutputIteratorType outImageIt [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
366 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
367 outImageIt [ i ] = OutputIteratorType ( outImage [ i ] , regionQmt [ 0 ] ) ;
368
369 // Prepare parameters r equ i r ed by l e a s t square f i t a lgor i thm
370 In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( tr , qmtDur , stats b1 mean , s ta t s qmt s tddev ) ;
371
372 double r e s u l t [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
373 double r e su l t a v e r a g e d [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
374 double S [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
375
102
376 // determine which l i n e shape to be used
377 i f ( assumeGaussian )
378 UseGauss ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
379 e l s e
380 UseSuperLorentz ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
381
382 bool maskImageAmended ;
383 bool i t e r a t i on I sChecked = iterat iveComputat ion ;
384 bool checkPixe l I sChecked = checkPixe l ;
385 bool useAveragedB1IsChecked = useAveragedB1 ;
386
387 do {
388 maskImageAmended = f a l s e ;
389
390 // Ca lcu la te mean & std dev o f QMT images , B1 map, and T1 map
391 i f ( ! UpdateSta t sF i l t e r s ( i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r , b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r , t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r ) )
392 return f a l s e ;
393
394 // Prepare parameters r equ i r ed by l e a s t square f i t a lgor i thm
395 i f ( useAveragedB1IsChecked )
396 In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( tr , qmtDur , stats b1 mean , s ta t s qmt s tddev ) ;
397
398 // I t e r a t e through images ; perform c a l c u l a t i o n ; wr i t e to outImage
399 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
400 imagesQmtIt [ i ] . GoToBegin ( ) ;
401 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
402 outImageIt [ i ] . GoToBegin ( ) ;
403 imageB1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
404 imageT1It . GoToBegin ( ) ;
405 imageMaskIt . GoToBegin ( ) ;
406
407 whi le ( ! imagesQmtIt [ 0 ] . IsAtEnd ( ) ) {
408 i f ( imageMaskIt . Get ( ) != 0) {
409 i f ( ( imageT1It . Get ( ) >= QMT MIN T1 && imageT1It . Get ( ) <= QMT MAX T1) | |
410 ! checkPixe l I sChecked ) {
411
412 i f ( ! useAveragedB1IsChecked )
413 In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( tr , qmtDur , imageB1It . Get ( ) , s ta t s qmt s tddev ) ;
414
415 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
416 S [ i ] = imagesQmtIt [ i ] . Get ( ) ;
417 UpdateLeastSquareFit (S) ;
418
419 // Perform l e a s t square f i t
420 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType x = PerformLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
421 // Pr in tLeas tSquareF i t In fo ( ) ;
422
423 // Ca lcu la te and s t o r e r e s u l t in to output images
424 // r e s u l t [ 0 ] : T1a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 1 ] : f (%) , r e s u l t [ 2 ] : T2a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 3 ] : T2b( us ) , r e s u l t
[ 4 ] : MTR (p . u) , r e s u l t [ 5 ] : RM0a ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 6 ] : R/g ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 7 ] : chi−squared
425 i f ( ( x [ 0 ] >= QMT MIN P3 && x [ 0 ] <= QMT MAX P3 &&
426 x [ 1 ] >= QMT MIN P4 && x [ 1 ] <= QMT MAX P4 &&
427 x [ 2 ] >= QMT MIN P5 && x [ 2 ] <= QMT MAX P5 &&
428 x [ 3 ] >= QMT MIN P6 && x [ 3 ] <= QMT MAX P6) | |
429 ! checkPixe l I sChecked ) // &&
430 // ( i n t ( rep . terminat iontype ) == 1 | | i n t ( rep . terminat iontype ) == 2 | | i n t ( rep .
terminat iontype ) == 4) )
431 {
432 CalculateParameters ( r e su l t , x , imageT1It . Get ( ) , imagesQmtIt [ (QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE /
2) + 1 ] . Get ( ) , imagesQmtIt [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE − 1 ] . Get ( ) ) ;
433
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434 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
435 outImageIt [ i ] . Set ( r e s u l t [ i ] ) ;
436
437 }
438 e l s e {
439 imageMaskIt . Set (0 ) ;
440 maskImageAmended = true ;
441 }
442 }
443 e l s e {
444 imageMaskIt . Set (0 ) ;




449 // Increment counters
450 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)




455 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
456 ++outImageIt [ i ] ;
457 }
458
459 } whi le (maskImageAmended && i t e ra t i on I sChecked ) ;
460
461 // Step 6 : perform l e a s t square f i t t i n g us ing averaged s i g n a l va lues from images
462 // Step 6 . 0 : update s t a t i s t i c s f i l t e r s a f t e r amending mask image
463 i f ( ! UpdateSta t sF i l t e r s ( i n p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r , b1mapSta t i s t i c sF i l t e r , t 1 m a p S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r ) )
464 return EXIT FAILURE ;
465
466 In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( tr , qmtDur , stats b1 mean , s ta t s qmt s tddev ) ;
467 UpdateLeastSquareFit ( stats qmt mean ) ;
468
469 // Perform l e a s t square f i t
470 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType x = PerformLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
471
472 // Ca lcu la te and s t o r e r e s u l t in to r e s u l t av e r a g e d
473 // r e s u l t [ 0 ] : T1a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 1 ] : f (%) , r e s u l t [ 2 ] : T2a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 3 ] : T2b( us ) , r e s u l t [ 4 ] : MTR (
p . u) , r e s u l t [ 5 ] : RM0a ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 6 ] : R/g ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 7 ] : chi−squared
474 CalculateParameters ( r e su l t ave raged , x , s tats t1 mean , stats qmt mean [ (QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE /
2) + 1 ] , stats qmt mean [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE − 1 ] ) ;
475
476 // Step 7 : output image s t a t i s t i c s
477 double stats output mean [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
478 double s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
479
480 // c a l c u l a t e output image s t a t i s t i c s
481 OutputSta t i s t i c sF i l t e rType : : Po inter o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r = OutputSta t i s t i c sF i l t e rType : : New( ) ;
482 o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>SetLabel Input ( imageMask ) ;
483 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ){
484 o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>SetInput ( outImage [ i ] ) ;
485 try {
486 o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>Update ( ) ;
487 } catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &ex ) {
488 std : : c e r r << ” [ Error ] ” << ex . what ( ) << std : : endl ;
489 return EXIT FAILURE ;
490 }
491 f o r ( ValidLabelValuesType : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r v I t = o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) .
begin ( ) ;
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492 vI t != o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetValidLabelValues ( ) . end ( ) ;
493 ++vIt ) {
494 // assumes the mask image only has two va lues : (1 ) zero , (2 ) the l a b e l value i t s e l f
495 i f ( (∗ vI t != 0) && o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>HasLabel (∗ vI t ) ) {
496 LabelPixelType labe lVa lue = ∗ vI t ;
497 stats output mean [ i ] = o u t p u t S t a t i s t i c s F i l t e r−>GetMean( labe lVa lue ) ;





503 // Pr intout o f s t a t i s t i c s :
504 // r e s u l t [ 0 ] : T1a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 1 ] : f (%) , r e s u l t [ 2 ] : T2a(ms) , r e s u l t [ 3 ] : T2b( us ) , r e s u l t [ 4 ] : MTR (
p . u) , r e s u l t [ 5 ] : RM0a ( s−1) , r e s u l t [ 6 ] : R/g ( s−1)
505 // std : : cout << ”ROI s t a t i s t i c s ” << std : : endl ;
506 // std : : cout << ”−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−” << std : : endl ;
507 // std : : cout << ” T1a : ” << stats output mean [ 0 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 0 ] << ” ms” <<
std : : endl ;
508 // std : : cout << ” f : ” << stats output mean [ 1 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 1 ] << ” %” <<
std : : endl ;
509 // std : : cout << ” T2a : ” << stats output mean [ 2 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 2 ] << ” ms” <<
std : : endl ;
510 // std : : cout << ” T2b : ” << stats output mean [ 3 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 3 ] << ” us” <<
std : : endl ;
511 // std : : cout << ” MTR: ” << stats output mean [ 4 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 4 ] << ” p . u . ”
<< std : : endl ;
512 // std : : cout << ”RM0a: ” << stats output mean [ 5 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 5 ] << ” s−1”
<< std : : endl ;
513 // std : : cout << ” R/g : ” << stats output mean [ 6 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 6 ] << ” s−1”
<< std : : endl ;
514 // std : : cout << ” chi−squared : ” << stats output mean [ 7 ] << ” +/− ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ 7 ] <<
” ” << std : : endl ;
515 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
516 std : : cout << stats output mean [ i ] << ”\ t ” << s t a t s ou tpu t s tddev [ i ] << ”\ t ” << r e s u l t a v e r a g e d
[ i ] << ”\ t ” ;
517 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
518
519 // Step 8 : data wr i teout
520 i f ( outImageDefined ){
521 WriterType : : Po inter wr i t e r = WriterType : : New( ) ;
522 std : : s t r i n g outputFileName ;
523 std : : l i s t <std : : s t r i ng > : : i t e r a t o r i t 2 = outImagePath . begin ( ) ;
524 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE && i t 2 != outImagePath . end ( ) ; ++i , ++i t 2 ){
525 outputFileName = ∗ i t 2 ;
526
527 wr i ter−>SetFileName ( outputFileName ) ;
528 wr i ter−>SetInput ( outImage [ i ] ) ;
529 try {
530 wr i ter−>Update ( ) ;
531 }
532 catch ( i t k : : ExceptionObject &e r r ) {
533 std : : c e r r << ” ExceptionObject caught ! ” << std : : endl ;





539 return 0 ;
540 }
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B.3.3 Helper class and functions for least square fitting
B.3.3.1 itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction.h
1 #i f n d e f itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction h
2 #de f i n e itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction h
3
4 #inc lude ” iomanip”
5
6 #inc lude ”qmtdef . h”
7
8 #inc lude ” itkMult ip leValuedCostFunct ion . h”
9
10 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
11 #inc lude <math . h>
12 #inc lude <vector>
13 #inc lude <l im i t s>
14
15 namespace i t k
16 {
17 c l a s s QuantitativeMTRCostFunction :
18 pub l i c Mult ipleValuedCostFunction
19 {
20 #de f i n e QMT NumberOfParameters 4 //2
21 #de f i n e QMT NumberOfValues QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE //100
22
23 pub l i c :
24 /∗∗ Standard c l a s s typede f s . ∗/
25 typede f QuantitativeMTRCostFunction S e l f ;
26 typede f Mult ipleValuedCostFunction Superc l a s s ;
27 typede f SmartPointer<Se l f> Pointer ;
28 typede f SmartPointer<const Se l f> ConstPointer ;
29
30 /∗∗ Method f o r c r e a t i on through the ob j e c t f a c t o ry . ∗/
31 itkNewMacro ( S e l f ) ;
32
33 /∗∗ Run−time type in format ion ( and r e l a t e d methods ) . ∗/
34 itkTypeMacro ( QuantitativeMTRCostFunction , Mult ipleValuedCostFunction ) ;
35
36 unsigned in t GetNumberOfParameters ( ) const { re turn QMT NumberOfParameters ; }
37
38 unsigned in t GetNumberOfValues ( ) const { re turn QMT NumberOfValues ; }
39
40 bool SetDatapoints ( double∗ S in ,
41 double∗ omega in ,
42 double∗ de l t a i n ,
43 double∗ x1 in ,
44 double∗ x2 in ,
45 double∗ weightage in ,
46 i n t s i z e ) ;
47
48 bool SetS igna lValue ( double∗ S in , i n t s i z e ) ;
49
50 bool SetOmega ( double∗ omega in , i n t s i z e ) ;
51
52 bool SetDelta ( double∗ de l t a i n , i n t s i z e ) ;
53
54 bool SetX1 ( double∗ x1 in , i n t s i z e ) ;
55
56 bool SetX2 ( double∗ x2 in , i n t s i z e ) ;
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57
58 bool SetWeightage ( double∗ weightage in , i n t s i z e ) ;
59
60 bool SetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) ;
61
62 bool SetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) ;
63
64 bool GetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) ;
65
66 bool GetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) ;
67
68 MeasureType GetValue ( const ParametersType &parameters ) const ;
69
70 void GetDer ivat ive ( const ParametersType &parameters , DerivativeType & d e r i v a t i v e ) const ;
71
72 void PrintStoredValue ( ) ;
73
74 void SetDebugMode ( bool debug ) ;
75
76 protec ted :
77 QuantitativeMTRCostFunction ( ) ;
78 ˜QuantitativeMTRCostFunction ( ) {} ;
79
80 pr i va t e :
81 QuantitativeMTRCostFunction ( const S e l f &) ; // purpose ly not implemented
82 void operator = ( const S e l f &) ; // purpose ly not implemented
83
84 double Function RRfB SuperLorentz ( const double t2b us , const f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a )
const ;
85 double Function RRfB SuperLorentz prime ( const double t2b us , const f l o a t omega , const f l o a t
de l t a ) const ;
86
87 double Function RRfB Gauss ( const double t2b us , const f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a ) const ;
88 double Function RRfB Gauss prime ( const double t2b us , const f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a )
const ;
89
90 double S [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
91 double omega [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
92 double de l t a [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
93 double x1 [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
94 double x2 [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
95 double weightage [ QMT NumberOfValues ] ;
96
97 bool assumeGaussian ; // assume Gaussian bound pool l i n e shape i f t rue ; e l s e , assume super−
Lorentz ian ( d e f a u l t : super−Lorentz ian )
98
99 bool isDebug ;
100 } ;
101
102 } // end namespace i t k
103
104 #end i f
B.3.3.2 itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction.cpp
1 #inc lude ” itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction . h”
2
3 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetDatapoints ( double∗ S in , double∗ omega in , double∗
de l t a i n , double∗ x1 in , double∗ x2 in , double∗ weightage in , i n t s i z e ) {
4 i f ( ! SetS igna lValue ( S in , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
5
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6 i f ( ! SetOmega ( omega in , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
7
8 i f ( ! SetDelta ( d e l t a i n , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
9
10 i f ( ! SetX1 ( x1 in , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
11
12 i f ( ! SetX2 ( x2 in , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
13
14 i f ( ! SetWeightage ( weightage in , s i z e ) ) re turn f a l s e ;
15
16 return true ;
17 }
18
19 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetS igna lValue ( double∗ S in , i n t s i z e ){
20 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
21 return f a l s e ;
22
23 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
24 S [ i ] = S in [ i ] ;
25
26 return true ;
27 }
28
29 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetOmega ( double∗ omega in , i n t s i z e ){
30 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
31 return f a l s e ;
32
33 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
34 omega [ i ] = omega in [ i ] ;
35
36 return true ;
37 }
38
39 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetDelta ( double∗ de l t a i n , i n t s i z e ){
40 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
41 return f a l s e ;
42
43 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
44 de l t a [ i ] = d e l t a i n [ i ] ;
45
46 return true ;
47 }
48
49 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetX1 ( double∗ x1 in , i n t s i z e ){
50 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
51 return f a l s e ;
52
53 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
54 x1 [ i ] = x1 in [ i ] ;
55
56 return true ;
57 }
58
59 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetX2 ( double∗ x2 in , i n t s i z e ){
60 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
61 return f a l s e ;
62
63 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
64 x2 [ i ] = x2 in [ i ] ;
65




69 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetWeightage ( double∗ weightage in , i n t s i z e ){
70 i f ( s i z e != QMT NumberOfValues )
71 return f a l s e ;
72
73 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; ++i )
74 weightage [ i ] = we ightage in [ i ] ;
75
76 return true ;
77 }
78
79 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) {
80 th i s−>assumeGaussian = true ;
81 return true ;
82 }
83
84 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) {
85 th i s−>assumeGaussian = f a l s e ;
86 return true ;
87 }
88
89 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : GetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) {
90 return assumeGaussian ;
91 }
92
93 bool i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : GetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) {
94 return ! assumeGaussian ;
95 }
96
97 i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : MeasureType i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : GetValue ( const
ParametersType &parameters ) const {
98 MeasureType r e s i d u a l (QMT NumberOfValues ) ;
99
100 double x3 = parameters [ 0 ] ;
101 double t2b us = parameters [ 1 ] ;
102 double x5 = parameters [ 2 ] ;
103 double x6 = parameters [ 3 ] ;
104
105 // Lower bound cons t r a in check :
106 // i f any o f the f i t t i n g parameters goes negat ive , r e s i d u a l i s s e t to maximum value and returned
107 bool i sNega t i v e = f a l s e ;
108 f o r ( i n t iParam = 0 ; iParam < 4 ; ++iParam ) {
109 i f ( parameters [ iParam ] < 0) {
110 i sNegat i v e = true ;
111 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )




116 i f ( ! i sNega t i v e ){
117 double x4 , temp ;
118 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i ) {
119 i f ( assumeGaussian )
120 x4 = Function RRfB Gauss ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
121 e l s e
122 x4 = Function RRfB SuperLorentz ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
123 temp = omega [ i ] / 2 .0 / M PI / de l t a [ i ] ;
124
125 // f r a c t i o n a l o b j e c t i v e func t i on
126 // r e s i d u a l [ i ] = S [ i ] − ( x1 [ i ] ∗ ( x2 [ i ]∗ x3∗x6 + x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) / ( ( x3∗x6 ) ∗( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) +
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(1 + temp∗temp∗x5 ) ∗( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ) ) ;
127 // r e s i d u a l [ i ] = ( x1 [ i ] ∗ ( x2 [ i ] ∗ x3 ∗ x6 + x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) / ( ( x3 ∗ x6 ) ∗( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) + (1
+ temp∗temp∗x5 ) ∗( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ) ) − S [ i ] ;
128
129 // non−f r a c t i o n a l o b j e c t i v e func t i on
130 r e s i d u a l [ i ] = x1 [ i ] ∗ ( x2 [ i ] ∗ x3 ∗ x6 + x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) − S [ i ] ∗ ( ( x3 ∗ x6 ) ∗( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) +
(1 + temp∗temp∗x5 ) ∗( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ) ;
131




136 i f ( isDebug ) {
137 // std : : cout << ”numeric l i m i t o f double : ” << std : : numer i c l imi t s< typename MeasureType : :
ValueType > : :max( ) << std : : endl ;
138 // std : : cout << ”numeric l i m i t o f double : ” << std : : numer i c l imi t s<double > : :max( ) << std : : endl
;
139
140 std : : cout << ”param : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << parameters [ 0 ] ;
141 f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfParameters ; i++)
142 std : : cout << ” , ” << parameters [ i ] ;
143 std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
144
145 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
146
147 // std : : cout << ” s i g n a l : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << S [ 0 ] ;
148 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
149 // std : : cout << ” , ” << S [ i ] ;
150 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
151
152 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
153
154 // std : : cout << ”omega : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << omega [ 0 ] ;
155 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
156 // std : : cout << ” , ” << omega [ i ] ;
157 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
158
159 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
160
161 // std : : cout << ” de l t a : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (0) << de l t a [ 0 ] ;
162 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
163 // std : : cout << ” , ” << de l t a [ i ] ;
164 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
165
166 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
167
168 // std : : cout << ”x1 : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << x1 [ 0 ] ;
169 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
170 // std : : cout << ” , ” << x1 [ i ] ;
171 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
172
173 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
174
175 // std : : cout << ”x2 : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << x2 [ 0 ] ;
176 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
177 // std : : cout << ” , ” << x2 [ i ] ;
178 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
179
180 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
181
182 // std : : cout << ” weightage : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << weightage [ 0 ] ;
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183 // f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
184 // std : : cout << ” , ” << weightage [ i ] ;
185 // std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
186
187 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
188
189 std : : cout << ” r e s i d u a l : ” << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (2) << r e s i d u a l [ 0 ] ;
190 f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; i++)
191 std : : cout << ” , ” << r e s i d u a l [ i ] ;
192 std : : cout << ” ; ” ;
193
194 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
195 }
196
197 return r e s i d u a l ;
198 }
199
200 void i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : GetDer ivat ive ( const ParametersType &parameters ,
DerivativeType & d e r i v a t i v e ) const {
201 DerivativeType jacob ian (QMT NumberOfParameters , QMT NumberOfValues ) ;
202
203 double x3 = parameters [ 0 ] ;
204 double t2b us = parameters [ 1 ] ;
205 double x5 = parameters [ 2 ] ;
206 double x6 = parameters [ 3 ] ;
207
208 // i f ( isDebug )
209 // std : : cout << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << ” jacob ian : ” ;
210
211 double x4 , x4 prime , temp ;
212 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i ) {
213 i f ( assumeGaussian ) {
214 x4 = Function RRfB Gauss ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
215 x4 prime = Function RRfB Gauss prime ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
216 }
217 e l s e {
218 x4 = Function RRfB SuperLorentz ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
219 x4 prime = Function RRfB SuperLorentz prime ( t2b us , omega [ i ] , d e l t a [ i ] ) ;
220 }
221
222 temp = omega [ i ] / 2 .0 / M PI / de l t a [ i ] ;
223 // f r a c t i o n a l o b j e c t i v e func t i on
224 // double num = x2 [ i ]∗ x3 ∗ x6 + x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ;
225 // double den = ( x3 ∗ x6 ) ∗( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) + (1 + temp∗temp∗x5 ) ∗( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ;
226
227 // jacob ian [ 0 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ x1 [ i ] ∗ ( ( den ∗ ( x2 [ i ] ∗ x6 + 1) ) − num ∗ ( x6 ∗ ( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) + (1 +
temp∗temp∗x5 ) ) ) / ( den∗den ) ;
228 // jacob ian [ 1 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ x1 [ i ] ∗ ( den − num∗( x3 ∗ x6 + (1 + temp∗temp∗x5 ) ) ) / ( den∗den ) ∗
x4 prime ;
229 // jacob ian [ 2 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ x1 [ i ] ∗ (−x2 [ i ]∗num∗temp∗temp∗( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ) / ( den∗den ) ;
230 // jacob ian [ 3 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ x1 [ i ] ∗ ( den∗x2 [ i ]∗ x3 − num∗x3 ∗ ( x2 [ i ] + x4 ) ) / ( den∗den ) ;
231
232 // non−f r a c t i o n a l o b j e c t i v e func t i on
233 jacob ian [ 0 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ ( x1 [ i ] ∗ x2 [ i ] ∗ x6 + x1 [ i ] − S [ i ] ∗ ( x2 [ i ] ∗ x6 + x4∗x6 + 1 + x5 ∗
temp∗temp) ) ;
234 jacob ian [ 1 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ ( x1 [ i ] − S [ i ] ∗ ( x3 ∗ x6 + 1 + x5 ∗ temp∗temp) ) ∗ x4 prime ;
235 jacob ian [ 2 ] [ i ] = −1.0 ∗ (S [ i ] ∗ temp ∗ temp ∗ ( x4 + x2 [ i ] + x3 ) ) ;
236 jacob ian [ 3 ] [ i ] = 1 .0 ∗ ( x1 [ i ] ∗ x2 [ i ] ∗ x3 − S [ i ] ∗ ( x2 [ i ] ∗ x3 + x3 ∗ x4 ) ) ;
237
238 jacob ian [ 0 ] [ i ] ∗= weightage [ i ] ;
239 jacob ian [ 1 ] [ i ] ∗= weightage [ i ] ;
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240 jacob ian [ 2 ] [ i ] ∗= weightage [ i ] ;
241 jacob ian [ 3 ] [ i ] ∗= weightage [ i ] ;
242
243 i f ( isDebug )
244 std : : cout << std : : s e t p r e c i s i o n (10) << ” x4 prime :\ t ” << x4 prime << ” ;\ t j a cob i an [ ” << i << ”
] : \ t ” << j acob ian [ 0 ] [ i ] << ” ,\ t ” << j acob ian [ 1 ] [ i ] << ” ,\ t ” << j acob ian [ 2 ] [ i ] << ” ,\ t ” <<
j acob ian [ 3 ] [ i ] << std : : endl ;
245 }
246
247 // Lower bound cons t r a in check :
248 // i f any o f the f i t t i n g parameters goes negat ive , the corresponding jacob ian i s s e t to (
p o s i t i v e ) maximum value
249 f o r ( i n t iParam = 0 ; iParam < 4 ; ++iParam ) {
250 i f ( parameters [ iParam ] < 0) {
251 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )




256 // i f ( isDebug )
257 // std : : cout << std : : endl ;
258
259 d e r i v a t i v e = jacob ian ;
260 }
261
262 i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction ( )
263 : assumeGaussian ( f a l s e ) ,




268 double i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : Function RRfB SuperLorentz ( const double t2b us , const
f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a ) const{
269 double t2b = t2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
270
271 double sum = 0 . 0 ;
272 double s t a r t = 0 . 0 , stop = M PI / 2 ;
273 double step = ( stop − s t a r t ) / QMT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION STEPS;
274
275 double omega sq pi = omega∗omega∗M PI ;
276 double temp ;
277
278 f o r ( double theta = s t a r t + 0.5∗ s tep ; theta < stop ; theta += step ) {
279 temp = std : : abs (3 . 0∗ std : : cos ( theta )∗ std : : cos ( theta ) − 1) ;
280 sum += step ∗ ( std : : s i n ( theta ) ∗ std : : s q r t ( 2 . 0 / M PI) ∗ ( t2b / temp) ∗ std : : exp (−2.0∗ std : : pow
( ( 2 . 0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗ t2b / temp) , 2) ) ) ;
281 }
282
283 sum ∗= omega sq pi ;
284
285 return sum ;
286 }
287
288 double i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : Function RRfB SuperLorentz prime ( const double t2b us ,
const f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a ) const{
289 double t2b = t2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
290
291 double sum = 0 . 0 ;
292 double s t a r t = 0 . 0 , stop = M PI / 2 ;
293 double step = ( stop − s t a r t ) / QMT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION STEPS;
294
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295 double omega sq pi = omega∗omega∗M PI ;
296 double temp ;
297
298 f o r ( double theta = s t a r t + 0.5∗ s tep ; theta < stop ; theta += step ) {
299 temp = std : : abs (3 . 0∗ std : : cos ( theta )∗ std : : cos ( theta ) − 1) ;
300 sum += step ∗ ( std : : s i n ( theta ) ∗ std : : s q r t ( 2 . 0 / M PI) / temp ∗ ( 1 . 0 − 4 .0 ∗ std : : pow ( ( 2 . 0∗
M PI∗ de l t a ∗ t2b / temp) , 2) ) ∗ std : : exp (−2.0∗ std : : pow ( ( 2 . 0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗ t2b / temp) , 2) ) ) ;
301 }
302
303 sum ∗= 0.000001 ∗ omega sq pi ; // s i n c e dt2b = dt2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
304
305 return sum ;
306 }
307
308 double i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : Function RRfB Gauss ( const double t2b us , const f l o a t
omega , const f l o a t de l t a ) const{
309 double t2b = t2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
310
311 double omega sq pi = omega∗omega∗M PI ;
312
313 double r e s u l t = t2b / std : : s q r t ( 2 . 0 ∗ M PI) ∗ std : : exp (−0.5 ∗ std : : pow(2 .0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗t2b , 2) ) ;
314 r e s u l t ∗= omega sq pi ;
315
316 return r e s u l t ;
317 }
318
319 double i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : Function RRfB Gauss prime ( const double t2b us , const
f l o a t omega , const f l o a t de l t a ) const{
320 double t2b = t2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
321
322 double omega sq pi = omega∗omega∗M PI ;
323
324 double r e s u l t = 1 .0 / std : : s q r t ( 2 . 0 ∗ M PI) ∗ std : : exp (−0.5 ∗ std : : pow(2 .0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗t2b , 2) ) ∗
(1 − std : : pow(2 .0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗t2b , 2) ) ;
325 r e s u l t ∗= (0.000001 ∗ omega sq pi ) ; // s i n c e dt2b = dt2b us ∗ 0 .000001 ;
326
327 return r e s u l t ;
328 }
329
330 void i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : Pr intStoredValue ( ) {
331 std : : cout << ”S : ” ;
332 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
333 std : : cout << S [ i ] << ” , ” ;
334 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
335
336 std : : cout << ”omega : ” ;
337 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
338 std : : cout << omega [ i ] << ” , ” ;
339 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
340
341 std : : cout << ” de l t a : ” ;
342 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
343 std : : cout << de l t a [ i ] << ” , ” ;
344 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
345
346 std : : cout << ”x1 : ” ;
347 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
348 std : : cout << x1 [ i ] << ” , ” ;
349 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
350
351 std : : cout << ”x2 : ” ;
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352 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
353 std : : cout << x2 [ i ] << ” , ” ;
354 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
355
356 std : : cout << ” weightage : ” ;
357 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT NumberOfValues ; ++i )
358 std : : cout << weightage [ i ] << ” , ” ;
359 std : : cout << std : : endl ;
360 }
361
362 void i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction : : SetDebugMode ( bool debug ){
363 th i s−>isDebug = debug ;
364 }
B.3.3.3 levmarq.h
1 #i f n d e f levmarq h
2 #de f i n e levmarq h
3
4 #inc lude ”qmtdef . h”
5
6 #de f i n e USE MATH DEFINES
7 #inc lude <math . h>
8
9 #inc lude ” itkLevenbergMarquardtOptimizer . h”
10 #inc lude ” itkQuantitativeMTRCostFunction . h”
11
12 typede f i t k : : LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer OptimizerType ;
13 typede f i t k : : QuantitativeMTRCostFunction CostFunctionType ;
14
15 void In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( i n t TR ms , double PulseDuration ms , double b1 mean , double∗ qmt stddev ) ;
16
17 void UpdateLeastSquareFit ( double∗ S) ;
18
19 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType PerformLeastSquareFit ( bool debug = f a l s e ) ;
20
21 void Pr intLeas tSquareF i t In fo ( ) ;
22
23 void Pr intLeastSquareFi tCurrentStatus ( ) ;
24
25 void CalculateParameters ( double∗ param , CostFunctionType : : ParametersType l s f r e s u l t , double
pixelValue T1 ms , double pixelValue Qmt 350 , double pixelValue Qmt 500 ) ;
26
27 double CalculateChiSquared ( CostFunctionType : : ParametersType l s f r e s u l t ) ;
28
29 bool UseGauss ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
30
31 bool UseSuperLorentz ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) ;
32
33 namespace{
34 double l s f w e i g h t a g e [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
35 double l s f s t d d e v [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
36 double l s f S [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
37 double l s f omega [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
38 double l s f d e l t a [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE] = { 1000 .0 , 2000 .0 , 5000 .0 , 10000 .0 , 20000 .0 , 50000 .0 ,
100000 .0 , 1000 .0 , 2000 .0 , 5000 .0 , 10000 .0 , 20000 .0 , 50000 .0 , 100000.0 } ;
39 double l s f x 1 [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE ] ;
40 double l s f x 2 [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE] = { 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ,
1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 .0 } ;
41
42 OptimizerType : : Po inter l s f o p t i m i z e r = OptimizerType : : New( ) ;
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43 CostFunctionType : : Po inter l s f c o s t F u n c t i o n = CostFunctionType : : New( ) ;
44 }
45
46 #end i f // levmarq h
B.3.3.4 levmarq.cpp
1 #inc lude ” levmarq . h”
2
3 void In i tLea s tSquareF i t ( i n t TR ms , double PulseDuration ms , double b1 mean , double∗ qmt stddev ) {
4 double omega CWPE 350 = 350.0 ∗ M PI / 180.0 / 0 .482 ∗ std : : s q r t (0 . 344 / (0 .001 ∗ TR ms) /
(0 .001 ∗ PulseDuration ms ) ) ;
5 double omega CWPE 500 = 500.0 ∗ M PI / 180.0 / 0 .482 ∗ std : : s q r t (0 . 344 / (0 .001 ∗ TR ms) /
(0 .001 ∗ PulseDuration ms ) ) ;
6 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2 ; i++)
7 l s f omega [ i ] = omega CWPE 350 ∗ b1 mean ; // l s f omega [ i ] = omega CWPE 350 ;
8 f o r ( i n t i = QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
9 l s f omega [ i ] = omega CWPE 500 ∗ b1 mean ; // l s f omega [ i ] = omega CWPE 500 ;
10
11 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
12 l s f s t d d e v [ i ] = qmt stddev [ i ] ;
13
14 double weightage mean = 0 . 0 ;
15 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
16 weightage mean += 1.0 / qmt stddev [ i ] ;
17 weightage mean /= QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE;
18 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i )
19 l s f w e i g h t a g e [ i ] = 1 .0 / qmt stddev [ i ] / weightage mean ;
20
21 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetOmega ( ls f omega , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
22 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetDelta ( l s f d e l t a , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
23 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetX2 ( l s f x 2 , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
24 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetWeightage ( l s f we i gh tage , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
25 }
26
27 void UpdateLeastSquareFit ( double∗ S){
28 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
29 l s f S [ i ] = S [ i ] ;
30
31 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2 ; i++)
32 l s f x 1 [ i ] = l s f S [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2 − 1 ] ;
33 f o r ( i n t i = QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE / 2 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; i++)
34 l s f x 1 [ i ] = l s f S [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE − 1 ] ;
35
36 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetS igna lValue ( l s f S , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
37 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetX1 ( l s f x 1 , QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE) ;
38 }
39
40 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType PerformLeastSquareFit ( bool debug ) {
41 l s f o p t i m i z e r−>SetNumberOfIterat ions (QMT OPTIMIZER MAX INTERATION) ;
42 l s f o p t i m i z e r−>UseCostFunctionGradientOn ( ) ; // l s f o p t i m i z e r−>UseCostFunctionGradientOff ( ) ;
43 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetDebugMode ( debug ) ;
44 l s f o p t i m i z e r−>SetCostFunction ( l s f c o s t F u n c t i o n ) ;
45
46 CostFunctionType : : ParametersType p( l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>GetNumberOfParameters ( ) ) ;
47 p [ 0 ] = 1 0 . 0 ; p [ 1 ] = 5 . 0 ; p [ 2 ] = 2 0 . 0 ; p [ 3 ] = 0 . 1 0 ;
48
49 l s f o p t i m i z e r−>S e t I n i t i a l P o s i t i o n (p) ;
50
51 l s f o p t i m i z e r−>StartOpt imizat ion ( ) ;
52
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53 i f ( debug ){
54 // Pr int out some in format ion about the opt imizat i on
55 std : : cout << ” Optimizat ion ended” << std : : endl ;
56 std : : cout << ” Pos i t i on : ” << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetCurrentPos it ion ( ) << std : : endl ;
57 std : : cout << ”Value : ” << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetValue ( ) << std : : endl ;
58
59 std : : cout << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetStopCondit ionDescr ipt ion ( ) << std : : endl ;
60 }
61 return l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetCurrentPos it ion ( ) ;
62 }
63
64 void Pr intLeas tSquareF i t In fo ( ) {
65 i f ( l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>GetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) )
66 std : : cout << ” Lineshape : Gaussian” << std : : endl ;
67 i f ( l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>GetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) )
68 std : : cout << ” Lineshape : super−Lorentz ian ” << std : : endl ;
69 std : : cout << ” Pos i t i on : ” << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetCurrentPos it ion ( ) << std : : endl ;
70 std : : cout << ”Value : ” << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetValue ( ) << std : : endl ;
71
72 std : : cout << l s f o p t i m i z e r−>GetStopCondit ionDescr ipt ion ( ) << std : : endl ;
73 }
74
75 void Pr intLeastSquareFi tCurrentStatus ( ) {
76 l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>PrintStoredValue ( ) ;
77 }
78
79 void CalculateParameters ( double∗ param , CostFunctionType : : ParametersType l s f r e s u l t , double
pixelValue T1 ms , double pixelValue Qmt 500 2 , double pixelValue Qmt 500 100 ){
80 double r aobs = 1000.0 / ( pixelValue T1 ms ) ; // T1 map : va lues are in microseconds (ms)
81 double r a = 1 .0 ∗ r aobs / ( 1 . 0 + ( l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 3 ] ∗ ( 1 . 0 − r aobs ) ) / ( 1 . 0 −
r aobs + l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) ) ;
82
83 param [ 0 ] = 1000.0 / r a ;
84
85 param [ 1 ] = 100.0 ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 3 ] ∗ r a / ( 1 . 0 + l s f r e s u l t [ 3 ] ∗ r a ) ;
86
87 param [ 2 ] = 1000.0 / l s f r e s u l t [ 2 ] / r a ;
88
89 param [ 3 ] = l s f r e s u l t [ 1 ] ;
90
91 param [ 4 ] = 100 .0∗ ( pixelValue Qmt 500 100 − pixelValue Qmt 500 2 ) / ( pixelValue Qmt 500 100 ) ;
92
93 param [ 5 ] = l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ;
94
95 param [ 6 ] = 2 .0 ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] / ( l s f x 1 [ 0 ] + l s f x 1 [QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE − 1 ] ) ; // gM0a i s
taken from 100kHz s i g n a l from fa =350 and 500 ; the mean value i s taken here
96
97 param [ 7 ] = CalculateChiSquared ( l s f r e s u l t ) ;
98 }
99
100 double CalculateChiSquared ( CostFunctionType : : ParametersType l s f r e s u l t ) {
101 double ch i squared = 0 , x4 , temp , d i f f ;
102
103 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE; ++i ) {
104 // Ca lcu la te x4
105 double t2b = l s f r e s u l t [ 1 ] ∗ 0 .000001 ;
106 double omega = ls f omega [ i ] ;
107 double de l t a = l s f d e l t a [ i ] ;
108
109 double s t a r t = 0 . 0 , stop = M PI / 2 ;
110 double s tep = ( stop − s t a r t ) / QMT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION STEPS;
116
111
112 double omega sq pi = omega∗omega∗M PI ;
113
114 x4 = 0 . 0 ;
115 f o r ( double theta = s t a r t + 0.5∗ s tep ; theta < stop ; theta += step ) {
116 temp = std : : abs (3 . 0∗ std : : cos ( theta )∗ std : : cos ( theta ) − 1) ;
117 x4 += step ∗ ( std : : s i n ( theta ) ∗ std : : s q r t ( 2 . 0 / M PI) ∗ ( t2b / temp) ∗ std : : exp (−2.0∗ std : :
pow ( ( 2 . 0∗M PI∗ de l t a ∗ t2b / temp) , 2) ) ) ;
118 }
119
120 x4 ∗= omega sq pi ;
121
122 // Ca lcu la te chi−squared
123 temp = ls f omega [ i ] / 2 .0 / M PI / l s f d e l t a [ i ] ;
124
125 d i f f = l s f S [ i ] − ( l s f x 1 [ i ] ∗ ( l s f x 2 [ i ] ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 3 ] + x4 + l s f x 2 [ i ] +
l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) / ( ( l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 3 ] ) ∗ (1 . 0 + x4 ) + (1 + temp∗temp∗ l s f r e s u l t [ 2 ] ) ∗(
x4 + l s f x 2 [ i ] + l s f r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) ) ) ;
126
127 ch i squared += std : : pow( d i f f / l s f s t d d e v [ i ] , 2) ;
128 }
129
130 return ch i squared ;
131 }
132
133 bool UseGauss ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) {
134 return l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetAssumeGaussianLineshape ( ) ;
135 }
136
137 bool UseSuperLorentz ianLineshapeLeastSquareFit ( ) {
138 return l s f c o s tFunc t i on−>SetAssumeSuperLorentzianLineshape ( ) ;
139 }
B.3.3.5 qmtdef.h
1 #i f n d e f qmt def h
2 #de f i n e qmt def h
3
4 #de f i n e QMT TOOLKIT VERSION ” 1 . 3 . 1 ”
5
6 #de f i n e QMT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE 14
7 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGES ARRAY SIZE 8//7
8 #de f i n e QMT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION STEPS 100
9 #de f i n e QMT VOXELWISECOMPUTATION SLICESELECT 1
10 #de f i n e QMT OPTIMIZER MAX INTERATION 500
11
12 #de f i n e QMT AFI IMAGE1 NAME ”AFI B1MAPPINGFORQMT 1”
13 #de f i n e QMT AFI IMAGE2 NAME ”AFI B1MAPPINGFORQMT 2”
14 #de f i n e QMT AFI IMAGE NAME ”AFI B1MAPPINGFORQMT”
15 #de f i n e QMT DESPOT1 IMAGE1 NAME ”DESPOT1 5”
16 #de f i n e QMT DESPOT1 IMAGE2 NAME ”DESPOT1 15”
17 #de f i n e QMT DESPOT1 IMAGE3 NAME ”DESPOT1 25”
18 #de f i n e QMT DESPOT1 IMAGE NAME ”DESPOT1”
19 #de f i n e QMT 350 1 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 1”
20 #de f i n e QMT 350 2 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 2”
21 #de f i n e QMT 350 5 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 5”
22 #de f i n e QMT 350 10 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 10”
23 #de f i n e QMT 350 20 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 20”
24 #de f i n e QMT 350 50 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 50”
25 #de f i n e QMT 350 100 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 350 100”
26 #de f i n e QMT 500 1 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 1”
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27 #de f i n e QMT 500 2 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 2”
28 #de f i n e QMT 500 5 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 5”
29 #de f i n e QMT 500 10 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 10”
30 #de f i n e QMT 500 20 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 20”
31 #de f i n e QMT 500 50 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 50”
32 #de f i n e QMT 500 100 IMAGE NAME ”QMT 500 100”
33
34 // output1 : T1a , output2 : f , output3 : T2a , output4 : T2b , output5 : MTR, output6 : RM0a, output7 : R/g
35 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 01 ”T1a ms”
36 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 02 ” f %”
37 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 03 ”T2a ms”
38 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 04 ”T2b us”
39 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 05 ”MTR p. u . ”
40 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 06 ”RM0a s−1”
41 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 07 ”R/ g s−1”
42 #de f i n e QMT OUTPUT IMAGE 08 ” chiSquared ”
43
44 #de f i n e QMT MIN T1 0.0001
45 #de f i n e QMT MIN P3 0.0001
46 #de f i n e QMT MIN P4 0.0001
47 #de f i n e QMT MIN P5 0.0001
48 #de f i n e QMT MIN P6 0.0001
49
50 #de f i n e QMT MAX T1 5000
51 #de f i n e QMT MAX P3 500
52 #de f i n e QMT MAX P4 50
53 #de f i n e QMT MAX P5 500
54 #de f i n e QMT MAX P6 5
55
56 #de f i n e QMT LEVMARQ STARTINGPOINT ” [ 1 0 . 0 , 5 . 0 , 2 0 . 0 , 0 . 1 0 ] ”
57




for Users and Developers
In this appendix, documentation for the sequences and post-processing softwares are
included. It is intended to be released as manual to users of the sequences and
softwares, with sidenotes attached for developers and interested individuals.
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Quantitative Magnetization Transfer (qMT):
Documentation for Users and Developers
Wong Chun Kit
October 19, 2016
Valid for the following software versions:
• qMT Toolkit Plugin: v1.2.2
Due to corporate confidentiality, information with regards to the Siemens IDEA framework is
removed from this manual.
1 Image Acquisition
1.1 B1 Map: Actual Flip-angle Imaging (AFI) Sequence [3]
Figure 1: Timing diagram of the AFI pulse sequence (obtained directly from [3])
(a) Routine subcard (b) Sequence subcard
Figure 2: Protocol Editor: AFI
The AFI sequence takes in one custom parameter, i.e. the TR increment. Referring to Fig. 1, TR
increment (Fig. 2b) is defined as TR2 minus TR1, while TR1 is the main TR of the sequence (Fig.
2a).
The following protocol parameters are recommended:
• TR: 50.0 ms
• Flip angle: 60 deg
• AFI: TR increment: 100 ms
1
To facilitate post-processing, naming convention for acquisition of the images is highly recommended
to be following the description under Section 2.
1.2 Anatomical scan
Figure 3: High resolution anatomical image of the calf, obtained using TSE sequence
An anatomical image should be obtained using any suitable sequence for visualization of the anatomic
features.
2
1.3 T1 Map: DESPOT1 Sequence [1]
Figure 4: Protocol Editor: DESPOT1
The DESPOT1 images may be acquired using the Siemens GRE sequence. Three instances of the
sequence shall be made in the protocol, with the following parameters:
• TR: 25.0 ms
• Flip angle: {5 deg, 15 deg, 25 deg}
To facilitate post-processing, naming convention for acquisition of the images is highly recommended
to be following the description under Section 2.
3
1.4 qMT Parameter Map: qMT Sequence [2]
Figure 5: Protocol Editor: qMT
The qMT sequence takes in three custom parameters, i.e. the qMT pulse’s frequency, flip angle, and
duration. 14 instances of the sequence shall be made in the protocol, with the following parame-
ters:
• TR: 50 ms
• TE: 3 ms
• Flip angle: 6 deg
• qMT: Frequency: {1,000 Hz, 2,000 Hz, 5,000 Hz, 10,000 Hz, 20,000 Hz, 50,000 Hz, 100,000 Hz}
• qMT: Flip Angle: {350 deg, 500 deg}
• qMT: Duration: 12.000 ms
To facilitate post-processing, naming convention for acquisition of the images is highly recommended
to be following the description under Section 2.
4
2 Post Processing
Post-processing involves the following tools:
• Dicom2NII.exe (optional): a command line interface (CLI) application from CIRC-Toolkit that
convert a DICOM directory into NIfTI image (.nii.gz).
• CIRC-Desktop’s qMT Toolkit plugin: CIRC-Desktop is a custom build of MITK1 within which
the specially developed qMT Toolkit plugin is housed.
Figure 6: CIRC-Desktop with qMT Toolkit plugin opened
Figure 7: Dicom2NII.exe
NOTE: The AFI sequence (Sec. 1.1) will output DICOM slices from both TR1 and TR2 into the
same folder. When arranged alphabetically, first half of the slices belongs to TR1, while the second
half belongs to TR2. Split them manually into two separated folders before using Dicom2NII.exe to
merge the slices into two NIfTI images. (E.g., when 16 slices are acquired, 32 DICOM files will appear




Figure 8: Automated image suggestion
NOTE: The qMT Toolkit plugin can automatically detect and suggest input image(s) to be used
(refer to Fig. 8) if the following naming convention is followed:
• AFI image obtained with TR1: AFI_B1MAPPINGFORQMT_1 (for image acquisition, use AFI_B1MAPPINGFORQMT)
• AFI image obtained with TR2: AFI_B1MAPPINGFORQMT_2 (for image acquisition, use AFI_B1MAPPINGFORQMT)
• DESPOT1 image obtained with flip angle = 5 deg: DESPOT1_5
• DESPOT1 image obtained with flip angle = 15 deg: DESPOT1_15
• DESPOT1 image obtained with flip angle = 25 deg: DESPOT1_25
• qMT image obtained with freq = 1kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_1
• qMT image obtained with freq = 2kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_2
• qMT image obtained with freq = 5kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_5
• qMT image obtained with freq = 10kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_10
• qMT image obtained with freq = 20kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_20
• qMT image obtained with freq = 50kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_50
• qMT image obtained with freq = 100kHz, FA = 350 deg: QMT_350_100
• qMT image obtained with freq = 1kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_1
• qMT image obtained with freq = 2kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_2
• qMT image obtained with freq = 5kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_5
• qMT image obtained with freq = 10kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_10
• qMT image obtained with freq = 20kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_20
• qMT image obtained with freq = 50kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_50
• qMT image obtained with freq = 100kHz, FA = 500 deg: QMT_500_100
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2.1 B1 Map from AFI Images
Figure 9: qMT Toolkit: AFI
To generate B1 map, select the appropriate images and input the corresponding TR values. Specify
the nominal flip angle and click on the button "Generate B1 Map".
The generated B1 map is a fractional map with double values greater than or equal to zero (all
calculated negative values are mapped to zero).
2.2 T1 Map from DESPOT1 Images
Figure 10: qMT Toolkit: DESPOT1
To generate T1 map, select the appropriate images and input the corresponding flip angle values. B1
map from Section 2.1 is also required. Specify TR and click on the button "Generate T1 Map".
The generated T1 map is in millisecond (ms).
NOTE: Quite often, images from the AFI sequence are having a different resolution than those from
the DESPOT1 sequence. In that case, use the re-sampling tool (Section 2.3) to match the resolution
of the B1 map to one of the DESPOT1 images (Figure 11).
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2.3 Re-sampling
Figure 11: qMT Toolkit: Resample
This tool is used to resample the target image to match the (1) resolution, and (2) physical coordinates
of the base image, such that after the re-sampling process the two images would have exactly the same
number of voxels, and each voxel represent exactly the same physical location. The resampled image
can be stored separately as a new image, or the target image would be replaced with the new resampled
image.
During the process, interpolation would be carried out when two voxels from each of the images are not
representing the same physical location. Users may choose from one of the two available interpolators:
Nearest neighbour or BSpline.
2.4 qMT Parameters
To obtain the qMT parameters, specify all input images (if the naming convention in Section 2 has been
followed, this step should be automated, as in Figure 8) as well as TR and qMT Pulse Duration.
2.4.1 ROI Statistics
To calculate statistics of a particular ROI (drawn as binary mask image with e.g. MITK’s built in
Segmentation plugin), select the corresponding mask image from the dropdown box. Click on the
button "Calculate qMT Parameters" and wait. The calculated statistics will be displayed at the
bottom of the toolkit (see Figure 12) as well as copied to the clipboard.
The qMT parameter’s values are represented as mean± standard deviations, while the "whole region"
values are computed by using the mean image intensity (across ROI) in performing the non-linear
least square fittings.
Two popular bound pool lineshape models are available to the users: the Gaussian or super-Lorentzian
lineshape.
If the ”Use averaged B1 value” checkbox is checked, flip-angle correction would be performed using
the average value (across ROI) of αactualα from the B1 map; else,
αactual
α from the corresponding voxel
would be chosen instead.
The qMT parameters are obtained by performing non-linear least square fittings on the data. Practi-
cally, the fitting algorithm may not work at all time. Hence, for each voxels, the following criteria is
used to determine if the algorithm worked correctly:
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Figure 12: qMT Toolkit: qMT
• T1 map’s value should be between 0 and 5000.
• Fitted RMa0 value should be between 0 and 500.
• Fitted RRFb value should be between 0 and 50.
• Fitted 1RaTa2 value should be between 0 and 500.
• Fitted fRa1−f value should be between 0 and 5.
This criteria checking would be performed if the checkbox ”Check and remove out-of-range pixels”
is checked. If the criteria are not satisfied, the corresponding voxel in the mask image is set to zero.
Else, the value is used in computation of the statistics.
Since setting voxels within the mask image to zero may affect the averaged B1 value, some voxels may
not be able to satisfy the criteria if they go through the non-linear least square fitting again. If the
checkbox ”Iterate calculations” is checked, the program will iteratively perform the criteria-checking
and least square fitting until all voxels can satisfy the criteria.
Optionally, parameter map within the ROI only may also be generated and displayed if the checkbox
”Display parameter map within ROI” is checked.
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2.4.2 Voxelwise Parameter Map
To generate qMT parameter maps, simply click on "Generate Voxelwise qMT Parameter Maps"
and wait.
The parameter map generations is a computationally expensive process, since it involves data fitting
for each and every voxels in the map. For this reasons the generation is restricted to the center-most
slice of the 3D image only.
2.5 Developer’s note
(a) Prepare() (b) Run()
Figure 13: Two public member functions of the class QMTHandler Base, executing the protected pure
virtual member functions upon being called
The plugin is designed to have separated tabs for resampling, AFI, DESPOT1, and qMT image
processing. Each tab has push button(s) that would trigger different handlers responsible for per-
forming the corresponding task. These handlers are implemented as subclass of the parent class
QMTHandler_Base, and has to implement the six pure virtual member functions PrepareImages(),
PrepareUIParams(), Check(), Perform(), Output(), and ResetUI(). Execution of the handlers
usually starts with the member function Prepare() followed by Run(). Descriptions on the member
functions are shown in Fig.13.
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Raw Data from qMT Parameter
Measurement on Healthy Subjects
In this appendix, raw data from qMT parameter measurements are tabulated and
documented. Individual table is created for each healthy subject (10 in total), re-
porting measured value of qMT parameters for various muscle groups. For each qMT
parameter, three values are recorded:
• x¯: qMT curve fitting is performed voxelwise within an ROI drawn over the
corresponding muscle (i.e. the ROI-Voxelwise approach, see Sec.3.2.3.2.2). x¯
represents mean value of the voxelwise-fitted qMT parameters within the ROI.
• σ: while x¯ represents the mean value, σ represents standard deviation of the
voxelwise-fitted qMT parameters within the ROI.
• ROI: this represents the qMT parameter obtained by using the ROI-Averaged
approach (see Sec.3.2.3.2.3)
Top half of the table contains measurement collected without (iterative) correction
to the ROI mask image (see 3.2.3.2.4), as opposed to the bottom half.
qMT parameters shown as dashes (i.e. ”−”) in the tables indicates that drawing
of ROI on the corresponding muscle groups is not possible, due to either poor image
quality or incomplete image acquisition.
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Analysis of the raw data is discussed in detail under Chapter 4.
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Extensor Digitorum 1588.23 197.60 1570.66 19.04 18.59 15.08 18.67 2.78 18.61 5.36 2.10 6.49 32.51 1.11 32.51 2.52 2.05 3.21 0.0059 0.0048 0.0075 71.876 147.272 0.639
Gastrocnemius L. 1689.43 332.19 1517.67 31.96 34.62 10.54 18.63 3.31 20.92 5.23 2.44 6.13 32.75 1.26 32.76 3.22 2.71 9.52 0.0104 0.0088 0.0310 26.315 81.746 0.162
Gastrocnemius M. 1796.13 390.59 1604.51 26.38 31.11 9.31 21.91 4.18 24.99 5.19 2.48 6.07 38.95 1.32 38.96 5.45 3.95 13.98 0.0238 0.0174 0.0608 34.660 112.910 0.159
Peroneus-longus 1714.39 317.84 1592.58 26.79 30.45 12.07 20.86 2.77 21.64 5.40 2.22 6.04 32.20 1.44 32.23 3.02 2.33 5.61 0.0101 0.0078 0.0189 69.116 205.592 0.515
Peroneus-longus 2 2575.78 6090.19 2347.33 28.47 31.61 9.28 26.68 44.03 28.95 5.25 2.01 6.29 30.10 2.28 30.08 2.02 1.75 3.91 0.0060 0.0053 0.0116 20.512 43.581 0.135
Soleus 1728.21 364.46 1588.62 21.52 25.82 9.66 22.90 4.54 25.47 5.48 2.29 6.19 39.41 1.19 39.42 6.50 4.01 12.42 0.0254 0.0157 0.0486 49.669 182.779 0.324
Tibialis-anterior 1606.88 210.19 1563.27 22.47 23.84 14.92 18.05 2.15 18.00 5.44 2.22 6.45 32.06 1.86 32.09 2.54 2.06 3.38 0.0052 0.0042 0.0069 18.156 41.030 0.124
Tibialis-anterior 2 1570.87 261.10 1525.91 25.55 26.55 15.07 18.01 4.21 17.44 5.32 2.44 6.30 30.12 2.24 30.16 1.84 1.76 3.20 0.0047 0.0045 0.0082 29.078 55.812 0.124
Tibialis-posterior 1889.91 409.34 1642.35 39.20 37.64 11.54 19.78 4.46 21.72 5.23 3.31 6.57 35.10 2.45 35.12 2.00 2.25 5.93 0.0069 0.0078 0.0206 31.654 76.907 0.174






Adductor Longus 1714.34 384.37 1549.03 30.39 36.59 7.95 245924000.00 1613420000.00 25.26 2.21 2.71 3.58 46.68 13.10 46.50 1.06 2.45 0.00 0.0114 0.0276 0.0000 57.456 73.280 41.041
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1764.13 375.14 1554.38 46.13 40.75 10.32 18.19 5.79 18.45 3.47 2.58 6.34 29.31 2.86 29.39 0.40 1.01 7.46 0.0025 0.0063 0.0479 51.793 64.936 0.061
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1739.74 377.07 1617.71 44.74 40.10 13.52 17.66 8.49 19.50 3.65 4.93 7.28 32.13 8.03 32.26 0.03 0.07 2.89 0.0002 0.0005 0.0210 29.467 23.736 0.127
Gracilis 1979.60 621.71 2213.12 30.08 34.75 40.35 27.41 16.26 14.53 4.38 11.90 0.91 44.64 8.98 45.11 0.57 1.16 0.47 0.0048 0.0104 0.0037 87.066 97.590 8.621
Rectus Femoris 1726.63 312.23 1919.21 66.42 38.41 99.96 15.82 7.59 14.27 5.54 7.14 3.20 22.94 4.36 23.11 0.08 0.43 0.00 0.0005 0.0028 0.0000 7.035 12.504 0.842
Sartorius 2134.25 564.07 1827.67 54.28 40.88 10.99 18.81 9.31 20.61 3.30 4.39 5.53 35.59 5.35 35.76 0.08 0.23 7.25 0.0008 0.0021 0.0716 60.282 66.704 0.358
Semimembranosus 1796.06 487.19 1662.84 19.02 25.45 7.79 28.23 9.27 30.28 3.70 6.05 0.98 45.94 6.05 46.10 1.26 2.23 0.00 0.0065 0.0113 0.0000 90.635 72.834 123.053
Semitendinosus 1771.40 331.20 1656.28 17.81 19.57 8.43 26.36 5.64 30.10 5.04 3.11 6.29 43.81 2.13 43.80 6.10 5.08 15.49 0.0228 0.0195 0.0575 24.581 54.325 0.028
Vastus Intermedius 1901.76 417.30 1600.74 48.78 38.34 11.49 17.39 4.84 19.31 2.92 4.06 6.03 34.40 2.66 34.44 0.45 1.03 5.88 0.0023 0.0053 0.0292 35.869 46.428 0.380
Vastus Lateralis 1999.38 453.27 1530.07 48.67 38.66 9.88 17.96 5.18 24.42 2.65 2.70 1.28 34.71 1.70 34.79 0.73 1.53 0.00 0.0022 0.0045 0.0000 37.716 59.339 133.921
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1880.50 470.50 1636.27 36.02 35.74 11.73 20.26 4.74 21.20 3.95 4.10 6.45 36.97 2.88 37.05 1.13 1.78 6.64 0.0051 0.0080 0.0305 67.979 92.396 0.119





























Extensor Digitorum 1579.71 143.25 1565.81 16.27 2.80 14.49 18.46 2.61 18.68 6.33 0.64 6.24 32.55 1.14 32.56 3.27 1.68 3.63 0.0077 0.0039 0.0085 1.166 0.663 0.653
Gastrocnemius L. 1540.76 136.56 1516.91 14.51 5.60 11.38 19.44 3.21 20.60 6.65 1.06 6.44 32.71 1.23 32.71 4.41 2.12 6.89 0.0142 0.0068 0.0223 1.374 2.492 0.150
Gastrocnemius M. 1628.91 127.87 1612.95 11.52 1.90 9.80 23.02 3.70 24.37 6.56 0.73 6.31 38.84 1.27 38.84 7.08 2.83 10.58 0.0309 0.0127 0.0459 1.427 0.835 0.157
Peroneus-longus 1606.35 124.32 1589.83 14.77 3.09 12.74 20.89 2.48 21.34 6.58 0.90 6.42 32.09 1.34 32.11 3.86 1.82 4.60 0.0130 0.0061 0.0154 1.999 0.930 0.670
Peroneus-longus 2 1665.35 744.73 1647.05 16.34 6.33 12.30 20.10 9.94 20.80 6.60 0.97 6.35 30.14 2.42 30.14 2.98 1.14 4.13 0.0089 0.0035 0.0123 0.478 0.201 0.178
Soleus 1600.62 132.47 1586.08 11.66 4.76 10.06 23.82 4.01 24.79 6.48 0.81 6.36 39.25 1.09 39.26 7.75 2.93 10.20 0.0302 0.0115 0.0398 2.696 7.248 0.394
Tibialis-anterior 1578.95 119.52 1562.39 16.48 3.19 14.46 17.86 1.48 18.20 6.49 0.77 6.34 32.36 1.21 32.37 3.36 1.66 3.82 0.0068 0.0033 0.0078 0.231 0.130 0.101
Tibialis-anterior 2 1529.20 234.70 1508.33 18.56 5.68 14.68 16.96 3.21 17.36 6.54 1.01 6.38 30.33 1.50 30.35 2.73 1.48 3.54 0.0070 0.0038 0.0090 0.350 0.218 0.108
Tibialis-posterior 1710.55 253.55 1671.10 16.76 6.79 12.32 20.68 4.24 21.22 7.42 1.81 6.90 35.00 2.19 35.02 3.36 2.00 4.66 0.0116 0.0069 0.0160 1.493 3.152 0.257






Adductor Longus 1679.08 222.76 1658.05 16.58 1.83 14.38 21.49 1.52 22.17 7.74 1.74 7.49 40.41 1.25 40.40 2.82 0.50 3.73 0.0207 0.0034 0.0274 3.771 1.725 0.482
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1674.70 272.01 1553.14 27.00 14.34 10.25 15.63 4.48 18.53 5.50 2.86 6.28 30.28 2.18 30.30 1.76 1.57 9.00 0.0111 0.0099 0.0575 2.598 3.256 0.084
Biceps Femoris (Short) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Gracilis 1994.92 487.55 1920.59 20.78 9.43 16.92 30.33 13.97 26.96 11.26 7.57 12.00 40.03 4.46 40.35 2.13 1.50 1.92 0.0162 0.0104 0.0149 3.425 3.018 0.512
Rectus Femoris 1699.75 150.16 2010.98 51.72 11.70 99.97 12.54 4.10 13.79 3.41 3.65 2.33 24.41 3.73 24.57 0.29 0.22 0.00 0.0014 0.0012 0.0000 2.781 1.199 1.606
Sartorius 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Semimembranosus 1582.44 294.42 1559.73 13.51 4.50 10.16 26.55 8.70 27.16 8.01 1.56 7.49 42.67 3.50 42.68 4.83 2.35 6.88 0.0246 0.0114 0.0352 0.873 0.632 0.087
Semitendinosus 1729.36 218.44 1662.10 14.03 12.68 8.93 27.52 5.37 29.71 6.50 2.01 6.70 43.09 1.67 43.08 7.88 4.29 11.14 0.0294 0.0169 0.0410 1.420 3.859 0.022
Vastus Intermedius 1730.24 230.72 1585.22 29.14 16.22 12.34 16.43 4.51 18.71 5.13 3.30 6.04 34.38 2.84 34.42 1.64 1.51 4.75 0.0082 0.0077 0.0236 4.558 5.140 0.636
Vastus Lateralis 1821.50 196.68 1528.54 29.16 15.37 9.74 16.81 4.29 24.61 4.52 2.86 1.35 34.90 1.64 34.97 2.11 1.99 0.00 0.0062 0.0058 0.0000 3.620 3.563 144.434
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1734.05 178.50 1660.83 19.62 8.40 12.62 19.66 3.56 20.94 7.10 1.98 6.85 36.78 2.21 36.84 2.68 1.79 5.11 0.0121 0.0079 0.0232 2.046 3.962 0.169
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1953.55 355.19 1557.40 35.21 23.68 10.15 17.59 7.99 19.25 4.51 3.18 0.67 35.73 2.31 35.72 1.52 1.21 0.00 0.0076 0.0060 0.0000 4.238 5.442 148.572
Table D.1: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN143
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Extensor Digitorum 1757.15 332.55 1580.42 27.54 30.33 9.43 22.44 4.58 25.93 4.97 2.63 6.13 35.37 1.98 35.41 4.78 4.26 12.93 0.0170 0.0152 0.0465 33.071 101.244 0.082
Gastrocnemius L. 1649.39 309.44 1486.21 33.99 37.18 9.79 20.37 3.11 22.89 5.10 2.41 6.16 29.45 1.30 29.47 3.49 3.01 8.75 0.0119 0.0103 0.0298 9.101 29.284 0.068
Gastrocnemius M. 1727.28 284.72 1483.42 54.33 42.79 9.63 20.44 3.90 24.75 4.07 2.21 5.90 26.02 1.70 26.03 0.98 1.61 9.67 0.0051 0.0083 0.0506 42.014 82.223 0.077
Peroneus-longus 1823.55 416.55 1545.87 41.65 39.77 9.47 20.44 3.54 23.68 4.28 2.57 5.94 32.59 2.51 32.67 3.14 3.08 11.40 0.0122 0.0119 0.0448 13.123 41.757 0.057
Peroneus-longus 2 1730.40 321.62 1542.49 32.46 36.11 10.15 21.97 3.88 24.67 5.18 2.34 6.03 34.09 1.29 34.10 4.39 3.27 10.06 0.0171 0.0128 0.0389 7.154 22.176 0.062
Soleus 1748.90 344.88 1549.96 33.01 37.04 10.01 23.41 4.78 27.02 5.05 2.21 6.00 32.83 1.22 32.85 4.18 3.46 11.42 0.0194 0.0161 0.0531 40.665 146.915 0.195
Tibialis-anterior 1659.39 326.98 1514.79 27.45 32.91 10.57 21.23 2.91 23.40 5.29 2.03 5.99 34.84 1.22 34.83 5.75 4.03 10.93 0.0162 0.0116 0.0305 6.351 25.456 0.040
Tibialis-anterior 2 1649.30 295.65 1557.11 18.72 24.60 10.10 23.51 3.42 25.13 5.60 1.70 6.00 37.74 0.89 37.75 8.24 4.25 12.77 0.0240 0.0126 0.0372 10.138 51.773 0.063
Tibialis-posterior 1911.73 452.78 1684.40 29.70 32.02 8.79 6850350.00 62784300.00 30.83 4.67 3.57 6.14 36.53 2.68 36.60 4.57 5.27 12.38 0.0176 0.0204 0.0483 45.774 118.352 0.066






Adductor Longus 4408.65 5982.12 3919.14 53.69 45.09 7.18 38.43 48.91 36.62 3.73 2.40 6.23 34.85 2.19 34.87 0.09 0.35 5.43 0.0006 0.0023 0.0344 244.019 261.286 0.227
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1926.80 422.48 1671.06 43.56 40.73 10.47 19.71 3.78 21.46 3.99 2.31 6.00 31.17 1.71 31.21 1.03 1.47 8.04 0.0050 0.0071 0.0391 34.528 57.483 0.037
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2778.17 1634.11 2577.75 46.48 44.93 10.60 26.62 12.64 24.87 4.04 2.56 6.28 34.41 3.53 34.22 0.32 1.05 4.10 0.0019 0.0062 0.0261 25.280 25.973 0.010
Gracilis 1987.59 601.94 1623.33 81.67 35.11 13.63 18.66 8.46 16.66 5.54 3.50 6.25 25.81 2.47 25.84 0.01 0.05 3.67 0.0001 0.0005 0.0318 53.142 97.603 0.114
Rectus Femoris 1692.72 186.09 1654.20 16.97 15.28 12.51 20.58 2.68 21.48 6.08 1.15 6.18 33.39 1.47 33.42 4.30 2.08 6.04 0.0093 0.0044 0.0131 1.603 9.331 0.020
Sartorius 1927.87 526.14 1734.68 34.59 37.51 11.91 21.42 5.25 20.84 3.45 2.47 6.19 34.23 2.46 34.31 0.86 1.51 5.66 0.0051 0.0088 0.0343 27.208 32.423 0.023
Semimembranosus 1847.98 294.66 1568.97 71.68 41.77 13.81 19.14 6.45 15.72 5.19 2.47 5.83 23.43 2.06 23.43 0.01 0.11 3.91 0.0001 0.0006 0.0250 38.316 56.477 0.034
Semitendinosus 1888.67 368.59 1690.39 42.87 41.75 11.73 20.85 5.39 19.90 4.38 2.20 6.14 29.18 2.03 29.21 0.51 1.03 5.94 0.0027 0.0054 0.0321 70.983 85.586 0.025
Vastus Intermedius 1735.22 309.73 1597.18 37.70 38.05 12.14 19.20 4.49 20.24 4.77 1.95 6.17 28.65 1.60 28.64 0.90 1.21 5.60 0.0035 0.0047 0.0218 64.231 95.983 0.079
Vastus Lateralis 1701.11 303.03 1537.90 47.29 43.77 11.67 19.84 5.55 18.32 4.43 2.06 6.29 26.99 2.80 27.00 0.19 0.57 5.50 0.0011 0.0031 0.0300 97.696 98.931 0.066
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1807.35 421.82 1591.60 34.15 36.00 10.80 21.44 3.98 23.55 4.99 3.33 6.35 36.69 2.15 36.73 2.71 2.81 8.09 0.0096 0.0099 0.0291 69.627 153.104 0.341





























Extensor Digitorum 1638.24 179.37 1598.48 14.26 10.24 9.92 23.48 4.30 25.37 6.31 1.52 6.38 35.50 1.89 35.53 6.42 3.71 9.98 0.0228 0.0132 0.0357 1.673 3.926 0.056
Gastrocnemius L. 1493.37 111.11 1479.61 12.78 3.84 10.39 21.50 3.04 22.53 6.56 0.98 6.36 29.38 1.28 29.40 5.05 2.37 6.95 0.0172 0.0081 0.0236 0.522 0.355 0.073
Gastrocnemius M. 1527.29 120.36 1492.60 16.36 8.19 10.73 22.11 4.00 24.26 6.61 1.10 6.47 25.78 1.84 25.80 2.81 1.61 5.56 0.0145 0.0082 0.0288 1.594 2.460 0.077
Peroneus-longus 1577.42 166.67 1541.00 15.34 11.35 10.19 21.23 3.61 22.84 5.99 1.54 6.16 32.53 2.90 32.63 4.99 2.44 8.26 0.0194 0.0093 0.0323 1.153 2.249 0.043
Peroneus-longus 2 1565.93 84.84 1553.01 12.50 2.61 10.77 23.19 3.25 24.43 6.45 0.66 6.29 34.23 1.26 34.23 5.86 2.32 7.91 0.0228 0.0091 0.0307 0.422 0.261 0.044
Soleus 1571.04 87.87 1556.42 12.32 1.92 10.46 25.13 4.82 26.54 6.40 0.63 6.21 32.80 1.10 32.81 5.97 2.74 8.94 0.0278 0.0128 0.0415 1.999 1.169 0.182
Tibialis-anterior 1512.72 78.06 1505.27 12.28 1.76 11.18 22.05 2.34 23.00 6.27 0.49 6.15 34.93 1.19 34.91 7.34 3.15 8.88 0.0206 0.0093 0.0248 0.201 0.153 0.028
Tibialis-anterior 2 1563.98 82.82 1556.99 11.17 1.24 10.34 24.02 3.05 24.93 6.18 0.49 6.07 37.81 0.81 37.82 9.41 3.24 11.66 0.0274 0.0097 0.0339 0.354 0.255 0.053
Tibialis-posterior 1779.08 363.23 1699.39 14.94 10.98 9.12 27.59 6.39 31.35 6.04 2.04 6.34 36.99 2.30 37.05 6.92 5.35 10.87 0.0267 0.0207 0.0423 2.796 6.509 0.075






Adductor Longus 2425.41 1384.15 2250.69 22.34 12.89 9.26 19.54 11.17 23.00 6.18 2.76 6.12 34.42 3.09 34.47 1.43 0.76 6.63 0.0092 0.0049 0.0424 10.373 19.018 0.488
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1711.34 169.54 1666.87 16.64 5.57 11.85 19.27 3.30 20.36 6.49 1.16 6.45 30.72 1.53 30.75 2.66 1.28 4.80 0.0128 0.0063 0.0231 0.697 0.776 0.036
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1949.02 391.13 1912.15 15.92 5.64 11.72 20.28 7.64 20.62 7.55 1.70 7.04 33.75 1.11 33.74 3.20 1.99 4.86 0.0193 0.0111 0.0298 0.339 0.192 0.024
Gracilis 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Rectus Femoris 1670.80 117.68 1654.13 14.26 1.90 12.58 20.65 2.67 21.45 6.33 0.56 6.21 33.42 1.47 33.44 4.55 1.84 5.92 0.0099 0.0039 0.0128 0.126 0.081 0.021
Sartorius 1763.71 202.05 1716.84 17.70 3.81 12.93 19.75 4.46 20.45 6.69 1.00 6.44 33.98 1.99 34.05 2.65 1.48 4.54 0.0155 0.0086 0.0266 0.276 0.168 0.017
Semimembranosus 1734.02 205.81 2042.01 37.06 15.71 99.99 12.28 2.30 13.00 3.79 2.53 2.22 23.55 2.42 23.57 0.62 0.63 0.00 0.0038 0.0037 0.0000 3.586 2.833 3.774
Semitendinosus 1754.93 141.76 1709.09 17.99 3.94 13.06 19.80 5.64 20.03 6.93 1.02 6.65 28.83 1.77 28.88 2.13 1.16 3.84 0.0114 0.0059 0.0206 0.700 0.319 0.036
Vastus Intermedius 1654.06 169.16 1614.15 18.39 3.24 13.56 18.29 3.88 19.17 6.82 0.88 6.53 28.50 1.42 28.50 2.08 0.97 3.87 0.0080 0.0038 0.0149 0.934 0.421 0.088
Vastus Lateralis 1623.63 133.64 1575.15 18.45 6.10 11.82 17.23 3.51 18.44 6.80 1.64 6.62 25.92 2.78 25.93 1.74 0.69 4.12 0.0095 0.0037 0.0226 1.052 0.397 0.033
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1637.79 186.59 1605.54 14.97 5.95 11.43 21.81 3.96 23.00 6.86 1.38 6.65 36.80 1.97 36.84 4.47 2.40 6.60 0.0158 0.0083 0.0235 2.306 3.192 0.346
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1637.23 141.46 1611.55 14.01 4.88 11.23 22.85 4.03 24.17 6.41 1.04 6.28 38.76 2.00 38.81 5.71 3.02 8.13 0.0207 0.0111 0.0295 1.052 2.633 0.067
Table D.2: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN144
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Extensor Digitorum 1755.01 282.14 1677.39 22.93 29.56 10.44 21.19 3.18 22.67 5.37 1.90 6.07 32.45 1.25 32.43 4.04 3.16 7.98 0.0116 0.0092 0.0228 20.278 50.815 0.068
Gastrocnemius L. 1898.01 343.46 1781.71 18.29 25.85 8.26 28.43 4.30 32.09 5.61 1.67 5.99 37.00 1.39 36.95 8.05 3.82 14.66 0.0248 0.0118 0.0450 1.521 3.691 0.046
Gastrocnemius M. 1845.30 379.81 1657.80 25.54 32.15 8.77 29.16 6.66 33.73 5.03 2.19 5.94 37.16 1.02 37.16 7.35 4.96 14.29 0.0247 0.0166 0.0483 8.757 32.606 0.157
Peroneus-longus 1905.19 387.37 1660.22 36.14 40.18 9.62 21.88 4.52 24.33 4.84 2.11 5.78 32.34 1.91 32.38 3.99 2.98 10.40 0.0138 0.0101 0.0362 4.585 6.846 0.117
Peroneus-longus 2 1844.86 1024.39 1579.61 37.29 36.87 8.29 21.85 6.59 29.49 4.18 2.52 5.79 30.91 2.12 30.80 3.57 3.00 12.93 0.0104 0.0088 0.0380 2.786 3.459 0.056
Soleus 1684.29 267.95 1578.51 21.35 27.77 9.55 23.66 4.84 26.22 5.85 2.30 6.18 36.42 3.41 36.47 6.71 3.72 11.07 0.0247 0.0137 0.0407 5.372 12.316 0.184
Tibialis-anterior 1637.53 258.20 1550.63 24.12 30.45 11.03 19.38 3.24 20.68 5.34 1.61 5.90 31.12 0.93 31.12 4.55 2.62 8.14 0.0101 0.0060 0.0180 7.677 28.547 0.056
Tibialis-anterior 2 1782.53 358.30 1630.48 31.65 36.24 10.87 20.18 4.07 21.12 5.31 1.71 5.97 30.52 1.21 30.51 3.15 2.35 8.06 0.0088 0.0065 0.0223 12.968 39.660 0.074
Tibialis-posterior 1757.75 330.95 1550.50 32.86 35.49 9.67 22.04 3.89 25.94 5.09 2.73 6.20 34.40 1.69 34.42 4.33 3.36 11.00 0.0158 0.0122 0.0404 7.230 20.678 0.063






Adductor Longus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1772.31 392.06 1581.64 44.08 41.97 11.23 19.96 5.12 19.24 3.83 2.19 5.86 26.91 2.39 27.00 0.54 1.12 6.36 0.0027 0.0055 0.0320 64.219 81.583 0.058
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1881.14 425.61 1658.08 50.02 42.90 10.83 19.60 6.49 19.57 3.88 1.80 5.81 29.51 2.89 29.52 0.37 0.88 6.87 0.0018 0.0043 0.0338 86.283 106.309 0.155
Gracilis 2212.57 540.72 1726.39 51.86 40.18 9.11 21.68 3.63 26.21 3.25 2.78 5.89 37.74 2.59 37.78 1.34 1.99 11.16 0.0068 0.0101 0.0562 20.659 43.068 0.096
Rectus Femoris 1690.06 276.85 1477.01 73.02 41.24 13.53 19.04 8.31 15.34 5.11 2.17 6.10 18.28 1.62 18.30 0.01 0.14 3.14 0.0001 0.0006 0.0128 17.596 27.018 0.052
Sartorius 2060.95 473.58 1693.74 61.68 43.81 10.64 20.32 5.34 21.34 2.92 1.68 5.72 31.30 2.30 31.31 0.23 0.74 7.15 0.0014 0.0045 0.0436 55.971 75.553 0.255
Semimembranosus 1857.57 465.84 1630.05 26.48 30.71 9.32 25.38 5.78 28.85 4.98 2.47 6.03 40.07 2.30 40.14 5.99 4.62 13.60 0.0214 0.0163 0.0488 31.607 107.340 0.183
Semitendinosus 1911.05 443.46 1654.01 34.43 38.68 9.93 22.22 3.67 23.96 4.59 2.32 5.81 36.07 2.18 36.13 4.39 4.07 11.18 0.0158 0.0144 0.0405 35.034 104.085 0.177
Vastus Intermedius 1764.40 375.45 1516.64 55.37 43.24 11.47 18.19 4.45 18.23 3.87 1.79 5.78 25.67 2.62 25.75 0.60 1.24 5.86 0.0021 0.0043 0.0212 6.645 11.446 0.034
Vastus Lateralis 1778.26 326.90 1590.86 43.30 41.24 11.04 18.97 4.59 19.60 4.52 1.82 5.87 27.30 1.60 27.34 1.20 1.57 6.97 0.0040 0.0052 0.0233 4.346 8.058 0.012
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1888.93 405.78 1724.53 28.32 32.53 11.21 21.91 3.87 23.24 5.13 2.60 6.05 34.89 2.82 34.97 3.02 2.50 7.25 0.0099 0.0082 0.0239 39.836 102.007 0.120





























Extensor Digitorum 1704.78 243.17 1691.71 12.35 2.12 10.96 21.49 3.20 22.19 6.42 0.63 6.25 32.51 1.28 32.48 5.37 2.40 6.49 0.0154 0.0072 0.0185 0.222 0.160 0.050
Gastrocnemius L. 1786.89 125.13 1774.08 9.38 0.91 8.39 29.52 3.18 31.85 6.18 0.34 6.01 36.96 1.39 36.90 9.07 2.70 13.59 0.0279 0.0084 0.0417 0.233 0.175 0.041
Gastrocnemius M. 1681.71 129.38 1659.75 10.98 7.39 8.96 31.13 5.56 33.64 6.05 0.79 6.02 37.17 1.01 37.16 8.97 3.74 12.95 0.0301 0.0124 0.0435 1.061 3.178 0.139
Peroneus-longus 1683.17 113.60 1669.33 11.59 1.66 10.14 22.85 4.85 23.58 6.07 0.63 5.93 32.01 1.88 32.06 5.63 1.89 7.97 0.0195 0.0062 0.0276 0.516 0.376 0.079
Peroneus-longus 2 1739.51 1147.00 1621.77 15.37 10.62 8.68 23.99 6.58 28.66 5.54 1.75 5.88 30.78 2.11 30.69 5.05 2.38 9.76 0.0147 0.0071 0.0286 1.033 2.393 0.044
Soleus 1591.78 103.58 1582.71 10.85 1.49 9.65 24.69 3.82 25.96 6.41 0.68 6.22 36.29 3.01 36.33 7.78 2.92 10.39 0.0286 0.0107 0.0382 0.884 0.551 0.168
Tibialis-anterior 1581.94 209.72 1574.29 12.49 1.99 11.35 19.87 3.23 20.51 6.09 0.37 6.01 31.10 0.99 31.09 5.55 1.53 6.95 0.0124 0.0037 0.0153 0.165 0.128 0.040
Tibialis-anterior 2 1633.72 186.84 1620.58 13.01 1.99 11.45 20.33 2.97 21.10 6.30 0.71 6.16 30.38 1.25 30.38 4.68 1.37 6.43 0.0130 0.0038 0.0179 0.250 0.144 0.041
Tibialis-posterior 1590.34 135.48 1577.22 12.26 2.24 10.88 23.35 3.21 24.07 6.81 0.67 6.57 34.84 1.69 34.85 5.87 2.15 7.27 0.0214 0.0079 0.0263 0.322 0.156 0.057






Adductor Longus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1640.17 211.05 1603.52 17.25 3.30 12.56 18.87 3.49 19.82 6.73 1.42 6.47 27.02 2.10 27.10 2.31 1.10 4.20 0.0115 0.0052 0.0210 0.404 0.217 0.029
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1802.10 332.43 1715.02 19.94 8.70 11.16 16.30 3.28 18.55 5.89 1.43 5.83 29.38 2.70 29.41 1.89 1.14 6.31 0.0093 0.0057 0.0310 2.414 4.530 0.074
Gracilis 1794.43 198.92 1706.34 17.93 11.28 9.83 22.53 3.80 25.82 6.15 1.91 6.38 36.83 2.87 36.87 3.13 1.93 7.38 0.0159 0.0097 0.0375 1.700 2.851 0.068
Rectus Femoris 1682.43 315.67 1984.56 37.35 17.04 99.98 13.27 5.19 13.54 3.70 2.37 2.44 18.67 1.46 18.69 0.61 0.64 0.00 0.0026 0.0026 0.0000 1.817 1.424 1.752
Sartorius 1945.09 285.40 1827.80 21.59 12.46 11.12 18.91 4.21 21.38 5.19 1.78 5.69 31.66 2.11 31.68 2.18 1.79 6.25 0.0131 0.0105 0.0380 7.455 9.099 0.565
Semimembranosus 1643.97 132.36 1625.85 11.70 5.21 9.64 26.87 5.64 28.15 6.27 0.98 6.20 39.70 2.26 39.77 8.14 3.69 11.27 0.0291 0.0128 0.0404 2.029 5.531 0.158
Semitendinosus 1675.56 113.08 1658.54 12.00 2.19 10.25 23.07 3.72 24.09 6.16 0.65 6.02 35.64 2.17 35.71 6.63 3.23 9.04 0.0239 0.0112 0.0328 0.643 0.458 0.094
Vastus Intermedius 1568.38 250.37 1529.56 18.09 6.42 11.71 17.27 4.77 18.56 6.23 1.21 6.22 26.10 1.59 26.18 2.39 1.47 5.29 0.0084 0.0049 0.0190 0.120 0.159 0.013
Vastus Lateralis 1639.94 138.09 1608.54 15.80 3.15 12.11 17.96 2.22 19.04 6.33 0.78 6.14 27.38 1.54 27.41 2.75 1.16 4.86 0.0091 0.0039 0.0159 0.087 0.052 0.010
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1742.61 138.04 1717.38 14.17 2.56 11.74 22.15 3.72 23.11 6.42 1.14 6.26 34.68 2.34 34.73 4.20 1.86 6.02 0.0138 0.0060 0.0198 0.766 0.458 0.114
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1696.09 114.61 1682.19 12.88 1.81 11.46 22.84 3.32 23.73 6.19 0.57 6.07 37.37 1.31 37.40 6.17 2.34 8.09 0.0179 0.0068 0.0234 0.399 0.272 0.068
Table D.3: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN145
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Extensor Digitorum 1807.79 423.97 1606.27 35.03 37.80 10.60 18.86 3.14 20.68 5.15 2.18 6.06 33.61 1.87 33.61 3.67 3.32 9.61 0.0097 0.0087 0.0256 10.988 35.296 0.053
Gastrocnemius L. 1633.39 272.30 1530.09 22.44 29.98 9.59 21.90 3.10 23.43 5.34 1.99 6.02 33.55 1.10 33.57 6.27 4.00 11.79 0.0178 0.0113 0.0336 16.308 55.074 0.088
Gastrocnemius M. 1804.81 389.04 1579.38 31.57 34.84 9.56 22.24 4.04 25.88 4.81 2.58 6.04 36.31 1.42 36.32 4.54 3.75 12.26 0.0193 0.0160 0.0525 19.534 60.873 0.119
Peroneus-longus 1798.39 387.34 1554.10 42.15 40.51 10.38 18.56 3.16 21.13 4.60 2.33 5.87 32.27 1.57 32.26 3.11 3.15 10.41 0.0098 0.0100 0.0330 12.589 36.538 0.080
Peroneus-longus 2 1787.49 476.64 1583.67 42.56 39.72 10.09 17.87 5.71 21.48 4.30 2.57 6.04 29.74 3.43 29.52 1.68 2.13 8.46 0.0047 0.0060 0.0235 4.260 11.482 0.017
Soleus 1706.93 326.66 1528.15 30.41 31.61 9.08 19.46 3.93 23.39 4.88 2.80 6.24 35.84 2.95 35.85 4.41 3.76 12.36 0.0180 0.0153 0.0507 12.838 37.705 0.099
Tibialis-anterior 1662.31 321.90 1514.43 29.88 34.51 11.16 18.46 2.64 19.77 5.56 1.90 6.12 33.08 0.95 33.08 4.87 3.48 9.04 0.0111 0.0080 0.0206 5.138 25.222 0.101
Tibialis-anterior 2 1657.96 268.59 1502.25 34.73 35.10 12.40 16.39 2.44 17.37 5.49 2.10 6.11 30.46 1.14 30.47 2.69 2.42 6.27 0.0072 0.0065 0.0168 7.836 30.788 0.051
Tibialis-posterior 1771.02 398.13 1555.71 34.69 36.36 9.87 19.32 4.47 21.68 4.34 2.60 5.79 34.03 1.56 34.05 3.37 3.56 11.97 0.0121 0.0128 0.0436 31.551 76.230 0.099






Adductor Longus 1759.40 310.93 1695.90 35.52 36.03 9.87 18.05 8.50 23.50 2.88 3.68 6.67 35.76 8.14 35.48 0.30 0.73 5.70 0.0022 0.0054 0.0420 21.769 19.895 0.024
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1883.57 455.65 1570.69 44.40 38.68 10.57 19.12 4.20 21.36 3.40 2.55 5.88 33.45 2.25 33.63 1.19 1.81 10.42 0.0059 0.0089 0.0533 15.997 26.960 0.031
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2086.68 580.97 1779.34 46.90 41.90 11.12 20.80 5.98 21.34 3.58 3.70 6.33 35.21 2.46 35.27 0.45 0.97 7.22 0.0028 0.0059 0.0441 106.326 126.574 0.076
Gracilis 1996.39 593.90 1743.90 36.88 33.83 9.73 20.04 7.54 23.54 3.65 5.02 6.08 39.79 2.83 39.88 0.84 1.42 10.64 0.0061 0.0100 0.0793 66.506 87.071 0.049
Rectus Femoris 1773.19 384.86 1421.05 66.90 41.31 9.30 14.78 7.64 24.35 6.17 3.53 4.72 20.97 2.67 21.05 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 10.084 15.734 41.311
Sartorius 1996.15 381.91 1611.70 76.04 37.32 14.36 18.34 9.56 15.72 5.21 4.07 6.00 28.83 3.16 28.85 0.03 0.12 3.86 0.0003 0.0011 0.0355 39.031 65.524 0.164
Semimembranosus 1929.24 398.48 1706.98 24.40 24.15 9.02 25.94 6.65 30.06 4.90 3.26 6.24 43.99 1.93 44.04 5.36 5.45 13.99 0.0225 0.0231 0.0585 52.723 131.420 0.094
Semitendinosus 1937.12 493.49 1661.02 30.06 33.69 9.43 23.83 4.27 27.07 4.66 2.59 5.97 40.77 1.31 40.80 5.86 4.76 14.02 0.0221 0.0183 0.0533 14.396 47.418 0.081
Vastus Intermedius 1729.70 321.85 1621.52 29.97 32.22 13.07 19.33 5.96 19.02 4.93 4.03 6.99 32.41 2.34 32.61 1.50 1.87 4.24 0.0058 0.0072 0.0168 11.256 18.032 0.019
Vastus Lateralis 1674.63 315.33 1533.70 32.74 33.24 12.75 17.02 2.77 17.77 5.28 2.39 6.31 30.75 1.47 30.78 1.90 1.84 5.04 0.0062 0.0060 0.0162 3.869 9.519 0.010
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -





























Extensor Digitorum 1627.85 238.78 1605.49 13.57 3.84 11.32 19.47 2.38 20.51 6.49 0.87 6.32 33.51 1.89 33.53 5.35 2.69 7.23 0.0141 0.0070 0.0191 0.463 1.235 0.048
Gastrocnemius L. 1544.06 93.87 1535.52 10.96 1.44 9.83 22.52 2.69 23.54 6.28 0.50 6.16 33.60 1.09 33.62 7.77 2.85 10.41 0.0221 0.0079 0.0296 0.367 0.267 0.082
Gastrocnemius M. 1621.04 143.21 1590.06 13.14 8.54 10.10 23.50 3.71 25.06 6.33 1.12 6.27 36.31 1.44 36.32 6.29 2.86 9.34 0.0268 0.0122 0.0398 1.478 3.958 0.130
Peroneus-longus 1565.58 151.61 1531.26 15.30 10.24 11.02 19.45 3.10 20.87 6.24 1.30 6.18 32.21 1.54 32.20 4.99 2.36 7.89 0.0157 0.0075 0.0248 0.779 2.247 0.045
Peroneus-longus 2 1694.71 292.11 1674.09 15.86 3.87 13.50 18.66 2.71 19.19 6.83 0.76 6.65 29.85 2.20 29.77 3.06 1.66 3.51 0.0085 0.0049 0.0095 0.166 0.082 0.053
Soleus 1593.00 217.81 1531.93 16.85 14.10 9.38 20.32 3.63 22.99 6.02 2.08 6.42 35.72 3.01 35.73 5.57 3.27 10.40 0.0227 0.0133 0.0425 2.614 5.597 0.084
Tibialis-anterior 1526.41 149.73 1516.62 13.16 2.60 11.65 19.02 2.48 19.61 6.45 0.55 6.31 32.99 0.89 32.99 6.13 2.79 7.36 0.0140 0.0065 0.0168 0.409 0.327 0.088
Tibialis-anterior 2 1540.66 131.11 1520.82 16.71 4.94 13.84 16.61 2.11 16.94 6.61 0.96 6.43 30.49 1.07 30.50 3.66 2.11 4.25 0.0097 0.0056 0.0113 0.325 0.220 0.069
Tibialis-posterior 1609.37 190.19 1582.48 14.46 7.38 11.12 20.91 4.31 21.73 6.34 1.12 6.22 34.09 1.71 34.10 5.16 2.87 7.23 0.0185 0.0103 0.0259 1.393 3.280 0.126






Adductor Longus 1691.95 182.20 1655.39 15.85 3.38 12.22 19.73 3.95 20.81 6.52 0.92 6.29 38.24 1.00 38.24 3.35 1.46 5.65 0.0248 0.0111 0.0415 2.878 0.917 0.302
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1646.76 180.49 1579.84 19.42 9.74 12.01 18.86 3.97 20.27 5.95 1.81 6.15 33.33 2.15 33.52 3.07 1.83 6.25 0.0152 0.0089 0.0312 0.418 0.696 0.020
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1954.03 357.55 1817.30 22.45 13.18 10.60 20.24 6.46 22.66 6.66 3.03 6.86 34.38 2.85 34.47 2.01 1.11 6.83 0.0124 0.0066 0.0421 1.592 2.263 0.018
Gracilis 1866.93 234.07 1661.77 27.84 16.19 9.74 19.25 6.62 23.85 4.98 3.34 5.97 39.57 2.45 39.71 2.27 1.84 12.26 0.0162 0.0127 0.0895 5.743 6.511 0.049
Rectus Femoris 1729.46 288.51 1721.49 48.97 9.80 45.28 10.00 2.04 9.95 2.51 0.12 2.60 22.40 1.13 22.40 0.28 0.08 0.32 0.0012 0.0004 0.0013 1.460 0.568 1.247
Sartorius 2063.27 281.45 2595.89 37.87 11.79 99.99 22.63 20.70 17.30 4.99 4.08 2.42 32.03 2.75 32.05 0.65 0.48 0.00 0.0060 0.0043 0.0000 4.638 3.621 4.881
Semimembranosus 1887.68 315.68 1720.95 19.92 16.67 9.18 26.26 6.23 30.11 5.73 2.76 6.39 43.94 1.84 43.97 6.61 5.41 12.61 0.0277 0.0230 0.0528 6.491 11.306 0.096
Semitendinosus 1692.39 153.47 1659.26 12.48 6.70 9.83 25.05 4.18 26.66 6.12 1.21 6.20 40.71 1.26 40.75 8.08 3.70 11.37 0.0305 0.0146 0.0429 0.783 1.821 0.059
Vastus Intermedius 1645.12 175.99 1610.20 17.30 6.03 13.07 18.67 4.33 18.98 7.06 1.44 6.91 32.61 2.11 32.78 2.98 1.68 4.31 0.0116 0.0065 0.0167 0.126 0.219 0.014
Vastus Lateralis 1574.44 143.44 1547.43 17.65 4.90 13.82 17.04 2.55 17.49 6.79 1.02 6.61 30.61 1.47 30.65 2.80 1.56 3.86 0.0091 0.0051 0.0124 0.087 0.051 0.011
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table D.4: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN146
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2 (us) MTR (p.u.) RM
a
0 (s
−1) R/g (s−1) χ2






























Extensor Digitorum 1925.23 466.65 1607.62 52.00 40.44 10.16 18.57 4.90 21.48 3.00 2.08 5.72 30.57 2.25 30.60 0.63 1.29 9.89 0.0022 0.0044 0.0347 32.779 51.955 0.053
Gastrocnemius L. 1753.14 348.70 1552.98 35.34 38.38 9.93 21.22 3.48 24.18 4.94 2.30 5.94 31.70 1.31 31.69 3.39 3.14 9.56 0.0107 0.0100 0.0302 6.800 21.986 0.055
Gastrocnemius M. 1922.48 466.26 1622.43 35.40 37.41 8.49 26.34 6.04 31.63 4.07 2.52 5.75 36.10 1.60 36.13 6.10 5.53 16.57 0.0212 0.0191 0.0583 11.631 34.536 0.079
Peroneus-longus 1812.01 385.47 1545.51 48.02 40.89 11.07 19.37 4.59 21.11 4.13 2.57 6.04 30.91 1.76 30.92 0.70 1.25 7.76 0.0029 0.0052 0.0322 75.434 112.913 0.108
Peroneus-longus 2 1882.02 498.96 1599.91 56.20 43.30 11.40 19.45 6.28 21.09 3.97 2.44 5.72 28.45 1.84 28.44 0.34 0.82 7.30 0.0015 0.0036 0.0311 30.528 42.523 0.041
Soleus 1829.22 417.72 1599.95 31.23 36.09 9.18 22.53 4.34 26.21 4.81 2.48 6.02 36.81 2.11 36.82 5.73 4.31 14.62 0.0217 0.0165 0.0556 7.461 24.667 0.039
Tibialis-anterior 1770.26 362.20 1507.50 54.44 42.29 11.82 16.93 3.18 18.32 4.50 1.66 5.83 27.94 0.96 27.93 1.41 1.74 6.71 0.0035 0.0043 0.0165 7.424 21.385 0.089
Tibialis-anterior 2 1758.85 344.42 1518.09 51.69 40.93 12.18 16.83 4.68 17.93 3.86 2.17 5.79 28.74 1.41 28.73 0.68 1.20 6.54 0.0023 0.0041 0.0221 37.119 61.424 0.174
Tibialis-posterior 1980.62 559.25 1655.78 45.76 37.54 9.62 20.03 6.71 24.93 3.51 2.89 5.89 33.93 3.42 34.01 1.61 2.26 9.41 0.0070 0.0099 0.0417 39.281 81.098 0.348






Adductor Longus 2028.34 516.10 1715.03 42.17 35.80 10.48 21.42 9.04 23.88 3.99 4.91 6.30 38.87 2.32 38.90 0.76 1.23 8.63 0.0053 0.0086 0.0609 135.538 188.078 0.124
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1956.66 425.01 1571.84 53.67 40.57 10.28 18.73 4.33 21.25 3.71 2.80 5.90 32.39 3.15 32.78 1.59 2.22 10.38 0.0066 0.0089 0.0456 2.625 7.126 0.023
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1924.93 405.93 1643.78 50.60 42.16 10.82 19.53 4.75 21.83 3.27 2.52 6.10 33.14 2.62 33.14 0.46 1.06 8.19 0.0029 0.0065 0.0519 72.136 89.008 0.157
Gracilis 1949.05 428.93 1657.14 37.51 32.07 9.92 21.08 7.03 25.83 3.09 3.58 6.00 40.70 2.43 40.77 1.28 2.06 13.53 0.0086 0.0138 0.0920 45.150 65.146 0.043
Rectus Femoris 1615.57 263.73 1414.80 63.48 41.99 15.92 17.66 7.68 14.39 5.34 3.16 6.05 21.03 2.81 21.19 0.12 0.53 2.79 0.0005 0.0020 0.0119 8.629 13.897 0.011
Sartorius 1963.41 447.61 1670.92 56.43 42.34 11.94 17.89 7.76 18.15 3.81 3.64 6.16 31.08 3.07 31.08 0.06 0.22 5.24 0.0005 0.0019 0.0478 33.608 43.412 0.187
Semimembranosus 1814.78 335.16 1690.30 23.22 22.16 10.57 24.53 9.31 27.25 5.44 5.31 6.89 42.98 3.64 43.09 4.01 4.98 7.25 0.0121 0.0151 0.0219 66.854 135.169 0.205
Semitendinosus 1961.85 486.51 1642.18 36.25 32.36 9.78 20.09 4.48 24.21 4.01 3.55 6.03 39.78 2.00 39.89 2.51 3.01 12.94 0.0096 0.0114 0.0490 18.948 39.671 0.037
Vastus Intermedius 1660.73 383.21 1529.02 37.07 38.57 12.28 19.18 4.98 18.68 3.95 2.31 6.10 29.82 2.40 29.80 0.67 1.22 5.29 0.0031 0.0056 0.0246 23.880 27.572 0.035
Vastus Lateralis 1579.22 276.17 1501.19 25.52 27.68 12.83 18.19 3.76 18.95 5.51 1.75 6.14 29.69 1.08 29.69 2.53 1.88 5.19 0.0075 0.0057 0.0155 5.140 14.263 0.015
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1913.86 441.66 1659.08 37.21 38.23 11.09 20.04 3.77 21.46 4.47 2.34 5.76 34.90 2.01 35.02 2.83 2.84 9.84 0.0095 0.0095 0.0338 8.996 23.350 0.022





























Extensor Digitorum 1699.13 295.40 1575.40 25.56 15.80 10.58 16.11 3.28 19.91 5.00 2.36 5.89 30.72 1.56 30.69 2.08 1.55 8.55 0.0071 0.0054 0.0293 1.901 2.755 0.064
Gastrocnemius L. 1577.85 169.07 1560.63 12.90 2.24 10.81 22.21 3.04 23.44 6.43 0.66 6.26 31.55 1.36 31.54 4.81 2.54 6.60 0.0151 0.0082 0.0206 0.337 0.181 0.072
Gastrocnemius M. 1660.53 184.53 1616.54 12.88 12.71 8.61 29.05 5.60 31.65 5.71 1.30 5.85 35.89 1.76 35.93 9.20 4.16 14.38 0.0321 0.0143 0.0504 0.806 2.227 0.045
Peroneus-longus 1589.81 149.94 1526.78 19.82 12.81 11.53 18.25 3.11 19.66 6.83 1.90 6.62 30.05 1.88 30.09 2.44 1.36 5.35 0.0101 0.0057 0.0222 1.687 3.996 0.082
Peroneus-longus 2 1618.10 340.86 1546.17 21.59 10.85 11.46 17.50 5.76 20.62 5.51 1.78 5.70 28.26 1.54 28.25 1.90 0.98 7.18 0.0083 0.0046 0.0310 1.902 4.111 0.071
Soleus 1626.15 149.69 1603.50 11.89 6.40 9.45 23.81 4.01 25.61 6.21 1.09 6.17 36.60 2.12 36.60 7.70 2.87 11.99 0.0292 0.0112 0.0452 0.507 1.458 0.031
Tibialis-anterior 1504.69 159.07 1485.10 16.75 4.47 13.17 16.95 2.36 17.93 6.10 0.44 6.03 27.78 0.95 27.76 3.00 1.29 4.70 0.0074 0.0032 0.0115 0.283 0.194 0.064
Tibialis-anterior 2 1596.72 216.23 1509.14 24.30 12.10 12.12 15.99 3.24 18.63 5.47 1.92 5.80 28.60 1.19 28.58 1.94 1.25 6.99 0.0065 0.0043 0.0236 2.328 4.097 0.090
Tibialis-posterior 1752.20 348.39 1641.24 21.33 14.79 9.38 20.81 5.35 25.55 5.57 2.60 5.94 33.74 3.21 33.79 3.15 2.28 10.55 0.0137 0.0100 0.0465 4.676 7.790 0.098






Adductor Longus 1957.68 474.11 1707.99 31.55 18.20 9.82 19.38 7.76 25.24 5.04 3.39 6.25 38.91 2.68 38.96 1.63 1.32 11.34 0.0114 0.0091 0.0807 17.069 18.458 0.369
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1663.51 182.10 1596.76 19.00 12.47 11.15 20.23 4.98 21.87 6.13 1.98 6.28 33.15 3.01 33.53 3.45 2.25 7.37 0.0143 0.0087 0.0312 0.282 0.710 0.010
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1929.33 271.17 1908.39 24.69 15.22 18.48 20.22 3.63 20.64 5.17 3.06 6.40 31.01 6.64 31.09 1.86 1.49 1.30 0.0116 0.0093 0.0081 4.516 6.167 2.531
Gracilis 1861.24 275.33 1670.08 26.34 16.63 9.90 21.13 6.64 27.59 4.90 2.90 6.12 40.67 2.29 40.74 2.96 2.37 13.12 0.0199 0.0160 0.0879 3.949 5.109 0.051
Rectus Femoris 1536.13 209.05 1899.51 33.45 14.83 99.96 11.57 1.90 12.36 4.57 2.16 2.95 21.99 2.00 22.20 1.18 1.26 0.00 0.0048 0.0046 0.0000 0.240 0.262 0.286
Sartorius 1867.04 272.70 2333.88 37.11 10.95 99.99 13.98 5.45 14.84 2.76 2.15 1.46 31.79 2.45 31.69 0.68 0.72 0.00 0.0061 0.0061 0.0000 3.317 1.755 3.462
Semimembranosus 1801.75 262.16 1669.24 20.20 15.28 10.04 25.40 5.43 28.10 6.39 2.96 6.75 42.93 3.09 43.03 5.60 5.27 8.80 0.0170 0.0160 0.0268 5.422 9.434 0.160
Semitendinosus 1758.56 270.76 1626.86 21.71 15.33 10.02 20.10 4.65 23.63 5.59 2.57 6.14 39.54 1.93 39.67 4.14 2.98 11.97 0.0158 0.0113 0.0457 1.356 2.269 0.016
Vastus Intermedius 1524.53 173.52 1492.04 18.57 5.53 13.30 17.32 3.28 18.27 6.75 1.22 6.56 29.85 1.55 29.85 2.46 1.21 4.35 0.0112 0.0057 0.0196 0.358 0.977 0.017
Vastus Lateralis 1531.46 201.66 1511.85 16.16 3.47 13.09 18.19 3.70 18.93 6.36 0.71 6.22 29.71 1.07 29.71 3.28 1.46 4.81 0.0098 0.0045 0.0142 0.129 0.072 0.016
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1682.96 139.56 1657.32 14.46 3.68 11.82 20.37 3.53 21.32 6.22 0.76 6.06 34.70 1.92 34.82 4.73 2.21 7.07 0.0159 0.0073 0.0238 0.174 0.161 0.016
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1709.26 142.26 1671.20 16.04 5.48 12.20 19.08 3.48 20.10 5.99 1.03 5.93 34.70 1.59 34.76 3.91 2.12 6.50 0.0151 0.0084 0.0247 0.482 0.995 0.047
Table D.5: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN147
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Extensor Digitorum 2040.48 472.02 1777.24 51.83 40.09 11.60 21.27 6.64 22.88 5.20 5.45 6.58 32.68 4.84 32.80 0.32 0.70 4.95 0.0010 0.0022 0.0155 54.944 77.132 0.085
Gastrocnemius L. 1887.24 434.84 1592.47 42.45 39.42 10.10 21.04 4.45 24.49 4.59 3.46 5.74 34.95 2.32 34.99 2.69 3.16 11.08 0.0084 0.0099 0.0342 21.045 60.682 0.073
Gastrocnemius M. 1979.09 495.51 1697.98 34.84 36.51 9.82 24.38 5.09 29.68 5.07 3.54 5.93 37.06 2.63 37.08 2.84 2.74 11.36 0.0123 0.0119 0.0495 33.413 80.518 0.132
Peroneus-longus 1971.28 606.04 1693.28 58.53 43.59 13.04 22.06 8.97 21.62 5.58 5.64 6.15 30.97 4.95 31.03 0.16 0.48 4.30 0.0007 0.0019 0.0176 37.384 49.405 0.071
Peroneus-longus 2 2018.30 419.24 1668.30 52.04 40.91 10.39 21.49 4.80 23.54 5.77 5.26 6.36 32.51 2.85 32.57 0.88 1.32 7.30 0.0037 0.0055 0.0308 69.256 130.722 0.076
Soleus 1895.47 482.65 1614.22 36.46 38.35 9.99 22.88 5.08 27.03 4.76 2.63 5.82 37.57 2.00 37.55 3.93 3.62 13.57 0.0166 0.0152 0.0578 10.177 28.735 0.046
Tibialis-anterior 1906.07 369.72 1632.78 47.80 39.80 10.54 20.87 6.11 23.07 6.43 9.02 6.71 32.12 3.68 32.20 0.95 1.57 6.43 0.0025 0.0041 0.0171 19.472 31.924 0.027
Tibialis-anterior 2 1829.50 390.94 1657.49 45.50 40.73 14.53 33.45 121.83 20.41 7.60 10.00 8.48 29.56 3.90 29.62 0.60 1.35 2.40 0.0018 0.0040 0.0071 33.381 46.847 0.106
Tibialis-posterior 1951.36 665.93 1687.66 43.97 39.07 11.05 21.44 8.92 24.17 5.62 4.34 6.61 34.56 2.51 34.59 1.11 1.38 6.48 0.0043 0.0053 0.0254 64.234 117.551 0.126






Adductor Longus 2082.07 662.93 1707.28 57.91 41.76 12.26 35.67 50.10 24.56 7.98 14.92 7.61 34.66 3.93 34.79 0.09 0.22 4.21 0.0007 0.0018 0.0372 35.939 40.062 0.107
Biceps Femoris (Long) 2112.14 541.35 1722.83 52.88 40.83 11.55 20.79 6.79 20.75 3.14 2.76 5.55 32.29 3.49 32.61 0.34 0.83 8.13 0.0023 0.0054 0.0590 13.191 20.565 0.020
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2296.31 980.78 2843.41 58.01 40.09 99.95 19.92 10.97 18.86 3.51 4.08 2.47 35.01 3.58 35.08 0.12 0.28 0.00 0.0011 0.0023 0.0000 52.046 66.678 4.110
Gracilis 2519.76 1104.25 2104.19 46.28 40.51 12.01 22.20 8.22 21.49 3.20 4.40 5.29 38.97 4.77 39.07 0.35 0.89 6.22 0.0029 0.0074 0.0533 20.172 23.357 0.073
Rectus Femoris 1862.65 331.53 1646.32 85.94 29.27 28.33 16.08 7.25 13.13 7.95 5.35 7.45 19.96 3.72 20.25 0.02 0.08 0.63 0.0001 0.0005 0.0037 3.249 9.022 0.095
Sartorius 3001.74 3047.61 3835.48 49.45 41.26 99.95 2606760.00 31280900.00 18.67 4.53 5.54 3.20 30.10 6.83 30.22 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.0003 0.0013 0.0000 12.465 13.022 0.591
Semimembranosus 2279.47 768.40 1820.25 41.20 39.70 9.91 23.79 6.04 27.67 2.79 2.71 5.58 43.16 2.82 43.20 2.13 3.23 14.76 0.0111 0.0169 0.0775 64.263 92.933 0.180
Semitendinosus 1918.66 439.19 1733.62 27.74 32.41 10.52 22.47 4.21 23.83 4.66 3.13 6.58 38.68 2.34 38.73 2.65 2.56 7.77 0.0124 0.0118 0.0370 28.005 51.753 0.094
Vastus Intermedius 2022.28 575.98 1655.93 56.67 42.92 12.30 20.75 6.30 19.45 3.87 3.03 5.76 31.56 3.78 31.88 0.10 0.37 7.29 0.0006 0.0022 0.0435 14.937 18.657 0.026
Vastus Lateralis 1968.79 566.38 1671.53 38.99 37.77 13.28 20.55 4.90 20.07 2.94 3.12 5.19 37.65 3.19 37.77 0.99 1.91 6.49 0.0035 0.0069 0.0222 41.301 51.045 0.263
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1832.29 378.98 1600.80 39.15 38.33 11.86 19.05 4.16 20.07 4.45 2.19 5.77 33.23 2.14 33.30 2.13 2.48 8.12 0.0091 0.0104 0.0354 25.080 60.262 0.070





























Extensor Digitorum 1807.71 377.55 1669.66 28.48 12.87 12.51 20.65 4.61 22.51 7.60 4.06 7.33 32.27 3.85 32.34 1.30 0.97 3.84 0.0041 0.0031 0.0121 2.515 3.441 0.385
Gastrocnemius L. 1654.39 199.46 1594.54 18.05 14.55 10.49 21.69 4.21 23.98 6.15 2.00 6.33 34.34 1.92 34.36 4.41 2.95 7.54 0.0138 0.0093 0.0234 1.562 3.652 0.070
Gastrocnemius M. 1734.68 141.85 1696.11 13.90 5.17 10.37 26.32 4.44 28.38 7.10 2.16 6.60 35.96 2.00 35.99 4.48 2.19 7.23 0.0195 0.0096 0.0313 1.553 2.948 0.124
Peroneus-longus 1650.05 524.09 2382.72 30.50 21.24 99.97 20.35 12.20 19.09 5.28 2.84 2.02 31.42 2.51 31.50 1.49 0.92 0.00 0.0059 0.0036 0.0000 10.254 14.442 13.702
Peroneus-longus 2 1735.57 104.47 1653.26 18.93 9.68 10.26 22.19 4.28 24.97 7.71 2.92 6.80 32.05 2.49 32.12 2.28 1.22 6.68 0.0096 0.0050 0.0281 5.500 11.092 0.164
Soleus 1636.68 202.27 1613.67 12.93 2.73 10.49 24.72 5.00 26.55 6.58 0.96 6.29 36.96 1.63 36.96 6.01 2.79 9.34 0.0254 0.0115 0.0396 0.369 0.249 0.020
Tibialis-anterior 1756.93 229.58 1630.12 22.85 15.07 10.15 20.30 4.42 23.77 6.85 3.22 6.50 32.58 2.95 32.60 2.42 1.79 7.93 0.0063 0.0047 0.0207 1.845 3.134 0.051
Tibialis-anterior 2 1733.07 202.42 1670.55 19.22 8.50 12.27 19.30 3.51 20.22 8.35 2.56 7.62 30.08 2.81 30.14 2.24 1.83 3.83 0.0066 0.0054 0.0114 1.388 2.975 0.095
Tibialis-posterior 1689.95 243.13 1659.78 16.88 4.77 13.28 23.08 5.80 23.26 7.99 1.43 7.55 33.63 1.62 33.66 2.68 1.31 3.63 0.0104 0.0050 0.0142 2.028 1.285 0.267






Adductor Longus 2006.12 105.34 2041.43 43.74 3.39 46.02 14.98 0.97 15.35 1.53 0.10 1.48 37.61 0.81 37.55 0.46 0.07 0.43 0.0039 0.0011 0.0036 1.683 0.406 1.405
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1985.46 372.99 1751.96 29.46 13.76 11.03 17.02 4.37 19.29 4.95 3.06 5.45 32.21 3.15 32.40 1.43 1.22 8.87 0.0098 0.0076 0.0639 0.488 0.445 0.026
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2402.75 482.87 2626.80 43.76 8.33 56.23 14.88 3.52 15.45 2.53 1.54 1.93 38.98 2.33 38.98 0.62 0.52 0.28 0.0053 0.0041 0.0024 16.569 6.250 14.485
Gracilis 2360.07 734.72 3105.22 28.68 15.68 99.98 20.14 6.83 21.07 5.02 3.04 2.11 39.44 6.02 39.46 1.71 1.58 0.00 0.0140 0.0130 0.0000 1.063 1.145 1.557
Rectus Femoris 1913.53 432.99 2207.48 55.01 9.06 98.98 11.09 1.98 12.72 3.02 0.59 2.55 23.18 4.16 23.36 0.24 0.10 0.00 0.0014 0.0006 0.0000 0.954 0.470 0.506
Sartorius 2482.49 805.82 3070.42 42.30 8.69 99.98 13.65 3.65 16.66 2.38 0.29 1.59 24.56 4.05 24.63 0.31 0.10 0.00 0.0041 0.0014 0.0000 1.429 0.387 0.471
Semimembranosus 1812.20 305.58 1735.17 15.55 11.91 10.17 25.26 6.89 27.36 6.12 1.64 6.14 41.45 1.82 41.47 5.96 2.94 10.60 0.0309 0.0158 0.0549 2.040 4.495 0.094
Semitendinosus 1763.24 156.47 1727.54 14.50 5.83 11.16 22.72 4.15 23.76 7.01 1.26 6.89 38.28 2.05 38.33 4.28 1.93 6.15 0.0200 0.0088 0.0287 0.657 1.188 0.109
Vastus Intermedius 1942.43 447.57 2547.47 43.15 14.83 99.99 14.42 3.28 16.57 3.41 2.18 1.85 33.25 2.73 33.39 0.79 0.76 0.00 0.0047 0.0046 0.0000 2.269 1.825 2.115
Vastus Lateralis 1743.97 197.53 1648.25 20.09 10.88 11.64 20.70 3.70 22.18 6.85 2.59 6.60 35.58 2.80 35.65 3.16 2.44 6.03 0.0111 0.0090 0.0204 0.547 0.704 0.066
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1645.40 159.31 1617.87 15.90 2.84 12.87 19.37 4.23 19.81 6.16 0.69 6.06 33.03 2.09 33.12 3.87 2.33 5.56 0.0166 0.0096 0.0240 0.499 0.286 0.064
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table D.6: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN148
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Extensor Digitorum 1673.67 324.37 1462.39 38.16 37.82 11.67 17.83 2.92 19.95 4.47 2.67 5.72 32.42 1.72 32.46 1.89 2.08 9.09 0.0075 0.0082 0.0365 47.845 97.130 0.097
Gastrocnemius L. 1663.05 326.87 1550.96 19.61 26.01 9.46 23.08 3.24 24.64 5.38 1.97 6.00 37.87 0.82 37.87 9.17 5.16 14.33 0.0292 0.0165 0.0457 29.419 122.096 0.261
Gastrocnemius M. 1768.55 353.74 1521.42 39.07 38.70 10.31 20.67 3.78 24.32 4.51 2.76 5.94 33.97 3.40 34.04 2.87 3.06 10.22 0.0133 0.0141 0.0480 21.765 61.020 0.069
Peroneus-longus 1697.84 375.75 1459.05 37.38 39.26 10.80 19.53 2.64 21.39 4.92 2.64 6.04 35.03 1.00 35.04 4.02 3.73 10.50 0.0156 0.0146 0.0409 37.723 111.379 0.102
Peroneus-longus 2 1677.83 350.42 1435.09 44.99 39.41 10.75 17.06 4.71 20.62 4.07 2.83 5.74 32.14 1.51 32.11 1.79 2.48 11.65 0.0071 0.0098 0.0469 20.264 47.667 0.050
Soleus 1701.95 368.57 1514.53 26.65 31.23 9.98 22.22 3.29 24.79 5.05 2.37 5.86 37.69 0.85 37.69 6.62 5.15 13.44 0.0256 0.0199 0.0521 42.023 165.279 0.229
Tibialis-anterior 1657.17 292.34 1454.97 43.56 39.79 12.72 16.81 4.24 18.08 4.56 3.06 5.69 30.92 1.64 30.89 1.33 1.87 7.44 0.0045 0.0063 0.0253 42.458 73.018 0.077
Tibialis-anterior 2 1627.14 341.95 1439.65 37.40 37.18 12.69 17.86 3.78 18.31 4.37 2.80 5.88 31.89 1.38 31.89 1.00 1.46 7.51 0.0035 0.0052 0.0268 100.282 135.538 0.069
Tibialis-posterior 1752.23 353.61 1558.29 31.91 36.21 10.97 20.50 3.09 22.38 4.80 2.29 5.76 36.74 1.09 36.74 4.32 3.60 10.63 0.0167 0.0139 0.0412 103.392 291.098 0.535






Adductor Longus 2743.94 6278.90 2660.23 42.45 39.37 8.65 26.26 41.60 40.89 4.32 5.59 7.51 41.68 12.09 42.14 0.63 1.55 6.10 0.0056 0.0158 0.0433 25.101 36.614 0.110
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1712.44 364.85 1526.25 28.61 33.24 10.01 20.73 3.63 23.26 5.10 2.80 6.37 36.82 1.77 36.85 4.14 3.51 11.01 0.0175 0.0147 0.0467 17.683 47.600 0.040
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1797.61 353.35 1590.19 50.07 37.21 9.86 16.15 6.22 21.63 2.69 3.04 6.30 35.10 6.51 35.13 0.53 1.14 8.03 0.0031 0.0067 0.0484 26.009 31.061 0.147
Gracilis 1923.01 492.21 1546.10 53.41 40.63 10.92 19.02 6.17 20.48 4.74 5.51 6.42 36.79 3.91 36.89 0.73 1.25 8.34 0.0056 0.0094 0.0641 96.392 150.469 0.221
Rectus Femoris 1627.00 270.36 1436.21 48.65 40.75 12.73 16.27 4.47 15.66 5.38 4.02 5.95 25.26 2.77 25.33 0.70 1.06 5.11 0.0020 0.0029 0.0146 16.629 30.016 0.028
Sartorius 1798.05 393.21 1517.94 55.26 41.53 11.20 17.15 5.14 18.21 4.48 4.58 6.70 31.75 4.25 31.78 0.33 0.75 6.28 0.0025 0.0056 0.0483 43.347 57.222 0.047
Semimembranosus 1808.80 395.53 1592.68 26.93 28.90 9.54 23.26 4.64 26.26 5.18 2.90 6.28 41.49 1.96 41.53 5.38 4.80 12.46 0.0262 0.0234 0.0609 31.267 95.121 0.107
Semitendinosus 1664.39 260.95 1565.91 18.20 19.00 9.75 22.70 3.97 25.08 5.88 2.71 6.44 41.57 2.29 41.63 6.63 4.76 11.64 0.0269 0.0193 0.0474 45.869 154.269 0.166
Vastus Intermedius 1670.67 291.45 1505.30 34.72 35.88 11.48 18.25 3.28 19.56 5.26 2.29 6.17 32.05 2.13 32.00 2.32 2.30 7.52 0.0103 0.0101 0.0333 4.969 12.359 0.016
Vastus Lateralis 1584.13 260.22 1452.35 30.69 33.98 11.76 17.54 2.33 19.15 5.21 1.82 5.93 31.12 0.95 31.12 3.54 2.72 8.64 0.0117 0.0089 0.0286 6.943 22.261 0.046
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1802.48 367.00 1533.38 34.18 29.91 9.58 20.95 5.09 25.67 3.74 3.02 5.88 40.88 2.92 40.96 4.09 4.79 14.63 0.0116 0.0134 0.0423 63.056 146.407 0.503





























Extensor Digitorum 1524.07 165.23 1486.76 17.64 7.86 12.70 18.05 2.63 19.18 6.53 1.50 6.15 32.22 1.77 32.27 3.42 1.70 5.83 0.0136 0.0066 0.0233 0.884 1.879 0.044
Gastrocnemius L. 1551.96 65.28 1545.89 10.41 1.21 9.67 23.74 2.53 24.49 6.19 0.54 6.09 37.82 0.84 37.82 10.74 3.63 12.89 0.0342 0.0116 0.0409 0.754 0.744 0.207
Gastrocnemius M. 1561.36 114.26 1541.17 13.82 2.46 11.36 22.57 3.22 23.78 6.68 1.17 6.51 34.17 2.69 34.22 4.81 2.53 6.67 0.0223 0.0115 0.0311 0.843 0.590 0.088
Peroneus-longus 1483.00 80.69 1470.14 13.37 3.27 11.53 19.94 2.27 20.66 6.68 1.28 6.43 34.93 1.00 34.93 6.12 2.78 7.45 0.0238 0.0111 0.0287 0.943 0.776 0.106
Peroneus-longus 2 1558.93 295.72 1499.89 21.00 13.23 11.31 18.14 5.14 20.81 6.19 2.24 6.26 32.41 1.63 32.38 3.29 2.49 7.92 0.0131 0.0098 0.0318 1.459 2.696 0.041
Soleus 1545.08 103.09 1519.84 13.00 7.35 10.38 22.93 3.03 24.25 6.09 1.17 6.09 37.68 0.82 37.69 8.39 4.48 10.77 0.0324 0.0173 0.0416 3.018 9.436 0.178
Tibialis-anterior 1495.24 102.76 1462.71 18.78 7.76 13.93 16.48 2.10 17.58 6.28 1.15 6.06 30.94 1.58 30.92 3.11 1.63 5.11 0.0106 0.0055 0.0173 0.995 2.909 0.033
Tibialis-anterior 2 1487.69 53.53 1447.70 20.64 6.81 14.23 16.38 2.05 17.81 6.78 1.45 6.49 31.93 0.96 31.92 2.45 1.33 4.75 0.0086 0.0048 0.0168 1.775 3.541 0.098
Tibialis-posterior 1585.03 91.48 1570.30 13.00 2.49 11.31 21.29 2.71 22.17 6.21 0.66 6.04 36.57 1.08 36.58 6.46 2.76 8.56 0.0249 0.0106 0.0330 2.460 1.393 0.329






Adductor Longus 1682.35 284.59 1626.01 18.69 6.09 11.85 22.89 5.39 24.01 7.50 1.22 7.05 35.85 3.38 35.89 2.20 0.92 4.85 0.0153 0.0069 0.0330 1.054 0.802 0.074
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1565.46 118.58 1536.91 13.46 7.18 10.37 21.53 3.68 22.79 6.69 1.22 6.60 36.55 1.77 36.59 5.81 2.85 8.76 0.0246 0.0119 0.0370 0.636 1.626 0.038
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1594.58 84.38 1562.02 15.15 2.09 11.18 21.05 4.49 22.55 7.57 1.42 6.98 34.95 2.50 34.93 3.18 1.24 6.33 0.0187 0.0073 0.0372 1.334 0.471 0.132
Gracilis 1589.94 170.83 1510.13 21.97 11.83 11.97 17.74 4.27 19.22 6.74 2.42 6.86 36.40 1.89 36.45 2.43 1.34 5.89 0.0184 0.0101 0.0450 7.609 13.005 0.278
Rectus Femoris 1483.23 42.67 1453.02 19.57 4.54 14.17 14.40 1.50 15.09 6.39 0.97 6.16 24.91 1.93 24.98 1.87 0.98 3.39 0.0052 0.0027 0.0094 0.328 0.167 0.043
Sartorius 1642.65 340.90 1513.04 25.54 13.44 10.46 16.44 3.64 19.69 6.98 2.94 6.98 31.44 4.14 31.51 1.42 0.88 6.82 0.0105 0.0065 0.0512 4.793 7.867 0.135
Semimembranosus 1672.85 208.90 1594.37 16.32 14.24 9.77 24.09 4.62 26.30 6.34 2.09 6.53 41.27 1.93 41.31 6.91 4.46 10.70 0.0336 0.0218 0.0521 3.440 7.945 0.079
Semitendinosus 1624.14 176.34 1570.28 14.59 11.98 9.91 23.31 3.70 24.92 6.61 2.03 6.56 41.35 2.21 41.41 7.52 4.43 10.53 0.0305 0.0179 0.0428 4.447 11.980 0.133
Vastus Intermedius 1536.29 77.84 1513.07 15.98 4.06 12.66 18.44 2.75 19.22 6.76 0.97 6.53 31.82 2.08 31.76 3.57 1.93 5.07 0.0158 0.0084 0.0224 0.133 0.074 0.018
Vastus Lateralis 1471.27 68.27 1456.39 14.37 2.42 12.13 17.96 2.08 19.00 6.22 0.56 6.08 31.00 0.95 31.01 4.82 2.03 7.28 0.0159 0.0066 0.0240 0.246 0.164 0.034
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1652.73 183.13 1537.30 21.54 17.13 9.59 22.32 5.01 26.12 5.22 2.62 6.09 40.47 3.05 40.55 6.04 4.77 13.06 0.0171 0.0132 0.0378 7.667 12.194 0.288
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1639.59 240.56 1484.55 25.61 20.48 10.43 19.87 4.78 23.86 5.66 2.81 6.25 40.45 1.46 40.48 4.20 2.87 13.25 0.0141 0.0097 0.0447 21.440 33.651 0.414
Table D.7: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN177
141
Muscle




2 (us) MTR (p.u.) RM
a
0 (s
−1) R/g (s−1) χ2






























Extensor Digitorum 3261.63 7827.33 2872.62 49.22 40.60 5.82 34.11 92.28 39.48 4.55 4.04 6.09 32.82 1.68 32.81 0.93 1.72 11.33 0.0030 0.0056 0.0366 22.661 35.364 0.024
Gastrocnemius L. 1901.54 414.83 1643.99 35.21 36.46 9.70 19.05 3.32 21.47 4.77 2.82 6.21 36.10 1.66 36.11 3.30 3.57 10.53 0.0115 0.0124 0.0373 10.598 28.073 0.025
Gastrocnemius M. 1918.13 415.77 1639.61 35.98 33.09 9.29 20.41 4.78 25.39 4.03 3.20 6.05 37.92 2.66 37.95 2.70 3.15 12.28 0.0105 0.0123 0.0485 15.728 33.250 0.086
Peroneus-longus 2073.27 479.91 1817.68 45.05 40.12 11.00 19.71 5.50 21.08 4.50 3.75 6.23 32.84 2.41 32.84 0.73 1.28 6.98 0.0031 0.0054 0.0309 22.284 33.059 0.028
Peroneus-longus 2 2919.08 3565.66 2887.10 42.09 38.03 13.63 29.80 46.57 34.21 3.74 4.24 8.46 31.35 3.45 31.23 0.49 0.96 1.30 0.0019 0.0037 0.0050 12.136 14.662 0.132
Soleus 1807.98 392.31 1587.93 29.35 32.05 9.52 21.55 4.24 24.82 4.95 2.65 6.18 37.89 1.77 37.92 4.90 4.04 12.73 0.0198 0.0163 0.0517 17.042 55.774 0.076
Tibialis-anterior 1684.47 435.45 1442.97 49.22 40.97 11.07 16.24 5.03 18.55 3.80 2.54 6.10 30.92 2.22 30.95 1.22 1.82 10.14 0.0033 0.0050 0.0271 33.028 57.010 0.104
Tibialis-anterior 2 1867.34 428.32 1568.24 50.64 40.45 11.78 17.68 5.31 19.56 4.55 3.76 6.45 32.78 1.92 32.77 0.75 1.29 7.19 0.0025 0.0042 0.0237 40.482 65.547 0.044
Tibialis-posterior 1903.21 415.13 1698.55 33.58 35.14 11.13 20.32 4.73 21.91 3.52 2.77 6.28 34.98 2.06 35.02 1.45 2.14 6.66 0.0057 0.0085 0.0264 122.640 172.199 0.160






Adductor Longus 2158.18 694.07 1759.28 56.74 42.76 9.99 33.32 41.42 22.20 7.63 13.89 6.48 35.23 3.78 35.31 0.04 0.12 7.64 0.0004 0.0011 0.0688 50.490 55.097 0.091
Biceps Femoris (Long) 2167.48 622.22 1831.85 51.88 40.18 14.56 20.80 7.92 18.47 3.21 3.93 5.10 31.35 3.72 31.71 0.15 0.37 3.94 0.0011 0.0024 0.0301 14.039 21.159 0.083
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2334.52 873.06 1869.65 62.26 39.10 11.73 3249630.00 33614200.00 20.77 3.86 4.45 5.86 34.24 4.55 34.44 0.10 0.22 6.17 0.0009 0.0020 0.0547 34.196 48.285 0.101
Gracilis 2296.55 941.00 1919.40 42.16 38.98 10.91 21.18 7.68 22.05 3.23 4.49 5.51 39.23 4.11 39.35 0.67 1.37 8.89 0.0050 0.0103 0.0703 19.328 24.267 0.035
Rectus Femoris 1851.34 379.61 1454.69 83.99 31.22 8.08 15.55 10.32 28.62 7.58 5.29 5.60 17.18 4.53 17.71 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.0001 0.0005 0.0000 1.057 3.782 11.377
Sartorius 2579.22 1074.17 3359.34 54.28 41.70 99.97 91836.60 922787.00 16.62 5.39 7.91 2.69 30.39 5.37 30.44 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.0002 0.0009 0.0000 15.847 17.111 0.839
Semimembranosus 2237.96 749.66 1845.26 37.10 37.89 9.81 24.20 6.12 28.53 3.43 2.73 5.69 43.04 2.55 43.08 2.56 3.29 14.17 0.0129 0.0164 0.0716 88.430 141.177 0.237
Semitendinosus 1963.02 499.48 1694.01 35.29 36.90 10.54 21.76 4.42 23.19 3.99 3.31 6.26 37.87 2.38 37.95 1.88 2.27 8.80 0.0094 0.0112 0.0454 28.485 47.508 0.045
Vastus Intermedius 1932.32 455.60 1667.04 56.48 43.48 15.47 22.11 12.54 18.30 5.28 7.38 7.10 31.24 2.88 31.34 0.15 0.55 2.63 0.0009 0.0032 0.0144 24.563 29.795 0.254
Vastus Lateralis 2095.43 608.06 2695.82 48.71 39.10 99.97 20.27 6.20 19.08 2.79 2.58 2.13 36.54 3.73 37.12 0.47 1.12 0.00 0.0020 0.0045 0.0000 6.949 10.934 0.498
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 2104.80 543.48 1826.87 43.45 41.21 11.44 26.12 7.56 25.69 3.04 3.46 6.02 34.98 1.88 35.04 0.18 0.62 6.35 0.0006 0.0021 0.0222 166.218 162.375 0.299





























Extensor Digitorum 1597.35 277.86 1511.55 23.23 14.18 10.89 17.20 4.00 20.52 6.15 2.42 6.21 32.52 1.82 32.52 2.62 2.01 9.20 0.0086 0.0066 0.0299 2.299 4.300 0.025
Gastrocnemius L. 1706.14 172.92 1655.86 15.38 9.97 10.44 19.91 3.06 21.30 6.54 1.46 6.47 35.98 1.57 35.99 4.94 3.34 7.60 0.0173 0.0116 0.0267 0.661 1.641 0.036
Gastrocnemius M. 1766.81 215.07 1647.49 20.81 17.09 10.10 21.67 4.12 24.69 5.68 2.30 6.19 37.91 1.48 37.91 4.33 3.08 9.09 0.0169 0.0120 0.0356 2.013 3.708 0.054
Peroneus-longus 1902.19 236.22 1766.23 23.12 10.32 10.53 16.81 3.29 20.37 5.50 2.36 6.05 32.88 1.81 32.87 1.97 1.42 9.02 0.0084 0.0060 0.0390 2.680 3.931 0.083
Peroneus-longus 2 1892.52 352.60 1810.84 21.15 14.68 10.81 20.55 7.43 22.39 6.35 1.89 6.13 31.96 0.88 31.97 1.98 0.82 7.01 0.0079 0.0035 0.0275 2.438 4.950 0.108
Soleus 1638.06 158.51 1590.45 14.56 11.16 9.87 22.54 4.00 24.47 6.23 1.55 6.33 37.61 1.69 37.64 6.52 3.44 10.42 0.0264 0.0139 0.0422 1.804 4.606 0.059
Tibialis-anterior 1448.48 246.23 1414.87 21.31 14.97 11.06 16.43 5.47 18.85 5.74 1.85 6.09 30.65 2.15 30.67 3.02 1.71 10.24 0.0082 0.0049 0.0275 2.578 4.930 0.057
Tibialis-anterior 2 1633.48 125.77 1551.02 21.77 10.51 11.44 16.85 3.68 19.84 6.13 2.15 6.40 32.51 1.43 32.50 2.31 1.32 8.10 0.0075 0.0043 0.0265 3.081 5.490 0.046
Tibialis-posterior 1756.22 269.35 1664.73 19.35 10.75 10.92 19.40 3.13 21.77 5.98 2.12 6.30 34.72 1.84 34.76 3.30 2.22 7.21 0.0131 0.0089 0.0287 3.483 6.507 0.088






Adductor Longus 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Biceps Femoris (Long) 2212.97 639.34 2279.21 43.24 10.98 44.03 14.42 8.80 13.76 2.45 1.31 2.25 31.65 2.62 31.73 0.54 0.49 0.43 0.0041 0.0025 0.0035 1.376 0.430 1.073
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2263.03 429.22 1629.53 47.69 5.01 9.73 14.89 3.18 26.81 2.07 0.30 1.31 35.75 6.31 36.05 0.37 0.08 0.00 0.0033 0.0007 0.0000 8.845 2.167 178.860
Gracilis 2123.95 580.58 1898.04 23.83 13.72 11.78 18.91 5.51 20.50 5.71 2.97 5.70 39.34 4.61 39.39 2.32 1.85 6.08 0.0173 0.0143 0.0457 1.259 1.644 0.160
Rectus Femoris 1722.54 455.46 2061.26 57.74 6.55 99.97 11.10 5.04 12.12 2.87 0.51 2.49 20.25 4.38 20.65 0.24 0.08 0.00 0.0017 0.0005 0.0000 0.544 0.270 0.247
Sartorius 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Semimembranosus 1859.18 391.96 1788.53 14.49 8.50 10.09 25.04 6.32 27.35 6.18 1.48 6.08 41.99 1.97 42.03 5.94 2.82 10.74 0.0298 0.0139 0.0539 2.601 6.249 0.067
Semitendinosus 1754.10 188.27 1699.89 16.48 7.91 11.39 21.88 4.79 23.02 6.96 2.03 6.88 37.70 2.16 37.80 3.75 1.89 6.17 0.0187 0.0091 0.0311 0.558 0.814 0.058
Vastus Intermedius 1883.35 323.80 1722.94 28.92 14.58 13.52 16.96 3.93 19.06 5.17 1.74 5.22 32.02 1.77 31.99 1.42 0.78 6.85 0.0083 0.0044 0.0402 1.462 2.245 0.045
Vastus Lateralis 1911.89 305.53 1592.07 34.06 16.83 11.51 16.94 5.08 18.54 4.83 3.08 0.00 35.86 4.47 36.56 1.55 1.65 0.53 0.0066 0.0064 0.0023 0.378 0.402 13.401
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1692.40 117.89 1671.77 16.00 2.16 13.81 24.72 2.27 25.04 6.74 1.09 6.76 34.15 3.13 34.29 3.31 1.88 3.90 0.0113 0.0060 0.0136 2.097 0.567 0.807
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1887.39 193.06 1828.74 15.73 7.65 11.74 32.72 7.86 34.03 7.08 1.59 6.97 39.92 1.74 39.98 4.15 2.37 5.98 0.0123 0.0067 0.0176 1.595 2.947 0.354
Table D.8: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN184
142
Muscle




2 (us) MTR (p.u.) RM
a
0 (s
−1) R/g (s−1) χ2






























Extensor Digitorum 1602.12 310.39 1475.16 29.39 33.83 11.28 17.56 2.72 18.96 5.26 2.20 6.12 31.26 1.33 31.26 3.29 2.76 8.08 0.0086 0.0074 0.0208 17.270 45.187 0.046
Gastrocnemius L. 1872.86 489.32 1677.08 30.78 37.15 7.54 23.10 5.87 26.75 4.93 2.54 6.18 31.02 1.47 31.00 4.90 3.81 12.47 0.0149 0.0116 0.0381 5.661 17.199 0.066
Gastrocnemius M. 1692.79 261.52 1607.18 16.60 20.84 7.81 27.25 5.91 30.51 5.59 1.93 6.12 35.51 1.78 35.49 8.65 4.72 14.97 0.0273 0.0150 0.0469 4.223 16.788 0.049
Peroneus-longus 1702.00 266.62 1526.14 33.29 32.95 10.03 17.07 3.22 19.94 5.26 2.66 6.15 31.70 1.47 31.69 2.58 2.13 10.32 0.0082 0.0067 0.0328 7.662 26.359 0.054
Peroneus-longus 2 1641.92 438.68 1487.89 37.83 37.49 11.24 18.69 5.01 20.69 4.59 2.54 6.38 29.66 2.57 29.53 1.61 1.96 5.27 0.0047 0.0056 0.0160 7.423 14.050 0.027
Soleus 1875.57 386.34 1638.02 33.34 36.31 8.61 22.86 5.52 28.07 4.69 2.67 6.16 36.81 1.83 36.77 5.06 3.94 13.86 0.0191 0.0148 0.0524 7.093 19.086 0.064
Tibialis-anterior 1555.61 296.34 1426.69 32.31 34.81 11.88 15.46 1.99 16.32 5.39 1.72 5.91 29.65 1.06 29.65 3.22 2.36 7.23 0.0081 0.0060 0.0182 4.971 23.599 0.049
Tibialis-anterior 2 1625.20 286.23 1470.80 34.11 37.22 10.98 16.90 2.22 18.44 4.94 2.25 6.11 31.20 1.10 31.19 2.93 2.65 8.82 0.0088 0.0080 0.0264 20.032 47.676 0.087
Tibialis-posterior 1889.76 393.59 1637.04 38.30 39.18 10.04 19.42 3.09 21.70 4.59 2.43 5.83 34.50 1.13 34.49 3.35 3.27 10.77 0.0121 0.0118 0.0393 20.948 62.211 0.081






Adductor Longus 1821.65 644.02 1778.41 12.46 21.70 6.22 35.54 11.60 30.22 2.17 4.57 0.14 8.45 4.54 8.27 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.0002 0.0004 0.0000 1.119 1.095 0.278
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1753.04 330.19 1548.60 55.40 44.26 12.43 20.25 7.43 16.47 4.58 2.55 6.14 23.78 2.23 23.84 0.10 0.47 4.65 0.0005 0.0021 0.0233 19.148 22.480 0.012
Biceps Femoris (Short) 1775.46 377.28 1549.81 67.24 42.89 11.58 19.91 7.65 17.14 6.00 5.26 6.50 22.56 6.59 22.53 0.02 0.10 3.08 0.0001 0.0005 0.0164 9.734 14.980 0.023
Gracilis 2000.62 526.89 1645.60 51.46 42.66 10.36 17.31 4.66 17.02 3.28 2.65 5.81 33.34 2.56 33.42 0.83 1.55 8.94 0.0049 0.0090 0.0542 26.359 41.092 0.060
Rectus Femoris 1580.93 179.78 1391.30 85.46 29.52 23.00 13.24 4.84 11.92 5.29 3.37 5.19 13.31 2.31 13.34 0.01 0.05 0.94 0.0001 0.0002 0.0040 2.704 7.067 0.043
Sartorius 2016.59 647.38 1726.99 58.79 43.32 11.03 18.93 8.55 16.25 5.20 4.81 6.67 28.07 3.02 28.07 0.06 0.21 4.60 0.0005 0.0017 0.0356 27.440 32.797 0.074
Semimembranosus 1986.03 504.69 1641.76 45.41 40.77 10.47 20.31 4.89 23.70 3.61 2.73 5.80 33.99 2.19 34.05 1.41 2.21 10.22 0.0059 0.0092 0.0432 20.959 39.130 0.040
Semitendinosus 1797.18 351.56 1553.71 43.60 41.30 10.75 17.49 2.46 18.77 4.62 2.23 5.97 32.20 1.54 32.20 2.43 2.71 8.75 0.0088 0.0099 0.0321 16.618 43.163 0.065
Vastus Intermedius 1659.85 274.10 1443.70 63.47 42.95 12.17 19.37 7.36 17.18 5.22 3.32 6.34 19.90 3.00 20.07 0.13 0.42 4.56 0.0005 0.0015 0.0167 5.783 9.309 0.005
Vastus Lateralis 1551.33 237.18 1424.12 45.84 42.37 13.28 19.73 5.81 17.26 5.13 2.02 6.14 21.00 1.54 20.96 0.42 0.83 3.75 0.0011 0.0022 0.0102 7.006 8.940 0.014
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 2086.31 501.89 1717.82 39.70 36.55 9.86 25.04 13.24 28.03 3.95 3.22 6.12 38.75 1.35 38.77 2.45 3.33 11.19 0.0065 0.0088 0.0303 110.482 209.269 0.189





























Extensor Digitorum 1468.31 90.60 1459.49 14.10 2.68 12.52 17.73 1.53 18.21 6.61 0.79 6.42 30.99 1.10 30.97 4.69 2.01 5.43 0.0122 0.0056 0.0139 0.241 0.161 0.057
Gastrocnemius L. 1687.69 330.89 1668.27 9.89 5.94 7.81 24.77 5.12 26.50 6.41 0.92 6.35 30.81 1.52 30.80 6.80 2.75 10.28 0.0206 0.0083 0.0313 0.470 0.939 0.056
Gastrocnemius M. 1638.87 194.94 1607.73 11.05 10.18 7.90 28.18 5.23 30.56 6.09 1.23 6.17 35.44 1.78 35.41 9.49 3.98 13.89 0.0300 0.0127 0.0436 1.083 3.506 0.046
Peroneus-longus 1574.52 107.79 1537.71 16.06 7.11 11.25 17.48 2.70 18.80 6.56 1.48 6.38 31.85 1.55 31.83 3.58 1.78 6.60 0.0114 0.0056 0.0209 0.606 1.406 0.025
Peroneus-longus 2 1400.91 316.64 1370.58 18.55 11.81 11.99 18.38 3.08 20.15 6.46 1.42 6.50 28.83 2.25 28.78 3.03 1.77 4.72 0.0088 0.0050 0.0137 0.548 1.386 0.063
Soleus 1671.98 171.63 1658.01 10.47 1.40 9.13 25.09 4.28 26.76 6.49 0.55 6.30 36.98 1.80 36.95 7.26 2.22 10.84 0.0273 0.0082 0.0409 0.428 0.245 0.051
Tibialis-anterior 1424.63 126.52 1413.16 14.65 2.57 12.69 15.67 1.65 16.20 6.26 0.57 6.12 29.59 1.05 29.60 4.33 1.79 5.63 0.0109 0.0046 0.0141 0.230 0.133 0.047
Tibialis-anterior 2 1482.99 83.04 1469.86 13.95 2.63 11.89 17.28 1.75 17.97 6.56 0.44 6.40 30.94 1.10 30.94 4.57 1.87 6.24 0.0137 0.0057 0.0186 0.523 0.336 0.092
Tibialis-posterior 1697.26 192.88 1662.64 14.42 9.14 11.04 20.35 2.70 21.46 6.20 1.16 6.08 34.42 1.14 34.42 5.14 2.66 7.14 0.0186 0.0097 0.0258 0.902 2.639 0.046






Adductor Longus 1667.09 213.69 1719.14 22.25 0.79 69.79 33.50 5.95 35.06 0.62 0.07 0.64 8.48 1.68 8.48 0.20 0.06 0.02 0.0010 0.0003 0.0001 1.573 0.830 0.617
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1605.21 174.23 1527.64 25.44 10.37 13.53 14.91 1.88 15.98 6.02 1.59 6.25 24.23 1.80 24.27 1.42 1.21 3.51 0.0065 0.0053 0.0164 0.259 0.483 0.030
Biceps Femoris (Short) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Gracilis 1625.50 142.64 1568.29 18.01 9.09 10.95 15.20 3.36 15.89 6.10 1.61 6.03 32.62 2.34 32.70 3.03 1.66 7.18 0.0178 0.0095 0.0426 0.887 1.706 0.028
Rectus Femoris 1558.26 90.30 1576.31 51.67 3.56 53.35 10.02 1.87 10.14 2.58 0.08 2.57 13.16 1.92 13.20 0.16 0.04 0.15 0.0007 0.0002 0.0007 1.672 0.498 1.203
Sartorius 2008.68 360.84 2177.45 36.43 13.44 47.61 12.31 3.09 12.76 2.77 2.05 1.94 28.95 2.84 29.05 0.67 0.66 0.28 0.0053 0.0052 0.0023 5.512 3.135 4.884
Semimembranosus 1666.30 218.01 1607.33 16.72 7.34 10.80 19.99 3.88 22.13 6.48 1.83 6.38 33.43 2.07 33.49 3.49 2.29 7.23 0.0146 0.0093 0.0304 0.717 1.424 0.026
Semitendinosus 1583.07 94.95 1562.09 13.89 2.76 11.37 18.20 2.14 19.08 6.54 0.61 6.39 32.07 1.47 32.08 4.45 2.19 6.48 0.0162 0.0081 0.0236 0.399 0.253 0.057
Vastus Intermedius 1485.66 96.48 1427.23 27.20 15.07 13.67 15.46 2.74 16.40 6.82 2.78 6.86 19.02 3.18 19.22 1.07 0.68 2.76 0.0038 0.0024 0.0100 0.090 0.123 0.002
Vastus Lateralis 1463.44 93.61 1435.09 18.76 3.88 13.34 16.79 2.68 17.78 6.86 0.91 6.65 20.64 1.37 20.59 1.68 0.73 3.33 0.0045 0.0019 0.0089 0.079 0.037 0.011
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1830.00 220.88 1724.78 18.72 14.10 10.32 27.50 14.21 28.44 6.28 2.27 6.53 38.57 1.31 38.59 4.67 3.27 8.57 0.0124 0.0086 0.0230 8.565 17.539 0.158
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1747.76 246.85 1716.05 14.91 2.47 11.75 22.85 4.39 23.85 7.00 1.03 6.49 37.46 1.61 37.46 3.59 1.02 6.16 0.0110 0.0031 0.0190 1.806 0.847 0.131
Table D.9: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN185
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Extensor Digitorum 2604.55 1597.09 2167.91 60.89 41.88 12.13 27.25 13.59 29.00 6.27 5.84 6.27 33.46 5.22 33.37 0.74 1.49 3.16 0.0027 0.0055 0.0120 10.434 19.155 0.194
Gastrocnemius L. 1851.80 396.16 1556.29 41.04 37.77 8.92 20.66 4.52 25.30 3.98 2.73 6.02 33.40 1.36 33.41 3.62 3.67 12.71 0.0131 0.0133 0.0464 18.533 53.154 0.235
Gastrocnemius M. 1917.98 414.31 1593.29 41.22 37.23 9.05 22.19 5.92 27.89 3.93 2.77 5.89 34.59 2.11 34.63 2.73 3.09 13.98 0.0123 0.0138 0.0631 29.846 74.593 0.169
Peroneus-longus 2053.07 682.74 1823.34 40.20 41.79 10.79 26.22 6.77 25.80 6.45 7.61 6.40 31.83 5.62 32.16 1.29 1.93 4.85 0.0057 0.0086 0.0213 46.625 83.770 0.046
Peroneus-longus 2 2920.82 4163.87 2307.53 22.44 29.15 10.53 24.47 29.46 24.31 1.32 3.12 0.79 55.84 12.25 53.53 1.03 0.97 0.00 0.0075 0.0079 0.0000 13.053 6.152 16.614
Soleus 1787.53 377.98 1540.59 36.44 36.68 9.97 20.24 4.08 23.68 4.30 2.57 5.90 35.11 1.37 35.13 3.90 3.83 12.36 0.0171 0.0169 0.0544 64.917 173.978 0.469
Tibialis-anterior 1425.72 532.00 1638.70 60.24 36.95 99.99 16.23 5.94 16.25 4.62 4.95 1.73 29.09 4.61 29.14 0.52 0.94 0.00 0.0016 0.0029 0.0000 15.027 33.617 4.704
Tibialis-anterior 2 1984.31 387.48 1490.08 67.45 39.63 9.53 16.86 4.34 23.38 4.03 4.05 2.92 29.96 3.34 30.03 0.27 0.78 0.00 0.0009 0.0027 0.0000 31.108 48.929 164.785
Tibialis-posterior 1995.64 482.81 2403.97 51.35 39.38 99.98 18.48 6.09 18.50 3.00 3.90 2.34 33.67 3.24 33.68 0.47 1.16 0.00 0.0020 0.0049 0.0000 57.042 77.155 7.513






Adductor Longus 2691.69 1911.06 2214.78 50.76 42.64 9.11 22.47 13.46 25.20 3.29 2.37 5.58 35.49 2.42 35.52 0.67 1.31 9.29 0.0045 0.0088 0.0623 183.266 264.375 0.575
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1967.42 580.24 1617.73 47.70 42.44 10.18 20.38 5.23 22.62 3.94 2.70 6.00 33.62 2.33 33.68 1.73 2.25 9.61 0.0087 0.0112 0.0496 27.732 58.661 0.114
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2275.89 579.12 2165.01 36.18 40.03 10.65 20.98 7.15 21.69 3.61 5.89 5.82 36.43 7.36 36.51 0.21 0.51 7.10 0.0012 0.0027 0.0420 29.364 27.385 0.042
Gracilis 2615.69 1407.28 2162.48 44.86 41.56 8.87 22.20 5.95 26.20 3.27 2.72 5.83 39.13 3.43 39.06 1.10 1.82 10.78 0.0086 0.0140 0.0857 30.820 43.670 0.070
Rectus Femoris 1806.04 350.23 1558.83 65.65 42.94 12.27 20.07 8.10 16.48 5.31 4.15 5.27 20.24 3.62 20.29 0.02 0.10 5.05 0.0001 0.0004 0.0221 8.229 11.433 0.013
Sartorius 2397.39 612.05 1977.50 77.63 39.26 11.18 22.91 8.52 20.69 5.46 4.26 5.63 25.90 3.68 25.94 0.00 0.03 5.17 0.0000 0.0002 0.0366 25.926 43.615 0.055
Semimembranosus 2119.18 594.73 1807.82 29.80 33.53 8.51 25.27 6.24 29.25 4.98 2.85 6.01 41.66 2.95 41.69 5.47 4.82 13.42 0.0261 0.0229 0.0643 17.777 55.759 0.118
Semitendinosus 1993.92 520.02 1757.30 28.88 34.16 9.30 24.51 4.64 28.08 4.87 2.77 6.09 39.77 2.21 39.80 4.47 3.77 11.57 0.0217 0.0184 0.0560 45.340 116.496 0.177
Vastus Intermedius 1863.37 369.02 1610.80 43.62 41.08 10.90 20.42 3.75 22.72 4.86 2.67 6.14 30.38 2.46 30.42 1.49 1.78 7.45 0.0061 0.0073 0.0305 33.774 73.063 0.168
Vastus Lateralis 1991.93 872.17 1664.62 53.66 42.97 11.05 20.41 11.97 22.51 4.23 2.55 5.57 30.66 2.25 30.66 1.88 2.39 8.19 0.0064 0.0080 0.0275 2.047 5.918 0.023
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1875.40 397.77 1648.99 31.73 36.56 10.07 21.80 3.08 24.22 4.44 2.30 5.72 36.67 1.39 36.69 4.71 4.21 12.00 0.0113 0.0101 0.0291 26.680 71.509 0.173





























Extensor Digitorum 1986.34 823.33 1930.02 17.93 7.76 12.98 22.35 7.17 23.60 7.18 1.28 6.59 31.52 3.38 31.56 2.34 1.19 3.60 0.0086 0.0044 0.0132 0.863 0.492 0.245
Gastrocnemius L. 1628.30 195.02 1556.05 17.57 16.92 9.10 22.18 4.42 25.30 5.66 1.95 6.07 33.17 1.42 33.19 5.63 3.08 11.76 0.0204 0.0111 0.0426 4.211 9.756 0.077
Gastrocnemius M. 1715.59 214.31 1596.42 21.56 18.22 9.29 22.91 6.58 27.40 5.28 2.41 6.12 34.23 1.99 34.26 4.08 2.90 10.91 0.0183 0.0129 0.0494 6.564 10.865 0.150
Peroneus-longus 1892.03 251.09 1844.78 12.11 2.30 9.24 27.13 1.26 29.47 7.85 2.54 7.14 31.73 2.18 31.75 3.41 0.94 6.24 0.0152 0.0043 0.0277 0.539 0.358 0.060
Peroneus-longus 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Soleus 1580.98 123.00 1546.87 14.64 9.40 10.79 21.99 3.54 23.67 6.04 1.23 6.07 35.08 1.27 35.09 5.89 3.13 8.92 0.0259 0.0138 0.0392 4.469 11.989 0.409
Tibialis-anterior 1118.02 558.09 1134.75 30.18 21.11 13.95 17.33 8.37 19.99 8.21 3.46 7.78 27.09 3.24 27.05 1.76 0.97 3.11 0.0055 0.0030 0.0095 1.444 2.685 0.354
Tibialis-anterior 2 1725.72 271.98 2189.51 28.98 17.65 99.98 16.73 3.04 17.02 5.11 2.77 2.41 29.58 3.28 29.65 1.70 1.42 0.00 0.0059 0.0047 0.0000 2.642 3.266 3.528
Tibialis-posterior 1783.30 209.93 1649.74 24.72 15.60 10.97 17.57 3.08 20.89 5.11 2.36 5.71 33.74 2.77 33.77 2.31 1.72 7.82 0.0097 0.0073 0.0325 5.462 8.128 0.352






Adductor Longus 1775.87 759.23 1674.17 18.53 6.99 10.65 19.70 3.93 22.34 6.88 2.08 6.37 33.96 2.53 33.98 2.56 1.42 6.36 0.0171 0.0095 0.0424 7.574 18.293 0.146
Biceps Femoris (Long) 1635.68 254.60 1610.67 14.12 3.33 11.24 21.39 4.36 22.41 6.77 0.99 6.63 33.06 2.09 33.13 4.05 1.89 5.94 0.0203 0.0093 0.0297 0.511 0.274 0.089
Biceps Femoris (Short) 2510.11 1204.41 2495.69 18.37 4.47 14.17 20.24 10.16 20.17 8.97 2.93 8.17 30.11 4.55 30.51 1.17 0.78 1.44 0.0066 0.0035 0.0085 0.131 0.005 0.084
Gracilis 2068.15 255.61 2013.56 14.39 2.49 11.14 22.14 4.86 22.73 6.69 0.95 6.38 37.58 2.67 37.58 3.24 1.75 5.08 0.0252 0.0130 0.0399 0.904 0.463 0.139
Rectus Femoris 1791.18 152.30 1975.00 42.76 18.51 99.69 15.74 2.72 16.65 4.02 3.03 3.44 19.01 5.58 19.27 0.45 0.51 0.00 0.0020 0.0022 0.0000 2.819 2.272 1.458
Sartorius 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Semimembranosus 1871.72 353.18 1817.56 12.16 8.74 8.82 26.67 6.08 28.34 6.45 1.55 6.32 41.00 3.04 41.04 7.42 4.13 10.24 0.0354 0.0196 0.0490 2.026 5.673 0.127
Semitendinosus 1775.21 229.73 1751.06 11.72 2.29 9.86 25.71 3.78 27.17 6.65 0.94 6.40 39.32 2.16 39.34 6.37 2.84 8.69 0.0308 0.0139 0.0418 1.015 0.652 0.145
Vastus Intermedius 1634.81 86.05 1607.36 14.93 3.29 11.57 21.08 3.04 22.20 7.22 1.31 6.88 29.36 2.39 29.41 3.04 1.45 4.71 0.0124 0.0060 0.0191 0.623 0.366 0.098
Vastus Lateralis 1667.19 390.33 1632.27 14.80 5.06 11.10 20.95 5.45 22.71 6.09 1.04 5.98 30.03 1.88 30.04 4.07 1.88 7.22 0.0138 0.0059 0.0246 0.049 0.077 0.004
A
r
m Flexor Digitorum Profundus 1675.56 76.66 1659.81 12.02 1.71 10.52 23.07 2.46 24.24 5.99 0.49 5.87 36.65 1.38 36.69 7.12 3.30 9.63 0.0171 0.0078 0.0232 0.609 0.362 0.156
Flexor Digitorum Sublimis 1574.99 88.87 1562.05 12.13 1.33 10.57 21.75 3.39 23.09 6.06 0.45 5.94 37.34 1.36 37.35 7.03 2.51 10.63 0.0210 0.0070 0.0319 1.278 0.616 0.278
Table D.10: Raw data from qMT measurement: JOHN186
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